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The Battle of Blair Mountain was the largest open class war in US History. For five days in late 
August and early September 1921, in Logan County, WV, between 10,000 and 15,000 coal miners 
confronted an army of police and strikebreakers backed by coal operators in an effort to unionize 
the southwestern West Virginia coalfields. Their struggle ended only after approximately one million 
rounds were fired , and the US Army intervened by presidential order. 



A Message fro 
" 'f- 1' 

BY CATHERINE-ANN M AcDouGAL . . , 
1 

I am certain that ·the Coal River 
Vall~ is precisely ~here I want to 
be. When the ___ winter groundfreeze 
thaws, the foresT floor proliferates 
with spring ephemetals: blOodroot, rue 
anemone, dutd1riian's- breeches, cut
leafed toothwori ; tt:o~t lillies,. blue 
cohosh, and spring :beauties. The 
ridgeline above tl}e liollow I live in is 
like a path oft he-gods: wind, sun, rain, 
and snow can alf beseige a trespasser 
along that path in the space of a few 
moments, but 1 would 'not shy from 
the violent beauty of that power . 

.,; .. 

Yet the-fabric o( the~e ancient and 
diverse forests is being torn apart. 

-
I feel, with the keen urgency of 

extinction, that Alpha Natural 
Resources cannot be allowed to 
tear apart Coal River Mountain 
and allow all those living below it 
to suffer for their profits. Legal 
resistance to strip mining has been 
failing for decacfes; we can't allow 
ourselves to be gulled into believing 
that we · should confine ourselves 
mildly to ·sanctioned channels for 
change while those who profit from 
exploitation set the terms: 

We need to throw ever}'!hing we 
can into the gears of big coal, costing 
them as much money and shame as 
possible. To this end, I am going to 
sit· about fifty feet up in a tree for as 
long as I can. · 

Aft~r t!J.irty 03)'5, t!J~ /ong~st tr~~s;t 
.in Appmc!J.i3n !J.istory, wt!J~r.in~ W3S 

forc~o out of !J~r tr~~ ou~ to 3 s~cuniy 
lJU3r3nt.in~ 3003 hex of suppf.i~S. TIJ~ 
Co.U .R.iv~r tr~~s.itt~rs 3r~ now !J~.ing 
su~o !Jy A/p!J3 Mtur.U .R~sourus. 
S.inu 21JIJ9 t!J~r~ b3vc !J~~n mor~ t!J3n 
/2 3rr~sts .in I IJ s~p~r3(~ 3ct.ions .1tCo.U 
.River Mount3.in. For mor~ .info c!J~cx 
out RAMPSCAMPAIGN.ORC 
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BY CATHY BIRCH 

On July 29J ~011 O~J! Coal River Mount'jiin, WesJ 
Virginia, Oitherine-Ann MacDougal and Becks- Kolins 
ascended 80 feet into the air to occupy a tulip poplar and 
an oak tree. This action was put on by RAMPS, Radical 
Action for Mountain People's Survival, in order to halt 
work on the Bee Tree Surface Mine by Alpha Natural 
Resources. RAMPS aims to end all forms of strip mining 
in Appalachia and believes that locally· supported direct 
action is an effective tool in reaching that goal. ,. -· 

Strip mining is a common practice in Appalachia, 
affecting the health of residents and ecosystems alike. 
While the rest of America receives cheap energy, 
the people of Appalachia pay a high price. Water 
contamination and coal dust lead to cancer and other 
illnesses in the area. Junior Walk, a direct supporter 
arrested during the action, is a lifelong local resident 
that has witnessed first hand the health impacts that the 
coal industry has on the people of West Virginia. Not 
only has Junior lost friends and family to .illness, he also 
suffers from health problems at the age of 21. 

The movement against p10untain top removal mining 
uses a variety of tactics, but many of the activists involved 
in the Coal River Mountain treesit feel that lobbying 
and appealing to government agendes has produced 
very few results. The coal industry has managed to 
influence these agendes so much that little in the way 
of environmental regulation actually occurs. 

RAMPS activists believe that it is crudal to stop 
strip mining today, as the EPA and the Department' of 
Environmental Protection (DEP) continue to release 
new documents that do nothing to protect the creatures 
that rely on these mountains to survive. 

The area surroundiil.g the mine is beautiful temperate 
dedduous rainforest, home to black bears, rattlesnakes 
and large nests of bees. As such, this terrain is never 
crossed by mine security, who were unable to locate the 
treesit for four hours after they were informed by the 
Office of Surface Mining. After locating the sit, two ground 
supporters were arrested and charged with trespassing. 

Ule first two days of the treesit succeeded in preventing 
all work on the Bee Tree mine, which currently has 
disturbed around 200 acres ·of an 800 acre permit area. 
This permit is one of five active or applied for permits on 
Coal River Mountain. Although the treesitters couldn't 
actually see the blast sites, as long as they are within 
1500 feet, all blasting is illegal. Later iri the sit, blasting 
did occur, but it was outside the Mining Safety Health 
Administration (MSHA) regulations. 

Severe weather, thunderstorms and biting bugs were 
some of the main challenges for the sitters, however 

the.j r~mai ed in high spirits as t ey ere able to 
traverse to each others platforms to enjoy peanut 
butter and j,elly luqches. Visits ftQm . rs at the foot 
of the trees and tree-mice on their platforms helped· 
to entertain the sitters on long days and maintained 
their resolve, as Catherine Ann said from her tree, 

I 
"these creatures need their moun~ains." 

Becks Kolins descended from the treesit site after 14 
days in order to make a statement about the injustice of 
the legal system, attempting to draw attention to the fact 
that the law sides,with coal companies,. accusing activists 

~ of trespassing while allowing coal companies to destroy 
mountains and poison people. Becks was charg~ with 
13 counts of trespassing (which the magistrate reduced to 
one count), conspiracy to commit a misdemeanor, and 
littering. Becks was released on their own recognizance 
and intends to plead not:guilty on all counts. , 

On the same day Becks descended, RAMPS 
representatives attended a meeting with community 
members and Alpha executives to discuss health 
impacts, water quality and flooding. RAMPS organizes 
these meetings with Alpha in order to enable discussion 
between community residents and mining companies, 
to develop solutions that are acceptable to .local people. 
Paul Corbit-Brown of Pax, WV, noted: "Its long overdue 
that the people in the communities affected by this 
corpm:ation have a . voice. If these talks will create 
more livable conditions in the communities that are so 
terribly impacted, it will ~e hugely important." 

The Bee Tree permit is currently up for renewal and 
during the sit supporters encouraged people to submit 
comments to the DEP in hopes that this regulatory body 
would respond to the wishes of dtizens. Individuals 
from far and wide joined the call-in day on August 8. Qp 
August 9, a permit hearing was well attended by local 
residents opposed to the permit renewal. We believe in 
including government agendes in the dialogue around 
stopping mountain top removal, however we have 
little faith in their capadty to take action. 

In the third week, Catherine Ann reported that Alpha 
was bringing in a generator, lights and an orange fence. 
Despite the enhanced security presence .there was no 
use of night time floodlighting, or noise compliance 
techniques, whicp were tactics used by Alpha's 
predecessor, MaSsey, during previous treesits. 

RAMPS would like to extend a big thank you to , 
ev.eryone who helped make this action a success. Support 
came in many forms from all over the world and we are 
most grateful. Donations of money, supplies, time or 
skills, were all greatly appredated. 

Be sure to follow RAMPsCAMPAIGN.ORG for more details and 
future actions. 
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BY WILLIE 

About sixty demonstrators marched through 
the town of Appalachia, VA, located in that state's 
southwestern coalfields on Friday, May 27th to protest 
a proposed mountaintop removal coal mihe on Ison 

\ 
Rock Ridge. The march was organized by the Southern 
Appalachian Mountain Stewards (SAMS), a local 
group dedicated to halting mountaintop removal 
coal-mining and to catalyzing a shift towards more 
sustainable economic options for the area. SAMS has 
already generated enough pressure over the past four 
years that A & G Coal has had to rewrite their permit 
several times to address grievances brought forth by 
community members. This resulted in ~he permit 
being suspended indefinitely by the Environmental 
Protection Agency for an extensive review of impacts 
to the local watershed. While this action marked a 
huge victory for SAMS, the group is still pushing to get 
the proposed mine not only suspended, but denied 
outright. 

The march was supported by allied community 
members from adjacent coal-bearing states and 
by Mountain Justice, who partnered with SAMS 
members on many aspects of planning and executing 
the demonstration. Several SAMS members spent the 
day prior to the march at Mountain Justice's annual · 
training camp in Letcher County, KY constructing 
puppets and signs With Mountain Justice and Earth 
First! activists. One of these individuals told me in the 
course of the week's preparations that he had worked 
at a Redwood lumber mill in Northern California in 
the nineties, which was targeted by Earth First!. When 
I asked him how it felt to have spent the whole day 
making puppets with Earth First!ers, Mike told me, "It 
felt awesome! I've come full ctrcle!" 

The partnership between SAMS and Mountain 
Justice speaks volumes to the power that can be 
generated when mostly young, often transient 
networks of activists such as Mountain justice and EF! 
commit to long-term, organizational (as opposed to 

-.:merely tactical) 'involvement in locally-led cam paigns 
taking place in the communiti~s 'that are hardest hit by 
environmental injustices. While MountainJustice and 
Blue Ridge Earth First! were blbckading the operations 
of Dominion Power back in '07 to protest expanding 
coal infrastructure (a campaign that was lost) and 
expanding nuclear infrastructure (a campaign that was 
won), these activists w~re also on the ground in the 
coalfields helping SAMS with organizing community 
meetings, water testing, turning local residents out to 
public hearings and the like. Since that time, many 
of Virginia's core Mountain Justice and Earth First! 
organizers have moved to the coalfields and set up a 
volunteer house and an internship program with one 
of the major goals being to support the on-going work 
bfSAMS 

This summer, the alliance between Mountain 
Justice and SAMS continues in projects such as the 
identification and registration of cemeteries within 
the boundaries of proposed mountaintop removal 
mines. Coal companies cannot mine within 100 
feet of burial sites, so by identifying and registering / 
cemeteries, we are able to punch their permits ful l- of 
holes until they look like swiss cheese. It is our hope 
that this tactic will not only preserve small chunks of 
land but will in fact make certain mountains (which 
are pretty well speckled with old family cemeteries) 
not feasible to mine. · 

In other areas, Mountain Justice fills a similar role 
connecting willing and able activists with a variety 
of grassroots campaigns. whether you want to. fight 
mine permits through the regulatory agencies, sit in 
a tree to halt the advancing machines, or lend any 
other kind of support-it is needed and Mountain 
Justice can help you find the best way to pitch in. To 
find out how you can help, visit www.MoUNTAINJusncE. 
ORG and click on "Join Us!" · 

Willie lives in Kentucky when he has to, and Virginia 
when he can. But at ..the end of the day, he's ·a proud 
Appalachian, political borders be damned. 



CoMPILED BY THE EF! JouRNAL CoLLECTIVE 

September 9- Women of Blood Tribe block Mur
phy Oil's tracking in Canada 

Kainai Nation, Southern Alberta-Members of the 
Blood Tribe; Elle-Mruja Tailfeathers, Lois Frank and Jill 
Crop Earred Wolf arrested by tribcil law enforcement 

, and· RCMP [Royal Canadian Mounted Police], after 
parking their cars in front of Murphy Oil's fracking 
development site and vowing not to move until plans 
of tracking for oil and gas are stopped. The women are 
part of the Kainai Earth Watch and have been active 
advocates to stop the fracking due to the major threat 
to human health, wildlife, livestock and the irreversible 

! 
Lughnasadh marks the beginning of 

the noticeable descent of the Sun mto 
the darkness of winter. Also called Lam
mas, it is the Celebration of Harvest 
and "the chase o[ Lugh ". 

Lugh is the Celtic Sun God who rains 
down upon the crops, living within the 
golden [Jelds. · . 

We give ·thanks to the Earth for its 
bounty and beau~. We remember and 
celebrate the sacri ces and efforts made 
in the _past for w at we harvest today. 
It is rr.om these harvests that we eat 
through the upcoming winter. 

Thzs is a time to fiarvest the dreams 
planted earlier in the year. We hope 
to see you dorking it out at the Boston 
Anarchist Bookfazr, resisting ALEC in 
Scottsdale, Arizona or supporting Black 
Mesa indigenous communities fight 
against big coal. 

damage to the land and water on the Blood Reserve and 
surrounding areas. 

September 6- Turkish protesters halt power 
plant construction 

Turkish residents and envirorimental activists bar
ricade several roads leading to Yaykil village. Blocking 
the movement of construction crews from the Anadolu 
Group, which is partnered with McDonalds and Coca 
Cola, that is attempting to build a geothermal plant 
against local residents wishes. Activists and the police 
exchange rocks and pepper 'spray. Twenty-five activists 
and four-police reported injured. Later, several activist 
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homes were raided by police. Six activists were detained. 
On the night of September 6, a large drilling vehicle was 
completely destroyed by fire. Police are currently inves
tigating the sabotage. 
August 28-Three loaders torched in Gorky Park, 
Kharkov, Ukraine 

One of the destroyed loader's market price was esti- . 
mated as $60,000. Since the beginning of construction . 
in May, the site has seen numerous ecotage actions, ex
propriations of construction equipment and mass pro
tests. 

August 27- Save the Peaks! Actions continue 
in defense of sacred sites · 

For more than 2 months, activists have been taking 
part in actions. Twenty-six arrests have been made so 
far. The, US Forest Service is allowing the Peaks to be des
ecrated so the Arizona Snowbowl ski resort can expand, 
violating community consent, sovereignty and the cul
tural integrity of the Apache, Dineh, Hopi, Hualapai, 
Yavapai and other Indigenous Nations who hold the 
San Francisco Peaks sacred. 

August 26- Resistance to fossil fuel infrastruc
ture continues in Western Australia 

Protesters block the convoy of equipment heading 
to the massive fossil fuel infrastructure project in the 
Kimberley wilderness on the northern coast of Western 
Australia. A 57-year-old woman was arrested after she 
locked herself to a low-loader trailer. The convoy, about 
30 trucks, was also blocked by two people locking th~
selves to heavy machinery and a concrete barrel. Over 30 
people have been arrested this summer in similar block
ades against the project, which is being forced on the 
community by the Australian government, on behalf 
of Big Oil, including Woodside Petroleum, Chevron, 
Shell and BP. A few weeks earlier 5,000 people attended 
a protest at Cable Beach against the industrialization of 
the Kimberley and the threat of turning Broome into a 
mining town. 

August 26- More arrests for blocking tar sands 
megaloads bound for Alberta 

A group of Moscow activists with Wild Idaho Ris
ing Tide were arrested for blocking US 95 to protest a 
massive Exxon/Imperial Oil "megaload" shipment des
tined for the Alberta Tar Sands. In solidarity with the 
First Nations people of Canada and the thousand-plus 
people arrested in Washington DC this summer, they 
are calling for the denial of permits for construction of 

the Keystone XL Pipeline, which would stretch froin Al
berta, Canada to the Gulf of Mexico (passing through 
Montana, South Dakota, Nebraska, Kansas, Oklahoma, 
and Texas). 

August 24- More action and anger against 
Shell 

Rossport Solidarity Camp activists- pull off another 
lock-down on the roadside in north· Mayo, Ireland, 
where Shell works the Corrib gas project. Two protes
tors arrested. This blockade was part of an intensive se
ries of on-road actions taken since Shell started works at 
the Aughoose site during late July, The action was also 
taken to highlight Shell's recent oil spill at the Gannet 
Alpha platform, in the North Sea, off the coast of Scot
land [reported August 10]. 
: August 1S.:-;If1cendiary attack on two vans of 

· the energy multinational GDF Suez in Madrid 
(Spain) 

Excerpts from Communique: Tonight two vans be
longing to the energy multinational"GDF SUEZ" were 
set on fire ... The techno-industrial system has been im
posed on our lives in a brutal way, to colonize our bodies 
and minds ... New developments, such as nanotechnol
ogy, biotechnology, robotics.. . stand as new forms of 
domination ... they secure the murder of the earth, the 
. total dependency on technology, a world where there 
is no space for autonomy, for freedom ... For this we at
tacked the company ... the attacks will continue,against 
all that which enslaves us ... from here, strength in your 
struggle, and may the insurrection that these days rav
ages England spread everywhere. 

August 17- Bolivians march against develop
ment plan 

Bolivian indigenous activists have started a long pro
test march, from the Amazon plains to the country's 
capital, against a government plan to build a highway 
through a national park in indigenous territory. 

August 12- China orders petrochemical plant 
shutdown after protests 

Chinese authorities have ordered a petrochemical 
plant to shut down after tens of thousands of protest
ers marched through the streets. The demonstration in 
Dalian is one of the biggest in a series of recent rallies 
against polluters in ·China. The protesters demanded a 
clear timetable for relocating the plant, with some re
fusing to leave until a plan is in place. 

August 12- Fracking debate h~ating up in New 
Zealand 

Climate Justice Taranaki, a protest group in the gas 
heartland of New Zealand, has called for a ban or 
moratorium on the practice, which it believes threat
ens aquifers with toxic chemicals. Taranaki is the 
first New Zealand region where there have been anti
tracking protests. 

August 11- Nigeria oil spills have created eco
logical disaster, Shell again at the forefront 

After half a century of oil spills, Nigeria's troubled 



Niger Delta is· one of the most polluted places on Earth, 
according to a "uN report. The report puts pressure on 
Shell Petroleum Development Co., the major operator 
during the peric)d,- which has had a bitter relationship 
with communities. It pibduces about 40% of Nigeria's 
oil in a joint 'venture wifh the Nigerian National Petro
leum Corp: ,. ·. 
Augu~ 11~·.A~ng San Suu Kyi backs Burma dam 

protesters "· , 
· Burma pro-democracy' leader Aung San Suu Kyi has 

joined for-ces with environmentalists, members of the 
Kachin minority groups and other affected communities 
in an appeal of a massive dam project on the Irrawad
dy River. The Myanmar-China Myitsone Hydroelectric 
Project in northern Kachin state will displace villagers, 
upset the ecology of the important food source and is 
expected to fl9od an area the size of Singapore. Some 
12,000 people from 63 villages have been relocated and 
have not been compensated. For decades, several ethnic 
groups have waged guerrilla wars for greater autonomy 
and control over resources in their regions. In March, 
figpting broke out between the 8,000-strong Kachin mi
litia and the government. That fighting was related to 
dams and other large projects being built by China. 

August 9- Cars, cops and corporations feel the 
heat of British riots 

Racist cops shot and killed someone (Mark Duggan, 
29 yrs old, father of four), and lied about it, again. Four 
days of riots followed. More than 1,100 people arrest
ed in centers including London, Birmingham, Man
chester, 'Nottingham, Bristol and Leicester. Groups of 
people evaded police, breaking into upmarket shops, 
setting chain stores and vehicles on fire. In Nottingham 
a police station and college were firebombed with more 
than 90 people arrested. 

August 8- More bomb attacks against nano
technology in Mexico 
, The same group who took credit for anti-technology 
bombing in April has claimed more attacks. Mexico's 
Attorney General's Office announced that a suspicious 
envelope presumably containing explosives was found 
at Mexico's National Polytechnical Institute. 

The group is calling itself "Individuals Tending to Sav-

agery [Individualidades tendiendo a lo Salvaje (ITS)]." 
August 5- Protests against ALEC and Brittish 

Petroleum (BP) in New Orleans 
A march against the American Legislative Exchange 

Council (ALEC), creators of pro-corporate legislation, 
takes place in New Orleans. Environmentalists, social 
justice groups and anarchists take to the streets, with 
some spray paint and smoke bombs livening things up 
a bit. One person was arrested. Also in New Orleans, on · 
August 4, Anti-BP Sit-In Protest ends with three arrests. 

First week of August marks the 48th anniversary 
of the West Papuan struggle for independence from In
donesia. Thousands of Papuans take to the streets, rais
ing their voice for the freedom and self-determination 
which they' continue to fight Earth First! News 
for and asking for support and Lughnasadh 

recognition from the Intema- August 1, 2011 . Number V. 
tional community. 

August- ACLU request- . 
ing information on govern
ment surveillance 

American Civil Liberties 
Union (ACLU) announced 
launching a massive coordi
nated information-seeking 
campaign. Thirty-four ACLU 
affiliates are filing over 3 7 S 
requests in 31 states across the 
country that seek to uncover 
when, why and how they are 
using cell phone location data 
to track people. 

July 26- Mysterious fire 
destroys Colorado State 
University horse research 
lab 

Unexplained fire hit the 
"Equine Reproduction LabOra
tory", with 20-foot tall flames 
engulfmg the· building. The 
fire completely destroyed the 
facility, and damages are esti
mated at $9 million. The lab 
was described as a "total loss." 

Earth First! News (EF!N) 
is a project of the Earth 
First! Journal. The intent 
of EFIN is to make Earth 
First! movement media 
more decentralized and 
more easily accessible by 
encouraging people to 
copy and distribute the 
publication. 

EF!N is released inde, 
pendently ;md as part 
of the quarterly Jou17Ull 
schedule. 

It Is available to down
load freely at NEWSWIRE. 

EARlliFIRST)OURNAL.ORG 

If you read EFI News 
online, please consider 
that your monetary do
nation can help us reach 
people who don't have 
regular computer access. 

To subscribe to the 
quarterly Jounud, send a 
$30 check made to: 

Earth First! Journal 
POBox964 
Lake Worth~ FL, 334Q) 
Phone: 561-249-2071 
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Fall 2 0 II An noun cern en ts: For updated calendar visit NEWSWIRE.EARTHFIRSTJOURNAL.ORC 

OCTOBER 11: SALEM, OREGON- RAUY WITH CASCADIA fOREST DEFENSE 
to the capitol. For more info please visit FORESTDEFENSENow.coM, 
or conatct ForestDefenseNow@gmail.com 
NovEMBER 11-13: BosTON ANARCHIST BodKFAIR at Simmons 
College: 300 The Fen way, workshops, vendor tables and more. 
For more info visit BOSTONANARCHISTBOOKFAIR.ORG 
NovEMBER 13: EARTH AT RisK: BuiLDING A RESISTANCE MovEMENT 
TO SAVE THE PLANET. WHEEI,ER AUDITORIUM, BERKELEY, CA
Speakers include: Derrick Jensen, Arundhati Roy, Chris Hedges, 
Thomas Linzey, Waziyatawin, Aric McBay, Lierre Keith, 
Stephanie McMillan, and more. General Questions: tickets@ 
calperfs.tierkeley.edu, Ticket Office: 510.642.9988 For more 
info visit EARTHATRISK.NET 
NovEMBER 19-26: SuPPORT fRONT-LINE INDIGENous CoMMUNITIES 
oF BLACK MEsA, AZ, RESISTING MAsSIVE CoAL MINING- Join 
the Caravan in Support of Indigenous Communities Whe 
Are in Their Fourth Decade of Resisting Massive:~coal Mining 
Operations on Their Ancestral Homelands of Big Mountain··& 
Black Mesa, AZ. For more info go to BLACKMESAIS.ORG 
NovERMBER 30-DECEMBER 2: MoBILIZATION TO RESIST ALEC 
(PHEONIX, AZ) SEE PAGE 36 AND VISIT: AZRESISTSALEC.WORDPRESS.COM 

For Updates on Direct Action News fron1 Around the World, check 
WWW. N EWSWI R E. EARTH FI RSTJOU RNAL. 0 RG 

Earth First! ToolBox: E hE 'n· New York art 1fSt • u:ectorx GENESSEE: GVEF.ROCUS.ORG 
Pros And Cons Of Burning Machinery *For a more co~plete listing of EF! conta , Fingerlakes EF! 

There are two main advantages of burning machinery 
venues and affiliated groups, contact the Jour-
nal or check our online directory .(!t EARTHFIRST- FINGERLAKESEARTHFIRST.ORG 

and heavy eqUipment It can utterly destroy the bulldozer, jOURNAL.ORG Hudson Valley EFt 

yarder, or whatevet Artd, a machine that has its engine US Groups: hudsonvalleyearthfirst@gmail.com 

compartment, oil intake, and so on protected by locks can 
California QhiQ 

Diablo EFt (Bay Area) Oberlin EFt 
still be burned. diabloearthfirst@gmail.com oberlinearthfirst@gmail.com 

Disadvantages include; EFt Humboldt QEgQn 

1. It is difficult to achieve a hot enough and extensive contactefhum@gmail.com Blue Mountain Biodiversity 

enough fire. Sierra Nevada EF! Project, 27803 Williams Ln, Fossil, 
sierranevadaearthfirst@gmail.com OR 97830 

2. A fire is very noticeable and quickly attracts Colorado Cascadia EFt - Eugene 
attention. High Country'EF! cascadiaef@gmail.com 

3. Burning something is considered arson and may highcountryearthftrst@riseup.net Cascadia EF! - Portland 

carry stiffer legal penalties than non-arson ecotage. Law flQ.lli:!A cascadia_ef@riseup.net 
Everglades EFt Tennessee 

enfmcement agendes may make a higher priority of inves-
EVERGLADESEARTHFIRST.ORG Three Rivers EFt 

ligating arsontban'sand in the crankcase. l!1ahQ annebonnylives@yahoo.com 
4. Arson elicits a more negative reaction among the pub- Northern Rockies EFt ~ 

lie than other methods of damaging heavy equipment NREF. WORDPRESS.COM RVAEF! 

5. Setting fire to a piece of heavy equipment is poten- ~ 
rvaearthfirst@yahoo.com 

Great Planes EFt InternaU2nal Gnua•: 
tially dangerous to the monkeywrencher. dannyheim@hotmail.com Australia 

6. There is a chance that a burning piece of equipment Maine efoz@earthfirst.org.au 
could cause a forest fire. Maine EFt· Canada 

Any Earth defender contemplating burning instead of MAINE.EARTH·RRST.N¥f Elaho EFI: earth_first@resist.ca 

other methods of deco~oning bulldozers and other. 
Vermont UK Earth First! Action Update 
greenmountainearthfirst@hot- EARTHFIRST.ORG.IJK/ACTIONREPORTS/-

heavy equipment should carefully consider these nega- mail. com Germany 
tive aspects of burning machinery. Nottb CarQUna '· efgermanycontact@googlemail.com 

From .Erode{ence: A Field Guide to MOnkeywrenching Croatan Earth First! Italy 
CROATANEARTHFIRST. WORDPRESS.COM earthfirstpadova@ymail.com 
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A
recent ~ article _· in Seattle's Stranger details 
a long-term pnlice operation to monitor, 
infiltrat~ and .entrap activists in ~eattle. 

The story is long! convoluted, and more than a little 
absurd; it's all ~at.her like the plot of a Coen Brothers' 
movie. But the short v~rsion is that an undercover 
Seattle cop i.nfiltrated an after-hours party scene-what 
prosecutors called "underground illegal gambling 
enterprises (concurrent with illegal liquor sales) ." The 
Seattle Police Department hoped to find some di·rt on 
local politicians, the FBI hoped to find a connection 
to the Earth Liberation Front, and after two years they 
finally managed to hook someone with a drug scam. 

"Bryan [Owens] had been pushing Rick [Wilson]
and everyone in their social set-for years to help him 
buy ever-larger amounts of cocaine . . .. he tried to 
play on people's greed. 'He's like, "I can make you a 
millionaire,"' Rick remembers . .. . 'He said he would 
pay for the -drugs and I would take no financial risk. 
I told him to go fuck himself. He kept pestering me. 
I did, to rriy eternal shame, help him out,' Rick says. 
'I asked around to some people who asked around to 
some people who eventually gave him some."' 

Owens then asked Wilson to come along when the 
exchange happened, just in case things went bad. On 
the way, a SWAT team. surrounded Wilson's car and 
arr~sted him. 

It turns out Bryan Owens, purported trust fund kid 
and environmental activist, is really Bryan Van Brunt, 
Seattle Police Detective. 

When Wilson was interrogated, the cops were 
particularly interested in asking about the ELF.. They 
told him, "We have hundreds of hours of surveillance, 
wire, video .. .. "The Stranger adds, "SPD surveillance 
logs show that _police were following the families of 
suspects, their sisters and mothE;!rs, and that -some 
family members' homes . . . were raided and turned 
upside down for evidenc.e." 

Wilson was convicted of . the drug crime, and 
also of an unrelated offense he'd committed years 

earlier-running guns to Chiapas .for the EZLN. He 
was sentenced to 40 months. A handful of other party 
regulars were charged with "professional gambling in 
the first degree." 

The usual criticisms-that these sorts of operations 
waste money, only stop crimes that the cops themselves 
create, and threaten our freedom-have already .been 
made elsewhere. So I want to turn instead to the question 
of how activists might avoid this sort of infiltration and 
entrapment. After all, it makes no cti.tference whether 
you take technical precautions like encrypting your 
email if it is your co~conspirator who is collecting the 
evidence·against you. 

With this in mind, I will sum up three recent cases 
involving the use of provocateurs against the anarchist 
and radical enVironmentalist movements. And I'll 
point out some of the warning signs that should have 
made people wary. 

Provocateur Profile #1 "Bryan Owens"/ Bryan Van Brunt 
Looking at the Seattle story from the outside, and 

with the benefit of hindsight, one o~ the things that 
most stands out is the number of (if you'll pardon 
the phrase) red flags that should h~tve signaled that 
something was awry. For example: 

1. Money issues:. Bryan's habit of throwing around 
cash meant that, even though a lot of people didn't 
like him and were annoyed by his "blustery bro
dude personality," they were willing to put up. with 
it. He bought drinks, he took people out to dinner, 
he helped people out ·with their rent. And it s~mnds 
like Bryan paid for everything concerning the party 
space: "Rent, paint, locks, lumber, drywall, new 
plumbing-it all came out of Bryan's pocket." (At 
the same time he was "insisting that it turn a ·profit 
(when everyone in the group had been taking losses -
for the parties). Bryan also covered the expenses,- -
including plane tickets, for a pair of activists going t<f · 
St. Paul to demonstrate aga,inst the 2008 Republican·=: 
National Convention. 
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2. Legal questions: Bryan had made plans to go to the 
RNC himself, but was escorted off the plane by the 
authorities. Th~ reason wasn't clear: he never really 
explained, and nothing more seemed to come of the 
episode-no arrest, no charges. Of course, it turned 
out, he staged the incident himself to add to his 
reputation. 

3. Bluster: "Several people remember Bryan bragging 
that he had a record and had been arrested for political 
action"-though again, the details were lacking. 

4. Questions about his personal life: One friend recalls: 
"When I went to the bathroom [in his apartment], 
there was nothing in there ... . You'd expect some 
soap or towels or something. I started asking how long 
he'd been living there, and he got all aggravatep-." 

5. Responding to nonnal inquiries with hostility: (See #4). 
6. Pressuring others toward illegal action: "Bryan kept 

push.ing Brady [McGarry] toward more radical 'real 
militant action,' asked Brady to teach him how to 
make Molotov cocktails, and hinted that he wanted to 
'make explosives' and do some 'property damage' at 
Weyerhaeuser or at CEOs' houses, Brady remembers. 
He wanted to talk about the Earth Liberation Front. 
Brady remembers telling Bryan to take it easy. 'It 
weirded me out,' Brady says." 

Similarly: "Mia Brown . . . remembers Bryan as a 
guy who 'always ranted about how he hates cops' and 
who tried to talk an enlisted friend of hers ... into 
stealing weapons from Fort Lewis." 

7. Warnings from others: Several of Rick Wilson's 
friends toid him something was wrong, including one 
person who reported being followed. But Wilson just 
blew them off. 

Of course, none of these, on their own or even taken 
together, would prove that a person was a government · 
agent. (And in one way, this c~se is unusual in that 
the infiltrator actually was an undercover cop, not an 
amateur recruited for the · purpose). A person could 
easily exhibit some of these traits and behaviors and 
not be . in the employ of the police agencies. And 
naturally, it's only human to assume the best of our 
friends and write off uncomfortable details as harmless 
eccentricities or minor flaws. 

But several of these behaviors, characteristics, or 
inconsistencies would be a good reason to hold off on 
engaging in political work, crime, or other high-risk 
activities with the person involved. At the very least, 
it might-make it seem like a good idea to check up on 
their background. • 

Of course, Rick Wilson is not the only person to pay 
the price for failing to take such precautions. 

Provocateur Profile #2 M Annaw 
Eric McDavid. fell prey to a· paid FBI informant 

operating under the name "Anna." 
Anna entered the anarchist scene during the 2003 

anti-FTAA protests in Miami, when at the age of 17 

she infiltrated anarchist spokes council- meetings as 
part of a class ·project. A fellow class-mate, a police 
officer, was impressed with her work and arranged a 
meeting with the FBI. 

As the prosecutor in McDavid's case explained: "Over 
the next year or so she attends various functions where 
illegal protests are expected. The Republican National , 
Convention, the Democratic National Convention, 
and the G-8 Summit.· .. . " Ultimately she helped to 
put together-and then break up-a conspiracy to 
attack the "Institute of Forest Genetics, cell phone ·. 
towers, Nimbus Dam and possib)y the fish hatchery 
nearby." 

Anna met Eric McDavid ilt a Crimethinc meeting 
in 2004-ironically, at a workshop on identifying 
11-ndercover ageq.ts. She later testified; !'At the time I 

-. t~ought he was inconsequential. I thought he was a 
college student and nor of i11terest to the FBI." But 
he formed a romantic attachment to her, and she 
later used that emotional connection to join a "cell" 
involving McDavid and two others, Zachary Jenson 
and Lauren Weiner. Over the next several months, 
Anna moved increasingly into the leade~ship of the 
group. She organized meetings, kept notes, covered 
expenses, ·pressed th~ others onward when they had 
doubts, and urged them to solidify their plans. 

As the Sacramento News and -Review put it: 
"Documents from the investigation reviewed suggest 
that Anna provided much of the fina:rcial support, 
the encouragement and the know-how needed to turn 
their talk into action. They also show that whenever 
the group started to }ose focus, or to have second 
thoughts, Anna badgered them about being all talk 
and not sticking to an action plan." 

Anna was crucial to forming and sustaining the 
plot, pushing the others to get more serious, move 
faster, and make real plans. It was Anna, facilitated by 
the FBI, who provided the instructions and materials 
for making a bomb .(no ac~al bomb was produced). 
Diane Bennett, one of the jurors from the case, 
described Anna's role: '~providing all of the essential 
tools for the group; the cabfn, the money, the idea, 
the books, everything." 

It was Anna who provided the bomb recipe, and the 
materials, and was insistent on moving ahead with the 
plan, even when others were unmotivated or expressed 
reservations. As Lauren Weiner testified: "Anna was 
most concerned about keeping on schedule. . . . She 
wanted to ~peed things up." Or, as the prosecutor put 
it: ,;they discuss maybe slowing up this conspiracy, 
maybe going slower, so they don't have these mistakes. 
Anna is pushing to get more organized." 

Jenson and Weiner pled guiltY to .reduced charges 
and cooperated with the prosecution. They got five 
years each. Eric McDavid was sentenced to twenty 
years. Anna was paid $65,000. · 

Amor,tg the many clues that McDavid missed: 



1. Money issues: Anna seems to have paid for nearly 
everything-food, the car, gas, tents, plane tickets, 
the cabin where they were arrested. Over the two year 
period,.January 2004 to January 2006, Anna's expenses 
totaled $35,000.· .... , 1 

2. Vague or inconsiStent explanations: 
Lauren Weiner: "Ahna always had-she had a lot of 

$100 bills ... /' · 
Q. "And she ··said; purportedly that came from 

stripping, right?" . .. 
Weiner: ""Yes,··. ·. . Well, she also said that she had 

money from w:ortqng in a chemistry · lab over the 
semester whil~ ;she :Was at school. That she had all 
these jobs .. ·: . She· was very vague about it." 

3. Asking aboi:lt prev.ious arsons, qnd future illegal 
actions: Anna t_estified: "I asked him if he had any 
involvement with the actions [an arson] that Ryan 
Lewis took over Christmas, and he denied it. I further 
.asked him-1 said, you kllow, I know a little bit about 
you. I think yol! might have been involved. It seems 
like somethirig' you'd be interested in. He says, no, I 
didn't do that. I _have my own plans . . .. I asked him 
what his _plans were. And that was when he stated 
that Ryan Lewis had made the mistake of doing the 
actions too close to home, and that McDavid's actions 
would take place nationwide; And.I again asked him, 
well, what are you planning? And he said that he 
had gotten a bomb recipe for C4 from an individual 
in West Virginia. And his plan was to make little C4 
bombs." 

4. Documenting incriminating evidence: Anna was 
insistent that the group keep a notebo()k and write 
down all of their plans. "Anna introduces something 
that we'll come to know as the Burn Book. The Burn 
Book, she says, is something that the group can · use 
to record their thoughts, their to-do lists, their_:_if 
they need to go buy c~emicals, they can write a "list 
of all the · chemicals down there. . . . Why call it the 
Burn Book? Because a couple of the members of the 
conspiracy, specifically Lauren Weiner and Zachary 
Jenson, kind o£ bridled at the fact that we're writing 
all this stuff down. We don't want to commit any of 
this to writing. Anna solves that problem. She says, 
th~t's simple. We'll burn it at the end. After we're 
done, we're going to burn this boo.k." (That's the 
prosecutor's -description, and the Burn Book became 
important evidence in the trial.) 

5. Failure to follow agreed upon security protocols: · 
Werner: "Well, it was stated by Eric back in November 
that absolutely nothing would be written down, and 
we all agreed with that. And then all of a sudden 
everything was being written down, and that was 
obviously very uncomforting to me." 

Also, Anna testified: "That night there was a 
discussion, and Jenson specifically mentioned that 
he was very uncomfortable with the fact that I still 
had my cell phone, as the rest of the members of the 

group did not carry cell phones and had no desire 
to carry cell phones, and felt that cell phones were a 
method for law enforcement to track them. So they 
began to pressure me to get rid of my cell phone." 
(Anna used her phone to provide the FBI "real time" 
intelligence.) 

6. Pressure toward illegal action: Weiner: "She was 
upset that there were no plans, and ... I was upset 
because I ·felt like I didn't know where these · plans 
were coming from." 

7. Discomfort of other team-mates: 
Q. "Do you remember the conversations in that car 

ride? ... Were any of them about a feeling you had 
that she was leading you and the rest of the group 
into a trap?" 

Zachary Jenson: "I do remember having a 
conversation about that: ... " 

Q. '!Okay. And it was where you said something to 
the effect of, you know, I have this .feeling that you, 
Anna, you're leading us into a trap, right?" • 

Jenson: "Yes." 
8. Discrepancies between stated intentions and 

actual activity: Earlier, at a 2005 protest against the 
Organization of American States, Anna presented 
herself as a medic, but she had no training and never 
actually served in that function. Instead, she claimed 
specialized skills as a means to gain access to planning 
meetings and collect information. 

According to Del Papa, one of the protest organizers, 
"Anna didn't seem very interested in offering medical 
care and comfort to protesters. She was more curious 
about the protest organizers. . . . She started asking 
all of these really specific questions about who was 
coming and how many people ·were coming. She got 
really aggressive about wanting detailed information 
about our plans." 

At the demonstration itself, Anna then used her 
position to push tactics that were not only illegal, 
but contrary to existing plans and probably counter
productive: "During the march, Del Papa said, Anna 
started recruiting high-school students to stage a sit
in to block traffic, right in front of a large group of 
Broward County sheriff's officers in riot gear. Del_Papa 
was sure the provocation would lead to arrests and to 
the police clearing protesters from the area .. .. " 

9. Discovering the bug: Anna testified: "On the drive 
down into Auburn, there was-a wire had fallen out of 
the dash of the car, and as McDavid was fiddling with 
the wire, the recording device in the car fell out of the 
dash into his hand ... ·. I took the r~corder out of his 
hand, and I shoved it back into the dashboard. And I 
said, .stupid old car, just ~ ... piece of shit .... He let 
it go. He didn.'t question me further about it, but he 
acted strange as if somewhere in his subconscious he 
·knew that .that was a weird occurrence, but he never 
pressed me about it. . . . He had basically just found 
me out but didn't quite know it.". 
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What's remarkable about this case is that McDavid 
and the others failed to challenge Anna on these 
behaviors despite their collective obsession with 
"security culture." The term shows up again and 
again in the trial, as an explanation of why they did 
certain things the way they did. They got new email 
accounts, they communicated in code, they used fake 
names, they went without cell phones (except for 
Anna)-and on and on. But they did not, apparently, 
think carefully enough about who they wanted to 
work with and what they wanted to do. 

They clearly underestimated the level of technical 
skill their plan required, but more importantly, it 
seems they underestimated the level of risk involved, 
and therefore also the level of.commitment an~ trust 
necessary. All four conspirators were ~orlqng far 
outside the scope of their experience, and they don't 
seem to have seriously considered the basis on which 
they were working together. Anna, for instance, seems 
to have been invited in because McDavid had a crush 
on her. 

In this sense, the conspiracy failed twice. It failed, 
first, because the group lacked a sound basis for 
working together, could not agree on a coherent 

According to McKay, when they mei).tioned the 
molotovs to their affinity group, they were told in no 
uncertain terms, "what you are doing is ridiculous, 
stupid, and dangerous." At that point they basically 
gave up on the idea of using firebombs, and went 
to the demonstration without them. Later, though, 
Darby asked McKay what they planned to do with 
the bombs. "David says he didn't want to lose face 
with Brandon, so he made up a plan" about attacking 
a parking lot full of police cars. Darby simultaneously 
told McKay he didn't think he and Crowder were 
ready for that sort of action, goaded him toward it, 

] 

and offered to help. They agreed to meet at 2 a.m., but 
McKay blew it off and stopped responding to Darby's 
messages. McKay was arrested· in bed at 4:30 a.m . 
.. We now know. that Darby had been giving the FBI 

-:intormation since at least February 2007, and had 
actually been on the payroll since November that 
same year. It's not clear exactly when the collaboration 

' began, and many people now cite suspicions about 
Darby from much earlier. Darby's own story is that he 
first approached the FBI after a Palestinian activist asked 
him to help raise money for Hamas and Hezbollah. 
That experience led him to reflect on his own views 

We now know that Darby had been giving the 
plan, didn't have the necessary technical proficiency 
to succeed, and finally-much to Anna's frustration 
-were too flakey to follow through on their ideas. It 
fail~d, again, because one of the four was an agent 
provocateur, and two later turned state's evidence. 
It's worth noting, though, that both sets of failures 
occurred for many of the same reasons. · 

Profile #3: Brandon· Darby 
Similarly, David McKay and ' Bradley Crowder got 

in over their heads with activist-turned-informant 
Brandon Darby. . 

Brandon Darby was a prominent organizer, 
originally in Austin. He went to New Orleans during 
the Hurricane Katrina disaster, and became a leader 
of Common Ground, a grassropts relief agency that 
provided free food, medical aid, legal assistance, and 
home repair-while also fighting home demolitions 
and police brutality. 

In August 2008, Darby traveled with the "Austin 
Affinity Group," including McKay and Crowder, to 
St. Paul to protest against the Republican National 
Convention. When they arrived, police searched their 
van and seized home-made riot shields. Darby urged 

, the group to escalate its tactics in response: "We're 
not going to take this lying down. You've got to do 
somethitig about it." That evening, McKay and Crowder 
made some molotov cocktails, and stashed them in the 
basement of the house where they were staying. 
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about militancy, after which he called the FBI and 
volunteered to work as an informer. In 2008, the FBI 
put him to work as part, of their campaign against 
the anti-RNC protests. In that capacity, he attended 
planning meetings and regularly wore a wire. 

It was during this period that Darby met McKay 
and Crowder. The two younger activists looked up to 
Darby' and sought to emulate his militancy, while he 
relentlessly razzed them for being "tofu eaters" and 
"weaklings"-a dynamic that led them to feel that 
they had something to prove. McKay says: "We reaijy 
didn't feel very comfortable about Brandon for a loQ.g 
time, but it always came into play that we had never 
done anything, anything like this, ever ... . And that's 
everything that Brandon was . . .. With him we felt 
like we were legitimate." 

Of course it \Vas Darby who told the FBI about the 
riot shields and, later, the molotov cocktails. · 

The first attempt at a trial ended in a hung jury
the result of McKay's entrapment defense. Ultimately, 
however, both McKay and Crowder plead guilty 
to firearms charges. Crowder got two years. McKay 
got four. Darby was paid $12,750, plus $3,028 for 
expenses. 

In this case, too, there were numerous clues that 
Darby was not to be trusted: 

1. Previous behavior: The Austin Chronicle wrote: "ask 
around Austin activist circles .... Several local activists 
describe Darby as a troubled, paranoid ~an with a 



volatile history with women, a penchant for violent 
rhetoric, and a strong authoritarian streak." 

Similarly at Common Ground, Malik Rahim, recalls: 
"At the very beginning, he was helpful, but after [a 
point], he became''h~rmfuL ... He did everything he 
could to destroy St. ~ary's, which was where we were 
housing the majoritY of our volunteers, by letting a 
bunch of crac,khead·s. move in there. And he also drove 
a wedge between:me:·and Lisa Fithian and eventually 
caused her ·tu leave, . too. He was doing everything 
you're suppqse-d-tp do as a government agent in that 
situation. Divide- ~nd ~onquer." 

2. Demanding~ccessio sensitive information he didn't 
need: Fithian say~ · tbat, during the RNC, Darby had to 
be asked to leave':meetings where the .details of actions 
were being·worked out: "He said he was there to do 
medical, but instead· he was at all the meetings." She 
recalls, "I actually asked, 'What the fuck is· he doing 
here?' ... I told him he-needed to leave." 

3. Assumptjon_ of authority: Scott Crow, one of the 
founder~ of Co~mon Ground told This American Life: 
"He doesn't a~k., A lot of time he just assumed that 
nobody kp.ewwhat they' were doing. And he was going 
to do it, even though he never organized anything-

9. Machismo: Fithian: "He . did a lot of Wild West 
shit-Mister Macho Action Hero." 

10. Misogyny: The Chronicle reports: "[O]ther sources 
. . . spoke of a particular romantic relationship in 
Darby's past that they describe as emotionally abusive 
and Darby as paranoid, jealous, and possessive." 

Fithian says this behavior was poisonous to the 
culture at Common Ground: "He was a leader of 
the organization . .. and becaus.e of that, he was able 
to set some patterns in motion that I believe led to 
systemic issues of sexual abuse, sexual harassment, 
and violence." 

11. Bullying: McKay: "We had a lot of discussions. 
. . where he was criticizing us about where we were 
physically ... . He put [Crowder] in a choke hold out 
of nowhere just to test what Brad would do." 

·12. Concerns raised by others: People who knew 
Darby described him with words like: "megalomania," 
"manipulative," "very brash, very macho," "very 
confrontational," "violent at times," "crazy," "a wing 
nut," "hero complex," and "pathological liar." 

Fithian adds: "I always said at Common Ground: If 
he was not a cop or an agent of the state, he was doing 
their job for them, creating division and disrupting 

FBI-information since at least February 2007 
never organized, never organized anything. Zero." 

4. Exaggerating his own knowledge and experience: 
Crow also told the Chronicle: "He inserted himself as 
'co-founder'; he wanted that status, even as people 
were getting written out of the Common Ground 
history, people who did a lot of work organizing." 

5. Takipg credit for others' work: Crow, again: "If you 
look at the way Brandon tells it, he did the whole Lower 
9th Ward with one hand tied behind his back, when 
really .there were a lot of people who did the work, 
and the organizing too, who you'll 'never hear about 
because of Brandon's monopoly on the media." 

He explains: "[Darby] made sure that the media 
followed him extensively and didn't interview other 
people .... So, did he do that just because he's crazy, 
or did he do that' to get more credibility for himself so 
that he could gather more information?" 

6. The Hero Complex: Lisa Fithian summed up 
Darby's. attitude: "It's all about him . .. [and his need] 
to be the savior." 

7: Bravado: Darby announced, regarding his plans 
to disrupt the RNC: "Any group I go with will be 
successful." 

8. Paranoia and tendencies toward violence: Scott 
Crow: "I'm not a psychologist,, but I would definitely 
say that guy's paranoid. I mean, he sleeps with guns 
under his pillow. This is not something I have been 
told; this is something I have seen. The guy has a 
cache of weapons." ' 

our work." 
13. McKay and Crowder also should have paid attention 

to their own reservations: McKay remembers saying to 
Crowder: "I hope this isn't one of those 'when keeping 
it real goes wrong' scenarios." 

Commonalities 
There's a broad pattern common to all of these cases: 

People passing themselves off as tough, militant, 
super-radical big shots manipulated, bullied, or guilt
tripped less experienced, more pliable people, and 
pushed them toward actions far beyond anything 
they were prepared for, tactically or politically. 

In the Darby case this dynamic advanced through 
the medium of masculinity. Darby's presentation of 
himself centered on an image of a tough, decisive, 
bold, heroic "man of action," and he prodded his· 
younger, more impressionable comrades largely by 
challenging th~ir masculinity. McKay and Crowder, 
then, made some dumb decisions-not simply 
because they trusted the wrong person, but because 
Darby's influence helped them to wrongly conflate 
radicalism, militancy, and personal commitment with 
an exaggerated masculinity and the psychplogical 
need to be tough guys. 

I realize that these cases may not count as 
"entrapment" in the narrow legal sense, but they 
certainly fit the commonsense meaning of the word: 
the government manufacturing a crime for the sa~e 
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of luring unsuspecting people into a conviction. In 
none of these cases would the plot have existed, much 
less been enacted, without the intervention of the 
provocateur. 

I've chosen three cases involving the aQ.archist or 
radical environmentalist movements, but a similar 
pattern has emerged in FBI "terror" cases targeting 
Muslims. In ~009, the Islamic Center of Irvine 
discovered that the FBI had h!red Craig Monteilh, 
using the name Farouk Aziz, to infiltrate numerous 
mosques in the L.A. area. His activity led to one 
arrest: Ahmadullah Niazi was charged with lying on 
his immigration application to hide the fact that his 
brother-in-law was Osama bin Laden's bodyguard. 
In this case, too, there had been plenty of rea~on to 
worry: Two years earlier the Council of A~rican
Islamic Relations was so shocked by Monteith's big 
talk about jihad that they reported him to the police 
and filed a restraining order against him. 

Likewise, the 2006 plot to bomb the Sears Tower was 
a creature of two FBI provocateurs active in Miami's 
poor, black Liberty City neighborhood. That case went 
to trial three times before producing convictions. As 
Thomas Cincotta wrote in the Public Eye: "Previous 
juries viewed the FBI informant posing as a member of 
al Qaeda as the driving force behind the plot. Despite 
paying informants over $130,000, the FBI produced 
no evidence of explosives, weapons or blueprints, 
only a videotape of defendants pledging an 'oath' to 
al Qaeda, recorded in a warehouse wired by the FBI." 

Also in 2006, the government took note of a group 
of Albanians who had videotaped themselves riding 
horses, shooting guns, and shouting "Allah akbar." 
The FBI sent two untrained informants to befriend 
the group. One of the informants, Mahmoud Omar, 
quickly assumed a position of leadership, and offered 
to get them weapons. When they finally agreed, they 
were arrested. 

More recently, in late 2010, the FBI arrested a Somali
born teenager for trying to bomb a Christmas tree 
lighting ceremony in Portland, Oregon. The young 
man, Mohamed Osman Mohamud, had tried to get 
in touch with jihadists online, but the FBI responded 
instead. Over several months, federal agents helped 
Mohamud concoct his plot, providing technical 
advice and financial assistance, and supplying both 
the (fake) bomb and the vehicle used to transport it. · 
As Steven Wax, Mohamud's attorney explained: "The 
government provided the money, the government 
provided the transportation, the government was 
involved in the meetings." 

The Standard Profile 
In all these cases, the provocateurs shared some 

common traits which, one would hope, we might 
have learned to recognize by now. Way back in 1983, 
the Anti-Repression Resource Team and Midwest 

Research Group studied the available information 
on dozens of infiltration and entrapment cases and 
created ·a standard profile of the provocateur: 

"Extraordinary Agents-Provocateurs are individuals 
who are agents of the state, although not u~ually 
regular employees, who make a living out of destroying 
ongoing movement organizations by disruption and 
factionalizing a group to an extraordinary degree. 
These individuals are extraordinary action people, 
ready to deal with guns and armed struggle, ready to 
participate in direct action in all its forms and to be 
arrested . . .. 

] 

One of the telltale signs of an · extraordinary agent-
provocateur is the advocacy and use of excessive violence ... 
Quite ofte11 extraordinary agents-provocateurs gain 
their initial respe~ by procuring guns for· a group. Others 

-.Constantly urge the groups on to violent confrontations 
or armed actions which will be counterproductive. 
E~traordinary agent-provocateurs are usually very 

close to one or more top leaders and make sure they 
get along well with them. But they are generally very 
difficult for others to get along with. Their usual social 
behavior is bad to atrocious except when leadership 
is around: 

In addition to these characteristics, and those 
mentioned earlier in the case studies, we might also 
note that in most of these cases the militancy is 
accompanied by vague or inconsistent politics: 

Very often their political lines change abruptly, 
without apparent reason or explanation .. . . Along 
with the political disruptiveness is a basic lack of 
solid . political growth: When long experience with 
a particular issue does not lead to qualitatively 
better political understanding of the issue, there are 
grounds for security suspicions. Extraordinary agents
provocateurs are usually action-oriented and press 
ahead with more daring and more illegal activities 
without any increase in their political understanding 
of an issue .. . . [l]nformers often push their interests fi;l! 

'beyond their political capacity. Quite often informers 
are at events that they cannot understand or explain 
politically." 

Proceed with Caution 
Here a word of caution is in order. It is totally 

conceivable, maybe even likely, that a person could 
fit this sort of pattern and not be a government 
agent. 

There_ is a whole range of other possible 
explanations: He could be employed by a private 
agency. He could be sabotaging movement work for 
personal or ideological reasons. He could be well
meaning, but misguided, mentally ill, or merely very 
foolish. There is also the possibility that the state 
is not employing him, but has made a calculated 
decision to leave him alone while his behavior wrecks 
havoc in the movement. Or the cops might be biding 



their time, monitoring him while they build as big a 
case as they can. 

Usually, all we have to judge by is the actor's behavior, 
and so we just don't know what the full story is. It is 
important, thereft'lre not to jump to conclusions-and 
especially, not to jump to conclusions publicly. There 
is entirely too much~mud-slinglng, rumor-mongering, 
and trial-by-flame-\.V~r in the anarchist movement . 
already. We can't ~ffm;d to make it worse with pre~ature 
denunciation~, or allegations we can't substantiate. 

For one th~ng,· it is a favorite trick of police agencies 
to make false _allegations and spread such rumors 
themselves in '?r{ler 19 n eutralize leaders, sow suspicion, 
and gen~raterift~ -i.p the movement. "Snitch-jacketing" 
they call it. ·- ·~. ' · . 

For another ~hing, \here is a real danger that by 
overstating the conclusion, one can inadvertently 
overshadow the real - concerns that exist. If the 
allegation is .~this gliy's a fed," then the qu_estion 
becomes !'Is he a fed?" If the evidence doesn't 
conclusively ··slrow-that he is, the whole affair may be 
written off as .. fa!se, even if there are genuine reasons 
to worry. _ -· · · ·_ -

·The answer, then, is to concentrate on the 
demonstrable evidence, rather than peddling 
conjecture. In practical terms, that means addressing 
the person's problematic behavior rather than 
leveling accusations about their intent. 
•The point that really deserves attention is that, 

whether or not people matching this description are 

Did you hear about the wild leopard that · 
defended its territory against the police? 

newswire.E3rt!JF1rstfouro3l org 

provocateurs, their provocateur-like behavior ought 
to be enough to discredit them. 

Conclusions 
The people entrapped in these recent cases got into 

trouble partly by trusting the wrong people, but also 
by needing too much to impress them, trying too hard 
to please them. ("I was always trying to impress her," 
Lauren Weiner testified.) But most of all, I think the 
victims here fciiled to trust their own better judgment. 

The conclusions ought to be commonsensical: Know 
the people you do political work with. The more risky 
the work, the better you need to know them. Be realistic 
about your skills, ~xperience, understanding, and 
limitations-and those of the people you work with. 
Use your own judgment in deciding what sort of work 
to pursue, what tactics to adopt, and the level of risk to 
accept. Don't let yourself be bullied, guilt-tripped, or 
baited into anything that seems to you like a bad idea. 
And don't shrug it off if something seems wrong. 

Of course, that still may not be enough to keep you 
out of jail. But it seems to-me like the least we can ask 
of the people .we work with-whether we're doing 
anything illegal, or not. 

Kristian Williams is the author of Our Enemies in Blue: 
Police and Power in America and American Methods: 
Torture and the Logic of Domination (both from South 
End Press). 
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ARTICLE & PHOTOS BY KYLE BOGGS 

It was. an especially beautiful morning on J.une 16, . 
when at least 15 people participated in a direct action 
on the San Francisco Peaks that temporarily halted con
struction of a pipeline on the mountain. Six mainly in
digenous youth were arrested during the c.oordinated 
action and another was cited for trespassing. 

On December 1, 2010, Federal Judge Mary Murguia 
ruled in favor of Arizona Snowbowl Limited Partner
ship, approving the construction of a 14.8-rnile re
claimed wastewater pipeline from Flagstaff to the ski 
resort, among other developments. The water is to be 
·used at Snowbowl to make artificial snow. While many 
ski resorts around the world use a percentage -of re
claimed wastewater to make snow,. the resort would be 
the only one in the world that would use a 100% npx
ture of wastewater .in this way. Prompted by concerns 
from the scientific community and others who assert 
the likelihood of health risks associated with the use of 
reclaimed wastewater, the Environinental Protection 
Agency is currently conducting a national multi-year 
study of the water to be compl~ted in 2013. 

The case itself, brought on by the Save the Peaks Co
alition and nine concerned citizens, is currently under 
appeal in the Ninth Circuit. The Hopi Tribe has filed 
their own separate lawsuit citing a first amendment 
violation of their religious freedoms in association with 
further development. 

The San Francisco Peaks are held sacred to at least 
13 regional Native American tribes and the impact of 
construction has been emotional. A prayer gathering 
was held at the base of the San Francisco Peaks a few 
days after construction began, where Navajo Nation 
President Ben Shelly addressed the crowd declaring, 
'
1We have got to stop the construction." Kelvin Long, 
director of ECHOES (Educating Communities while 
Healing and Offering Envirqnmental Support) stated, 
"We're going to protect our mountain, we're not going 
to allow snowmaking to happen." Steve Darden of the 

Navajo Nation Human Rights Commission and former 
Flagstaff City Council member added a specific message 
to youth. "In our Hogans and sweat lodges we are of
fering our prayers, we're relying on you young ones to 
step up." 

And so they did. 
On the morning of the action, as the full moon faded 

and the sun rose, two demonstrators chained themselves 
to the wheel well of a large excavator while two pairs of 
woi:nen sat back-to-back deep inside the six-foot-trench, 
bound to each other by the neck with U-locks. The ac
tion occurred a few miles up Snowbowl Road where con
struction had been in progress since May 25,2011. 

The first to respond on the scene was Snowbowl. 
The security vehicle; a blue Mercedes, screamed up and 
down Snowbowl Road apparently trying to locate those 
involved in the action. By 6 AM more than 15 armed 
agents arrived on the scene, as well as the Coconino 
County Sheriffs Department, City of Flagstaff Police, 
and the FBI. 

A_t the same time a group of at least eight demonstra
tors gathered at the bottom of Snowbowl road, blocking 
access. Five demonstrators wore white hazmat suites iil 
a symbolic "quarantine" of the resort, stretching ban
ners across the road that read, "Protect Sacred Sites" and 
"Danger! Health Hazard-Snowbowl." Caution tape 
was stretched across the width of the road along with 
other objects, forming a makeshift. blockade. 

The demonstrators engaged in a multi-varied ap
proach to what is very much considered a multi-layered 
issue. The complexity of' the controversy was illustrated 
in the diversity of demonstrator's chants, echoing from 
the base of the mountain, from those locked to construc
tion equipment, and from voices deep from within the 
trenches. "Protect Sacred Sites, Defend Human Rights!" 
"No desecration for recreation!" "Stop the cultutal geno
cide! Protect the Peaks!" "Human health over corporate 
wealth!" "Dook'o'osliid [the traditional Dine name of 
the San Francisco Peaks], we've got your back!" 

By 7:30AM, assisted by county Sheriffs, the Flagstaff 



Fire Department began aggressively cutting demonstra
tors from their various lockdown devices .. Evan Haw
baker and Kristopher Barney were' chained to the same 
excavator. "The police's use of excessive force was in 
complete disregard for my safety. They pulled at my 
arms and forced my body and head furtlier into the ma
chine, all the while using heavy_ duty power saws within 
inches of my hand," said Hawbaker. 

Rather than negotiate, as the demonstrators were cut, 
it was clefl! that the police and firemen preferred to use 
scare tactics: "We don't want to i::ut your arm off," re
peated one of the firemen several times to which Haw
baker .finally responded, "I don't want you to cut my 
arm off either." Hawbaker said the fireman lookep dead 
serious, "well, we will if we have to." 

The firefighters used a Sawzall to cut the PVC pipe 
lengthwise. When the blade hit the metal rod, it rattled 
the chain violently. Hawbaker depicts, "Those who cut 
us ~ut endangered our well being ignoring the screams 
to stop. They treated our bodies the way they're treating 
this holy mountain." 

One of the women in the trench described an action 
taken ·in which one police officer would attempt to 
stand them up while another officer moved the other 
demonstrator another way. Because U-locks bound the 
women by the neck, they were choked. "~obody even 
bothered to ask what it would take to get us 'out vol
. untarily. Finally they just started hurting us," said Ms. 
Del Callejo. "I'm here to protect the mountain, I said, 
and you're hurting me. You're choking me." The police 
responded in a way that did not sugar coat their lack of 
experience in dealing with nonviolent demonstrators. 

"That's your own fault." 
"Our safety was prioritized second to Snowbowl's 

demands. I was not aggressive. My lock was sawed 
through, inches away from both of our heads, secured 
solely and recklessly by the hands of a deputy. The po
lice's response was hasty, taking about ten minutes' in 
total-it was dehumanizing," said Hailey Sherwood, 
one of the last demonstrators cut out. 

One at a time, as demonstrators were removed from 
their locking devices, they were treated by paramed
ics, and arrested for trespassing. Those two demonstra
tors that wer{! bound to minors were also charged with 
".contributing to the delinquency ·of a minor," and an-
other charged for "endangerment." · . 

On the Monday after the lockdown, the Arizona Daily 
Sun published an editorial reaction entitled, "Monkey
wrenchers Marginalize Cause of Native· America." Be
sides the fact that the term, "monkeywrenching," is 
entirely misrepresented in the editorial, as it is well 
documented that demonstrators took great care not to 
damage any machinery, the editorial itself reads more ' 
like an attempt by the paper to, in fact, marginalize the 
history of social and environmental movements. 

The editorial explained that demonstrators' compari
son of their actions to Rosa Parks is a false analogy on 
th~ grounds that when Ms, Parks refused to move to the 
back of the bus, segregation.was illegal. Said the editori
al, "civil rights activists were seeking to uphold the law." 
Here it sounds like the writers of the·editorial would not 
have found the actions of Ms. Parks to be meaningful, 
courageous, or ethically sound if she had acted before 
segregation laws were abolished. It would be a curio,us . . . . ... _ 
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task for the writers to name one social movement in the 
history of the world that did not result in illegal actions 
and arrests. "Throughout history, acts of resistance and 
civil disobedience have been taken by young and old 
against injustices such as this. This action is not isolated 
but part of a continued resistance to human rights vio
lations, to colonialism, to corporate greed, and destruc
tion of Mother Earth," added Del Callejo. 

The editorial goes on, "TP.e Snowbowl protesters are 
focusing on a religious dispute and don't have the law 
on their side." If the last 40 years of lawsuits have re
vealed anything, it shoqld be clear that co~onhng a 
Eurocentric court system th.at is structurally incapable 
of making connections between environmental and 
human rights concerns has been a challenge for native 
people from the get-go.lf the Daily Sun thinks the only 
issue here is "a religious dispute" that has nothing to do 
with the environmental integrity of the mountain and 
is not connected to the cultural survival of our native 
neighbors, they have truly exposed how out of touch 
they are on this issue. "The Holy San Francisco Peaks 
is home, tradition, culture, and a sanctuary... and all 
this is being desecrated by the Arizona Snowbowl Ski 
Resort," said one of the demonstrators. 

In the city council meetings related to choosing a 
water source for Snowbowl last summer, at least three
fouths of those hundreds of people in attendance sub
mitted pubic comments in opposition to development, 
most of which urged the council to cancel the water 
contract with Snowbowl all together . . 

Furthermore, early in the morning of the demonstra
tions, word got out on [public radio] KNAU about what 
was happening, folks from all over Flagstaff came by and 
offered their support. A demonstrator remarked, "One 
woman came by with her da~ghter. She ~ave us all a 

bunch of Gatorade and offered to cook us all meals if it 
went on throughout the day. Many other folks grabbed 
signs and joined in the rally at the bottom of the moun
tain." Furthermore, activists began to call from all over 
the country,.as far away as Hawaii. A group from New 
Mexico said they were on their way to Flagstaff. 

"How can we be trespassers on our Holy Site?" ques
tioned Barney. "I do not agree with these and the other 
charges; we will continue our resistance." 

[There have now been over 23 arrested for resisting con
struction of the pipeline which began along Snow bowl Road 
in late May of this year]. 

Mountain Jam 2012 : 
We have a very simple way to let Snowbowl know 

how we feel aoout them. Join us this Christmas va- .: 
cation and again on Martin Luther King Holiday 
Weekend (and every Saturday at 10 a.m. for the 
rest of the summer, ~ well as any big snow day). 
We are going to have a sacred circle next to the 
Snowbowl parking lot. We will pray, sing, laugh, 
love, recreate and share stories about the moun
tain. Please come! Or even better organize your 
own friends and allies into your own "recreation" 
groups (hike, camp, pick mushrooms, etc). There 
are currently 17 basecamps set up at Snowbowl, 
and even a public cook shack and medic team. You 
can go up and visit or even camp if you want to 
support the mountain jam more long-term. We 
have lots of food and gear. Come help out. · 

For more information, please visit www.INDIG
ENOusAcnoN.ORG and www.TRUESNow.oRG. News ami ~ 

updates are also available at BSNORRELL.BI.OG 

I 



Eiic McDavld <O) ~~s arrested in January 2006 after being targeted by an undercover informant for his politics 
and his strong pelief that the environmental devastation happening all around him had to be stopped. 

The informant spent a year and half drawing Eric in, creating a "crime," and entrapping Eric in it. No actions were 
ever carried out ....;;.-En,.c·was indicted on a single count of "conspiracy'' (thought crime) and is now serving out an 
almost 20-year. ~~j:eiic~ in federal prison. . 

~ ljdiV ~./:11!. 
J #;/~· 

Eric has a new book list up on his ~eb-site, ~
suPPORTERIC.ORG tPfease make sure you contact · INFo@ 

SUPPORTERIC.OR,G ti> fet us know which books you have 
ordered, so we tan update the list. Eric would also like 
to receive news ·and information about things like the 
recent uprisillgs .in the middle east, Spain, England; 
forest defense ; .c~paigns; etc. Any news or analysis 
from a mpre radical --perspective is incredibly hard to 
come by in prison and would be much appreciated. 

Write to Eric (always keeping in mind that all mail 
is read by the authorities) at: 

Eric McDavid 16209-097 
FCI Victorville, Medium II 
Federal Correctional Institution 
PO Box 53,00 
Adelanto, CA 92301 

For information on how to donate to Eric's support 
fund, please_ visit hiS website at WWW.SUPPORTERIC.ORG. 

A Mi/tm&w(D) . 
write'n .4 this kind' a thing feels like walk'n against the 

Wind- so bear w/me ... 1st off, my Spirits .R' High & my 
Heart is Grounded, thanx 2 all the Support i've-been re
ceiving over the yrs ... i'm currently opening some space 4 
myself 2 study more pedagogy & yoga, as well as a lot more 
wri~ng/zine -play ... my Beautiful Partner· is always on top 
of posting any requests of mine on the web-site when they 
come up, & Honestly we're always open 2 monetary aid N 
getting hir down 2 C me ... ... my biggest Wish is 4 folx 2 
seriously study & learn from our Past - through the P.aths of 
those who came B4 us ... the 2nd closest thing 2 my Heart is 
4 folx 2 explore & learn Healthy Communication Patterns -
very few R provided ways 2 hear other.s & express ourselves 
N ways that nurture authentic community... . Please take 
care of Urselves & the relationships 'Which Nurture & Sus
tain U ... 

w/a longing Heart 
much love, 
d 

Eric's birthday is October 7th. 

AP7tmD 
Where does the confusion & pain wash away 2? 

is there a residue left behind? 
Does it bite? 

impale? 
sicken? 

Why is it the trauma always arises? 
can there B reprieve? 

breath? 
maybe something longer than an 

exhale? 
Can we find solace? 

what of our children? 
grand-children? 

_, great grand-children? 
How many paths must we walk 

B4 the paths R no longer necessary? 
1 step at a time 

aiding the moment w/motion 
Letting go of the past 

open 2 the future 
Nurtured by the authentic 

relatio~s defining us at the 
core 

Releasing the confusion & pain ... ..... . 
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ARTICLE AND PHOTOS BY AMERICAN DIPPER 

Do you like clean water for salmon, sturgeon, lam
prey, otters, manatees, gators, osprey and dippers? It's 
also the stuff those bi-pedal fl,lckers with thumbs drink 
to live, so it's possible that might appeal to you. Or 
not, I'm also down with misanthropy. As you no doubt 
have figured out, the water throughout the world ain't 
always that clean. The streams, wetlands, oceans and 
critters would r.eally like it to be cleaner though, and 
so would I. 

Unlike stopping logging trucks, blocking water pol
lution is difficult to do with a tripod. You can however 
harass the companies making money from butchering 
the earth and on a good day stop them, wi~out your 
bandana and bike lock. Maybe I just sold out, that's 
possible too. In the Uitited States we've got this pretty 
keen law called the Clean Water Act (CWA), which set 
out to entirely get rid of pollution in our waterways by 
1985. Clearly that failed, but it's still one of the more 
powerful environmental laws we've got, right up with 
the Endangered Species Act and the National Environ
mental Policy Act and, as we say, is another tool in the 
toolbox. 

The super short version of the CWA and why 
it's relevant: . 

The CWA makes un-permitted discharges of pollutants 

] 

:; 

illegal, and to discharge legally companies are re
quired to get a National Pollution Discharge Elimi
nation System (NPDES) permit, which sets some 
limits on how much they can pollute. Pretty shit
.ty right, they just have to get a permit to pollute,? 
It's true, this is way less than perfect. Thing is all 
these permits have rules, often people issued those 
permits break those rules, and sqmetimes there are 
even consequences for breaking those rules. Yq~ 
gotta know the rules to catch them though. If you 
cats;h them breaking the rules you can tattle to the 
government agencies, which might even do some
thing about it '(especially if they know someone is 
watching), or you can find a lawyer and sue them 
for violating the CWA. Sure it isn't perfect, but it's 
a place to start the fight. Ah fighting, now you're 
listening I see. 

Who's In Charge? 
The Environmenta) Protection Agency (EPA) is re

sponsible for implementing the CWA, and delegates 
that authority in most of the SO states to a state agency 
with a name something along the lines of Department 
of Environmental Protection, Department of Environ
mental Quality, Department of &ology ... etc, you get 
the idea. In some states the EPA is still in charge, it 
just depends. To further confuse things, there ~e two 
types of NPDES permits. Generc4 permits are written 



f Water Pollution Discharge Permits 
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·. . ~'It's ok to snitch to the state on polluters. . 
Docu.ment the violations carefully with photographs 

a11d descriptions. Use the language from the permit 
specifically that they are violating." · · 

to apply to broad swaths of common industry (suc
tion dredging, log mill pond, .construction or indus
trial stormwater, etc), and individual permits are for 
things that might be more complex. This is wonky, 
but important if you're going to go through the steps 
below anq try to monitor a permit. · 
Step By -_Step 

Step 1: Figure out who is responsible for implement-
) ng the CWA in your state. If all else fails, call the EPA 
and ask "Is implementation of .the Clean Water Ad 
delegated to a state agency in my state and if so which 
one?" 

Step 2: Got a least favorite industry you want to 
grind your axe on? Speak with said state agency and 
fin~ out what permits regulate that industry, and get 
a list of permitees in your area. In some states this in
formation is all available online where you can down
load their entire database of NPDES permits, in others 
you may have to file a public records request. Usually 
these are pretty easy, but it helps if you have some sort 
of organizational backing for them to hand over the 
info with a smile. Think about volunteering with an 

' aggressive water protection organization if you've got 
one around. -

Step 3: After identifying what permit (which often 
have weird numbers or letters) you want to focus on, 
find a copy and read it. You can usually get these on
line from your state agency. Bust Ol.\t your hig~lighter 
and look far items that you yourself can monitor. 

Some have limits or benchmarks for things you'd need 
expensive equipment for, but others have simple visu
ally identified item~, or are only allowed to discharge 

· under very specific conditions. Perhaps there's a Best 
Management Practice (BMP)_ that 'they're required to · 
be doing and they're not? Any of the requirements 
they're not doing should be a violation of the permit, 
with possible fines. 

Step 4: Go find your target facility, and find their 
outfall or whatever you think they're doing wrong. 
Look for violations. 

Step 5: Find some? It's ok to snitch to the state on 
polluters. Document the violations carefully with 
photographs and descriptions. Use the language from 
the permit specifically that they are violating. Call the 
agency responsible for the CWA in your state, and ask 
who you talk to about violations of an NPDES permit. 
Send them all the info you got, make sure they will 
keep you in the loop on any actions they may take. 

Step 6: Did they do anything abput it? If not, bother 
the agency more and send them more documenta
tion. They are slow to move and usually underfunded 
beyond ·belief, also sometimes in bed with the bad 
guys or just incompetent. 

Step 7: Sadly, if nothing happens through the com
plaint process... it's time to find a lawyer that wants 
to sue for violations of the CWA (there's a citizen suit 
option in this law) and perhaps think of something to 
lock down to. 
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Some Permit Examples 
Just for the sake of conversation, let's walk through a 

few items from some various permits round the country. 
Oregon 700PM Suction Dredging Permit: 
Suction dredging is a crappy process where you 

run a noisy gasoline dredge to suck· up the bottoms 
of streams and. rivers and spit it back out looking for 
gold. This creates turbidity, leaks oil and gas, and cre
ates unstable gravel beds that salmon will spawn in, 
only to have their eggs blown away in winter flows. 
Bad news. 

l 

This permit is administered by the Oregon Depart-
ment of Environmental Quality, and stipulates some 
key points_:..that dredgers frequently violate. If you 
~~t.ch ern, report_ it to DEQ and the State Police. Min
·ers are crazy, and often armed, so be careful: 

.: • No sediment plume visible more than 300' 
downstream 

• No overlapping sediment plumes between mul
tiple dredges 

• No fuel stored wfthin 25' of the water, and spill 
protection required while fueling 

• No dredging into the bank, or moving logs or 
boulders that are tied into the bank 

• No dredging in State Scenic Waterways 

Erosion and dirty water, fllinois . • · No dredging outside of the in-stream water work 
period (check with Oregon Department of Fish 
and Game for this schedule in your area) CLEAN WATER ACT 

UNDER ATTACK 

One of the most critical legal 
tools in our fight to preserve and 
restore our ecosystem, the Clean 
Water Act, is currently facing an 
Unprecedented attack. Not surpris
ingly, these efforts to weaken the 
Clean Water Act are being pro
moted by coal and chemical com
panies, timber interests and other 
industries that make more money 
when they pollute our public wa
ters. As expected, CEOs. get rich 
while fish and people suffer. 

Here are the three biggest threats 
to the Clean Water Act, currently 
making their way through Con
gress, that we need to stop. 

The Dirty Water Act 
The Clean Water Cooperative 

Federalism Act of 2011 (HR 2018), 
also known as the Dirty Water Act, 
would reverse many key provisions 
of the Clean Water Act by appoint- · 

ing the states, rather than the EPA, 
as 'the ultimate arbiter of water 
quality standards and the final 
authority on Clean Water Act per
mits. The result would be.a patch
work of state water quality stan
dards in which the EPA would be 
powerless to interject, even if they 
found a state-issued Clean Water 
Act permit to be questionable. The 
bill severely limits the long-stand
ing federal responsibility for keep
ing water protection consistent 
across all states. On July 14, the 
US House approved the bill, which 
was written in response to EPA ac
tions around specific mountaintop 
removal coal mining and nutrient 
pollution problems. The bill now 
awaits action in the Senate. 

Drinking Pestic:ides Act 
The Reductng Regulatory Bur

dens Act of 2011 (HR .872) would 

exempt pesticide applications in 
am\ around public waters from 
the protections and safeguards of 
the Clean Water Act. Yet, treating 
pestiddes as pollutants is common 
sense. Pesticides are designed to b~ 
toxic to living things, are respon
siblE;! for significant harm to water
ways, and have caused real harm 
to public health and ecosystems. 
Pesticides discharged into our wa
terways directly harm fish and 
amphibian life in particular. They 
also move up the food chain and 
contaminate drinking water. On 
March 31, 2011, the US House ap
proved the bill, and now it awaits 
action in the Senate. 

Dead Salmon, Dirty Streams 
and Dangerous Landslides Act 

Sediment-laden stormwater from 
logging roads is the leading cause 
of water pollution from forest-



Florida Multi-Sector Generic Permit for Stormwater Dis-
charge Assodated with Industrial Activity · · 

Industrial activities have all kinds of fun stuff going 
on that can wash off the site and into streams, rivers, 
wetlands and swarn:us, and mess 'em up good. They're 
supposed to have plaqs to manage them and make it not 
be so bad. Sometimes it works, often it doesn't. Many 
of these types,9f permits require submiting monitoring 
reports, it may be·yery helpful to review the public files 
on the facilities in your watershed and see which ones 
are meeting :the· requirements they're monitoring for 
and which aren~f He4, some places haven't submitted 
a monitoring r~port ifl.20 years, which can be good to 
know too, arid uh, :is a violation in and of itself. . 

This is an EPA genet<~;~ permit that has been adopted 
and implemented (to some limited and half-assed de
gree) by the Florida Department of Environmental Pro
tectipn. The ver}r same DEP that for failing so miserably 
to implement ~he cwk, big green groups are suing to 
have their cyvA_ responsibilities taken away. and given 
back to the EiW. Ouch. 

This permit . is _sprawling and complex, as it is sup
posed to ~pply td the entire country, and every single 
Standard -Industrial Classification (SIC) code out there. 
So-this permit applies to rock mining, trucking yards, 
timber facilities, chemical plant runoff, coal mines, etc. 
Anything at all where water could run off of the facility 
into a waterway. 

Get a copy of their Storm Water Pollution Preven
tion Plan, on file with DEP, and check if they are imple-

menting all of the Best Management Practices (BMPs) 
that they claim to be doing. 

Get copies of their Discharge Monitoring Reports 
(DMRs), see if they are meeting their numeric effluent 
limitations, and their benchmarks. Failing these are a 
no-no. 

Check the monitoring requirements for the industry 
type, see if they are meeting those requirements. 

Any of the above are violations of the CWA and are 
lawsuit fodder. 

Look for any evidence of runoff with visibly dirty 
water, floating trash, oily sheen or a distinctive smell. 
That ain't good or allowed. 

If you have connections to a university or organiza
tion with access to moriitoring equipment, consider 
monitoring some of the 'easier parameters yourself. 
Likely you'll be less inclined than the company to sam-
ple when you suspect the levels will be low. · 

G9od Luck 
I'm fairly sure I m'ade t4at out to be way worse than 

it actually is, but I wish you luck getting your feet wet 
and crafting that wrench from paper. Give em hell. 

American Dipper can be found flying along steep, clear, 
cold streams throughout mountainous west from Panama 
to Alaska and their presence is considered an indicator of 
decent water quality. 
· [For PDF versions of permits look for on-line version of 
this article at EARTHFIRSTJOURNAL.ORG} 

lands, and is known to suffocate 
salmon spawning habitat and de
grade drinking water. Much of 
this sediment is delivered directly 
to streams' from pipes and ditches 
thiit the Clean · Water Act requires 
be controlled through the same 
kind of permit system applicable to 
other industries. A recent court rul
iJ?.g from the US 9th Circuit Court 
of Appeals has confirmed that sedi
ment sources from logging roads 
are subject to storm water discharge 
requirements. In response, a few, 
Senators, including Oregon's Ron 
Wyden, introduced . the Silvicul
ture Regulatory Consistency Act 
(S 1369) in July to tum back the 
clock on clean water protection, 
and exempt erosion and sediment 
discharged by logging roads from 
the Clean Water Act. Worse, this 
exemption for logging road sedi
ment also applies to a host of other 

industrial timber sources, under
mining recovery efforts for Pacific 
salinon. 

Sen. Olympia Snowe [R-ME] 

Sponsors ofHR 2018 
Rep. John Mica [R-FL] 

Let Them Know. It's A Bad Idea · 
Think about letting your local 

congress and senate critters know 
how you feel about their betrayal 
of our ecosystems and the people 
that depend on clean water. I'm 
sure they'd be thrilled to have you 
in their office, or at their press 
events, or t9wn halls, did I men
tion their office? 
· The following congressional rep

resentatives and senators are par
ticularly in need of reminding: 

Sponsors ofS 1369 
Sen: Michael Crapo [R-ID] 
Sen. Ron Wyden [D-OR) 
Sen. Richard Burr [R•NC] 
Sen. Susan Collins [R-ME] 
Sen. Kay Hagan [D-NC] 

Rep. Shelley Capito [R-WV] 
Rep. Howard Coble [R-NC] 
Rep. Duncan Hunter [R-CA] 
Rep. David McKinley [R-WV] 
Rep: Gary Miller [R-CA] _ 
Rep. Nick Rahall [D-WV] 
Rep. Dennis Reh'Qerg [R-MT] 
Rep. Steve Southerland [R-FL] 

Bob Gibbs [R-OH] (sponsor of HR 
872) 

For more senators and represen
tatives that could use an old fash
ioned Earth 'First! thanks, check 
out GOVTRACI<.us and look up the bill 
numbers. 
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(From right to left) Another day at tlie blockade, Aug 26; Owner.s stand their ground; Flatback sea turtle at SO-
Mile Beach in Kimberley; Traditional. Owner, Eddje Roe. Any photiJs not credited are courtesy of Environs Kimberley 

BY TERI SHORE 

My heart is breaking for the wild and sacred red 
rock country known as the Kimberley. Here Big Oil 
is mounting a fossil fuel assault on an unspoiled 
'coastline in the remote northwest of Australia. 

I fell for this land as I sweated and swooned on a 
curve of isolated beach while counting and measuring 
nesting flatback sea turtles last year. The endemic 
Australian flatback is one of four sea turtle species that 
breed and feed along this little-known coast. After a . 
week consorting with the ancient ones, activist friends 
Louise, Franz and Nigel took me to the "bush" in an 
old Land Rover to visit Walmadan-named]ames Price 
Point by white settlers. There I was stunned by the 
sight of sun-burned cliffs, white sands and aquamarine 
waters. On the way, we viewed shell mounds and rock 
shards left by indigenous families thousands of years 
ago. Today people camp and fish here. Franz guided 
us by instinct and memory through grassland, soggy 
billabongs and stringy paperbarks. Leggy stork-like 
jabirus swooped and shadowed us. 

It is here, at Walmadan outside of the tiny tourist town 
of Broome, that the Australian government is pushing 
new offshore drilling, a pipeline, Liquified Natural Gas 
(LNG) tanker port and massive processing plant to tap 
into distant gas reserves under the ocean in the Browse 
Basin. The $30 billion Browse LNG Joint Venture is 
bankrolled by Australia's Woodside Petroleum, BP, Shell, 
BHP Billiton and California-based Chevron. 

If approved, the Browse Basin gas hub, as it's called, 
would destroy endangered sea turtle and dugortg 
habitat, cut through humpback whale calving areas 
and shorebird flyways, impose severe and irreversible 
.impacts on a range of unique and threatened species 
and pristine natural ecosystems, and shred the social 
fabric and economic future of the Kimberley region
which currently thrives on low-impact tourism such 
as whale watching, outback tours and local pearls . 

• 

~. 

Broome and the Kimberley are thousands of 
kilometers IJ.Orth of Perth, the biggest city in the state 
of Western Australia, which itself has been described 
as one of the most isolated cities in the world. I tis this 
distance away from everything that has mostly spared 
this spectacular expanse of ocean and shorline from 
development and pollution. But now it is under siege 
by oil companies. 

A frontline resistance movement is now also underway, 
with men, women, elders, traditional owners, activists 
and artists blockading the access road to Walmadan 
and locking down on bulldozers rolling in to clear .the 
land, shouting "Hands Off Country." Resisters stopped 
Woodside from clearing th,e bush near Walmadan for 
over a month this summer and actions continue. 

"The Kimberley is recognized as one of the last 
large, intact wilderness areas on the planet. Gas 
refineries on the coast would inevitably lead to the 
large scale industrialization of this region," said 
Environs Kimberley Director Martin Pritchard. 
"An extremely damaging 30 year 'forest war' is 
coming to an end in Tasmania. [See EF!! Journal, 
Beltane 2011] The Prime Minister and Environment 
Minister Tony Burke have seen firsthand how 
damaging this has been environmentally, socially 
and economically. What we are seeing here now 
is the beginning of the fig_ht against large scale 
industrialization of the Kimberley." 

A final decision will be made soon by the federal 
Environment Minister Tony Burke, who was recently 
welcomed into protestors' camps on a token visit to 
meet with the community. But there are no buyers 
for the LNG yet and a final investment decision is 
still pending. The unpopular and divisive fossil fuel 
project can still be stopped. . 

Traditional Owners Divided 
The Browse Basin project has divided the Kim]>erley 

Aboriginal community. In 2009, a delegation of 



Aboriginal Traditional Owners met with proponents 
of the Browse Basin gas hub to make clear their 
opposition to the Kimberley project and outline the 
problems with what they see as ineffective and non
inclusive consultatlqn processes. 

Walmadan is pati of the traditional lands of the 
Jabbir Jabbir and <;;bolarabooloo Aboriginal people 
and is subje<;t to 'a ·. joint . native title claim by both 
groups. Many ofthese Traditional Owners signed a 
declaration opposing the project, declaring: "We do 
not consent te·the developme.nt of a LNG precinct 
on our land. AS. ·native title claimants our views, 
opinions and - ~esfres -regarding our land and culture 
have not be-en ,reQresented. We will not allow our 
land to be taken:'ifro~'< us. We will fight for our land 
in court." .. _ 

However, in June ·2010 Western Australian Premier 
Colin Barnett threatened compulsory acquisition of 
lands and land-rights if an agreement was not reached, 
what the he~d -Qf the Kimberley Land Council called . 
"negotia,ting With a gun to your head." In September 
2010, Premi!!r Barnett went ahead with his threat 
a'nd comiPenc~d'coinpulsory acquisition proceedings 
against the Traditional Owners for 20,571hectares of 
land and sea-an area far larget than the governm~nt 
had said was required. In June 2011) Jabirr-Jabirr and 
Goo·larabooloo people voted in favor of th~ gas hub 
under threat of compulsory acquisition of their homes 
and lands in exchange for a $1.5 billion package of 
promises over the 30-years operation of the plant for 
jobs, health care, education and other "benefits" that 
the government has the responsibility· over but has 
failed to offer the community. 

Save the Kimberley co-chair and indigenous opponent 
of the project, Neil McKenzie, said the vote was. split 

roughly 60-40, and he vowed to fight on against· the 
project through the Supreme Court, declaring the 
decision an "embarrassment for all." 

The Thin Edge of the Wedge 
As they say Down Under, this project is just the . 

"thin edge of the wedge." The unpopular and divisive · 
project in the Kimberley is one of multiple oil and 
gas projects proposed for the Northwest of Australia, 
including three by Chevron, that are being fast
trac.:ked by complicit politicians, particularly West 
Australia's Premier, a mini-me model of Dick Cheney. 
He is the one who chose Walmadan as the, site for the 
Browse Basin gas plant without fully considering other 
options. He described the spot as II an unremarkable 
beach" and sees destroying the Kimberley as leaving 
a legacy. , 

Premier Barnett is also behind Chevron's massive 
Gorgon and Wheatstone projects to the south in the 
already exploited Pilbara region. Last year, Chevron 
broke ground on the controversial $43 billion Gorgon 
natural gas plant and pipeline on a nature reserve 
and sea turtle rookery at Barrow Island, recently 
scaling up plans by 50 percent without · a revised 
environmental review and over the objections of 
leading conservationists and the state Environmental 
Protection Authority (EPA). Now Chevron is pushing 
to add another refinery to that project. 

II Already we have seen the failed resettlement 
of endangered species-which were eaten by feral 
animals once moved onshore from Barrow, the impact 
of vessels sinking and colliding with reefs, and the 
introduction of pest species," said Western Australia 
Green Party Representative Robin Chapple, slamming 
Chevron's plan to expand Gorgon. 

• The nursery and calving aquifers 
. The Kimberley will soon 

be given . National Heritage 
listing in Australia because of 
its unique characteristics and 
biodiversity, which has been 
compared to the Amazon for 
sheer numbers of species and 
for new species being discovered 
still.' An endangered bilby, a 
rabbit-Uke nocturnal marsupial 

..... was recently filmed burrowing 
::1: · in the area of the proposed gas 
1-- hub. This ·sighting invalidated 

$80 million worth of studies by 
Woodside claiming no resident 
bilby colonies were found at 
the project area .. Other species, 
communities arid values at risk 
if tbe Browse Basin natural gas 
refinery iS apprOVed include: I 

grounds of the world's • 
largest population of 
humpback whales 

• Up to five species of marine 
turtles including the endemic 
Australian flatback • 

•· Endangered dugong and the . 
rare, endemic Snubfin dolphin 

• Seagrass beds, unique coral, • 
sponge and filter-feeder 
communities 

• Threatened remnant rainforest 
('monsoon vine -thicket') • 

• Internationally significant 
records of dinosaur footprints 

• Aborlginal songiines of immen.se 
cultural value and the associated • 
Lurajurri Heritage Trail 

• Massive freshwater use, 
potentially draining local 

·Dredging· of millions of 
tons of seabed each year to 
establish and maintain a 
shipping channel for LNG 
tankers 
Over. seven million . tons. 
pe·r year of greenhouse gas 
emissions 
Continuous and unavoidable 
marine and atmospheric 
pollution of a pristine 
environment 
The _ risk of major oil spills 
and other toxic· accidents 
'similar to the Gulf of Mexico 
BP catastrophe 
Major social impacts on the 
communities of Broome and 
the Dampier Peninsula 
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(left to right) Turtle tracks at Walmadan; author Teri Shore; Kimberley beach photo by Damien Hirsch 

Sacrificing Sea Turtles for Oil Profits 
These natural gas projects are being sited along 

a marine highway for flatback sea turtles, which 
nest exclusively in Australia. An estimated 1,000 
Australian flatback sea turtles nest on Barrow Island 
every year with 95 percent of theni laid within 4 km 
of Chevron's Gorgon project. Recent satellite tra.cking 
has determined that after nesting, these turtles· head 
to marine waters near Walmadan in the Kimbefley to 
feed. Thus, Chevron is not only destroying nesting 
beaches, but also ruining critical marine habitat-a 
re~ipe for extinction. , 

Last summer, Chevron reported its first dead sea 
turtle at Gorgon. A juvenile hawksbill turtle was 
sucked into a dredger that was digging out the sea 
bottom for a shipping channel and port. 

Chevron's pledge of a token $1.5 million per year 
in turtle blood money to the Western Australian 
government to "offset" the decimation of the sea 
turtle nesting beach on Barrow Island has not yet 
materialized, nor has the required turtle conservation 
plan been drafted. 

Chevron's proposed Wheatstone refinery, nearby 
Gorgon, was given environmental approval to 
move forward despite huge negative harm to 
sea. turtles as spelled out by the EPA of Western 
Australia, which stated: "insufficient weight has 
been given to the status of the species as protected 
species" and that "there is already, or could be in 
the medium term future, a high risk of extinction 
of the species." 

Greenhouse Gas Emissions to Soar 
Chevron's Wheatstone will be among the biggest 

carbon polluters in the world, increasing Australia's 
greenhouse gas emissions by 1.7 percent compared to 
2006-07 levels. · 

If the Browse Basin LNG Project goes ahead, it will 
be the most intensive carbon polluting LNG project 
in the world, emitting 0.65 tons of carbon dioxide for 
every ton of LNG gas produced. As intensive <;:arbon 
pollut~rs, Wheatstone will surpass Gorgon by emitting 
10-15 million tons ' of carbon while processing 8.9 
million tons of LNG every year. Chevron is hell bent 
on slashing open the ocean bottom to siphon off gas 
reserves no matter what the cost to marine life, people 
or the planet. 

Together these projects could catapult Australia past 
Qatar as the world's biggest LNG supplier. 

Saving the Kimberley with Direct Action 
More than 40,000 people have contacted decision

makers in Australia, expressing 1opposition to the 
Kimberley Browse Basin Gas Hub. More than 11,000 
people sent submissions opposing the Browse LNG 
PreCinct -tqJI:le environmenta1 authority conducting 
t!_le- impact asses~ment, a flawed document that was 
released at the end of- 2010 and is now pending final 
approval: 

In December 2010, my organization Turtle Island 
Restoration Network circulated and delivered a 
"Kimberley statement of global support" signed by 25 
international conservation groups including Sierra Club, 
Friends of the Earth and Cetacean Sodety International, 
each representing millions of members, warning of 
"severe and .irreversible" impacts on the environment if 
the project went ahead. I handed it over to Neil McKenzie 
of Save The Kimberley and the Broome community at 
an action that drew about 30 people. 

Since then~ fifteen hundred people have marched 
through the streets of Broome in opposition to the· 
refinery, a town of 15,000 residents. · 

While peaceful demqnstrations have occurred 
throughout Australia over the past two years, 
blockades got underway on the road to Walmadan 
mid-way .through 2011 when Woodside Petroleum 
sent in a fleet of bulldozers and earthmovers to begin 
clearing land, without permits and ahead of project 
approval. Since June 2011 more than 30 people have 
been arrested at the blockade and Woodside's dirty. 
work has been slowed. 

While I cannot be there right now to join my mates 
in protecting the Kimberley, my goal is to sound the 
alarm in the US and generate international support 
to expel Big Oil from their front door. If you plan 
a trip to Australia, please make a point to go to the 
Kimberley, see it and join the resistance. Otherwise, 
please write to Australian Federal Minister Tony Burke, 
join the network of international groups and contact 
me directly if you'd like to engage hete in the US. 

My heart is breaking for the Kimberley, but it heals 
a little each time an activist stands up, the news is 
covered, Big Oil is set back, and a sea turtle cla_mors on 
the beach to lay its eggs. 

Teri Shore is program director at Turtle Island Restoration 
Network, SEATURTLES.ORG. This story was written with input 
from Jill St. John of The Wilderness Society in Perth, Western 
Australia, WILDERNESSSopEIY.ORG.AU and Martin Pritchard of 



OR THE KIMBERELl 
A GLIMPSE OF RECENT RESISTANCE 

Environs Kimberl~· ·~NVI1WNSKIMBERLY.ORG. Footnotes available. 
• 7: Broome-community surveillance see Woodside's 

'private secutity,·Hostile Environment Services, hurtling 
down the highway, an~ follow to find a bulldozer on the 
back of a load~r-;:heading out to Walmadan. Word goes 
out and,the. bulldci~er .convoy is stopped lOkm short of 
its destination bY,.a ldne protestor standing in the road. 

Moments later, someone locks himself onto the 
bl,llldozer. Follo,Wing-negotiations between Traditional 
Owners and police, the person unlocks at the request of 
the Traditional Owners". Police issue a move-on order. 
The convoy .J?re!=edes a further ~km. 

Mean~hih!, ·a. car body has mysteriously appeared 
on a stretch qf road too narrow for the convoy. Fifty 
protestor~ from ali· directions and walks of life
Traditional Owners, business people, · musicians, 
artists, tourists, grey nomads, and filmmakers-have 
now turned up. One slips under the bulldozer and 
locks on again. Goolarabooloo woman Theresa Roe 
says to the gathered media throng: "We don't want the · 
money, we want that country alive. I want to see it for my 
grandchildren. I gotta fzght! ... Tum that tin can around and 
take it back to town!" 

... B: After 27 hours, two people are taken to the 
Broome police station for processing. Back at the 
blockade, everyone gets their swags out for another 

· night under the stars. 
• 9 l 1: Police negotiators arrive. Negotiations 

continue for 7 hours. Police warn that move-on 
notices wiil be issued if any attempt is made to impede 
the unlawful work. The convoy is allowed to proceed 
to a side track 500 meters short of its destination. The 
road is still blocked with people. The dozer is parked 
south of Walmadan, where it remains surrounded by. 
a crowd of Broome community members: 

• 1: Woodside arrives 'at dozer to find it covered 
\yith banners · and still surrounded by people refusing 
them access. Stand-off continues all day. Woodside goes 
home, while police warn of arrests. 

... n: About 100 people blocking entry. The protest 
is led by mdigenous women, who invoke the United 
Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous People 
on matters of free, prior and informed consent; cultural 
responsibility; and the rights df indigenous peoples to 
uphold their Law. Neither the police nor Woodside are. 
prepared to move the women aside. The women declare: 
11

YOU don't recognize our law; we don't recognize yours., 
Woodside tUrns around and heads home. 

*17: Musician John Butler and the gathered crowd 

of over 70 people sing the sun up and await the 
arrival of Woodside and the police. Goolarabooloo 
Law Boss Joseph Roe urges the crowd to 11Stand strong 
for country." The regional and local papers, and TV 
Channels arrive. The camp phone rings off the hook 
all morning with radio programs around the country. 
The story goes national. In a surprise move, West 
Australian Premier Colin Barnett defends the right to 
protest and says he has no plans to intervene: "What 
this is about ·is preliminary work on the site and look, 
people have got a right to protest, if they want to sit out 
on the road for a while they can do that/' Later that day, 
the Premier announces a $63 million 'conservation' 
package for the Kimberley, but environment groups 
question $3 million earmarked for identifying 
potential new mines. 

•18·28:1Woodside workers are met each day by the 
roadblock, and following negotiations, tum around. 
A community.meeting and a letterwriting workshop 
are held at the blocakde to help people express their 
opposition to federal Environment Minister Burke . 

.U.T 5: Woodside pressures the police riot squad to 
assist them in carrying out their 'lawful' duties, to clear 
p:ristine wilderness in endangered bilby habitat, along 
the Lurujarri Heritage trail and within culturally sacred 
burial grouhd sites, without consent from Traditional 
Owners, permits or approvals from the government. 
There are 25 arrests of old, young, indigenous and 
non-indigenous activists. Woodside breaks through 
the protest nearly running over a camera man. 

AI8IT 1: A man is arrested after locking himself to the 
axle of a vehicle near the blockade site, which stqpped 
the clearing of land at the site for more than six hours 
while police worked to remove him. 

A11811ST 2: Thirty protesters greet Australian Federal 
Minister Tony Burke as he stepped onto the red cliffs of 
Walmadan-fust trip to the Woodside gas site. Ea.rlier, 
three more were arrested, including a former Broome 
Shire Councilor, at -the blockade site. Later, bout SO 
protestors blocked the intersection at Manari and Cape 
Leveque Road and police issued move-on notices. 

AIIIISU&: SO protesters blocked a convoy of 30 trucks 
under police escort from making its way to the site. 
A 57-year-old. woman was arrested after she locked 
herself to a low-loader trailer. Protesters clashed with 
police. The convoy was also blocked fro PI the site with 
two people locking thei:nselve~ to heavy machinery 
and a concrete barrel... 
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~ . COCHABAMBA, Bolivia-A poster of "Guernica" was bursting 
/ from the wall and the umpteenth Latin American rendition of "My 
~ Way" _was booming from t~e rec?rd player. I was sharin~ a hand-carve~ 
:;; table tn a Cochahamh'a canttna wtth a cowboy from the Cbapare, an antt-

C5 capitalist imm~gration officer, a-n anarchist surgeon, and a barbacoa-
!J restaurateur. All had been supyorters of President Evo Morales' 
~ Movimicnto al Socialismo (MAS). 

U The conversation was fiery and, as is normal here in the Andes, its 
~ to.Pic was politics. · 

Despite this particular crowd's claim · to the middle class, the 
agreement among them echoed a truth of Bolivian culture: a tendency 
to view things from the perspect_ive of the collective, rather than solely 
{rom one's perceived interests. 

And indeed, this conversation echoed o1her cbarlas I'd had with 
campesinos, taxi-trufi drivers, and union members-and I need to 
he straight . with you: things are not ·going well for the government 
of Bolivta's first mdigenous leader in 500 years. It was only a matter 
of filling in the details-an~. in between gulps of Autentico beer and 
Cuhan·mixed drinks, said details were_p_ouring forth at the cantina . . 

Then the question was put to me. What dtd citizens of the United 
States think? I had to admit two answers: 1) if my da~y dip into The 
New York Times provides any indication, people in the US are basically 
uninformed about goings-on in Bolivta; and 2) for US le&ists, 

, · environmentalists, and climate-change activists, the aura of hope 
ubleashed by the 2005 election of Evo Morales lingers lik-e perfume 
from a Codiahamha jasmine hush. 



I offer, then, a sweep of an overview of what's 
happening and what some cowboys and campesinos, 
taxi drivers, and rank-and-file, are thinking. 

Forked Tongue I. M'atfre Tierra 
Out of one tine Of what has become the Morales 

administration's twd-sided tongue come blood-stirring 
proclamatio:Q.s like··.the presioent's einpassioned grito 
"jPlaneta o Muertef'!. at the 2010 Cancun climate change 
talks. Brilliant, Then there is the stark refusal, that not 
even Cuba prNenezuela would match, to sign on to 
the watered-doWn .~gjeemel).t at said talks. 

And now c~mes th~ nation's new law proclaiming 
the rigQ.ts of Mad~e Tierra-to some minds, a legal
philosophic leap~forward that, a few decades ago, only 
bioregionalists, primitiVe-anarchists, and traditional 
Native peoples coula imagine. 

But, sorry to say, tlie other spine of the eco-fork 
must be not_ed: . - . 

• the ·la~n~h of genetically-modified agriculture 
i~to a ·e:o~ntryside presently free of GMOs; 

• two UI).d~r-construction hydro-electric dams 
30Q peicefit bigger than the US's Hoover Dam at 
a cost of $13 billion, slated to channel water to 
Brazil in exchange for :p~onies to boost Bolivia's 
petro and plastic industries-this, in a country 
where many communities have no potable 
water and water-borne illnesses are rampant; 

• in a nation uncontaminated by nuclear 
radiation: uranium mining, with future plans 
for nuclear power plants-aided by Iran; 

• blankets of electromagnetic radiation in the 
form of WiMAX over urban landscapes-with 
the state telecommunications corporation 
bragging of 1350 radiobases in an area the size 
of Texas and California combined, with many 
more to come; 

• . coriunodity-transporting highways bulldozing 
through protected nature . reserves whose 
treasures, in the case of the Villa Tunari-San 
Ignacio de Moxos road, include 11 endangered 
species and three Native groups in 60 
communities living their traditional hunter
gatherer-fishing lifeways; 

• new oil excavations; 
• new gas excavations; 
• in partnership with Mitubishi, Sumitomo, South 

Korea, and Iran: massive lithium development
threatening leeching, leaks, emissions, and 
spills in the world-treasure salt flats; 

• Bolivia's own Made-in-China satellite; 
• with the help of India, the construction of 

humankind's largest iron mine; . 
• 900 miles of pipeline slated to transport natural 

gas to Argentina; and 
• an explosion of airport and high-rise 

construction. 

In other words: full-tilt, high-tech, colossal-scale, 
high-capital modernization-on a Madre Tierra in 
which such expansion has already been shown to be 
Tlie Problem. 

.Forked Tongue. II: Democracy 
Regarding governance, from one side of Bolivia's 

forked· tongue is spoken the legal language of 
plurinationalismo. After centuries of dictatorships, 
neoliberal governments, and military juntas, the 2009 
Morales-initiated Constimtion legitimizes a form of 
decentralized federalism: a reinstatement of decision
making to local communities, whether defined by -
place, indigenous heritage, or worker identity. 

But, from the other tine of the fork, we encounter 
unabashed state centralism-and the stringency of 
an ·If-You're-Not-With-Us-You're-Against-Us mentality 
to reinforce its dominion. A blazing example of 
such top-down musculature is the 2010 Christmas 
Time Gasolinazo: Decreta Supremo #748 in which Vice 
President Alvaro. Garcia Linera abruptly announced 
that gasoline and diesel prices had been jacked up-by 
as much as 83o/o. ("Joy to the World" notwithstanding, 
the violent uprisings that followed rerouted the 
government's hurry to a slower pace of inflation.) 

But the truth remains: ever since the immediate 
threat from the right wing subsided following Morales' 
2009 re-election by 62 percent, a chronic refusal to 
listen to the very social movements the president 
promised to follow has posed a disturbing blow to 
adherents of participatory democracy. 

When indigenous groups protest the bulldozing of 
their lands for the construction of freeways; when state 
workers call for increases in salaries against the reality 
of gallopihg food prices, when media workers fight for 
freedom of the press against regulations threatening 
fines and license suspensions, state control of 20o/o 
of the media, and state ownership of all of it-the 
administration's reaction is knee-jerk. 

Whether by the vice president or the president 
himself, citizens questioning the government's dictates 
are received with neither com:ern for their ·suffering 
nor gratitude for their participation; they are bold
facedly dismissed as instruments of US imperialism, 
middle-class whiners, out of touch, and/or dupes of 
the right wing. 

The Who's famed rock 'n roll . declaration, · "Meet 
the New Boss, Same as the Old Boss," comes to mind, 
and the long-standing trade union congress Centro 
Obrera Boliviana (COB) is now seeking to unseat the 
vice president ·for just such a pronouncement aimed 
at workers. 

Meet the new problems, same as the old problems 
At the same time, Bolivia is rife · with chronic 

problems that, according to some street-level opinion, 
the government has failed to address. 
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Corruption within government is an age-old 
theme. During the Morales administration, the most 
spectacular example occurred in February 2011: the 
US-Chile-aided arrest of the national jefe of police, 
former head of the Fuerza Especial de Lucha Contra el 
Narcotrafico, and founder of the Centro de Inteligencia 
y Generaci6n de Informacion, General Rene Sarabria 
Oropeza-caught in the act of opening up cocaine 
routes to Miami. His accomplices included a mayor, a 
military colonel, and a captain. 

Another revelation of corruption, more so perhaps 
for spiritual interest, was the June 2010 arrest of 
Valentin Mejillones, the amauta-priest who had led 
the purification ritual of Evo Morales' inauguration at 
Tiawanaku in 2006-for hosting a cocaine purification 
factory in his El Alto home. · 

According to Diego Rada Cuadros, 
a lawyer whose family was forced to 
flee the country during the 1980s 
dictatorships, in the nation-state 
boasting the severest ppverty in 
South America and-save Haiti..._ 
all of Latin America, a position in 
government that may last but six 
years (or, most probably, ' less) is a 
.one-shot chance to amass some 
longer-lasting plata. 

Too, while Bolivian coca has been 
sold for cocaine manufacture since 
Vietnam War days, the country 
is fast becoming a global fount of 
cocaine-and this development also 
feeds popular discontent. In the 
tropical Chapare, where the leaf used 
for cocaine is grown, every family 
has a tale of relinquishing food crops 
to grow the more valuable produce, 
giving up agriculture all together to · · 
work in a lab, or loaning out~ youth 
to play lookout at a .. s,taggeiingly 
high salary of $200 a month. 

Decepcion and protest 
Curiously, in Spanish, the word for" disappointment" 

is decepci6n-a term that, to· the English-speaking ear, 
does not merely name a feeling; it proposes a dynamic 
between inner and outer by citing the presence of an 
impacting source. 

In Bolivia popular decepci6n was measured in a Radio 
Fides poll in February 2011. The sample was conducted 
in the barrios of La Paz that are normally a MAS 
stronghold, and yet a whopping ·s-4% of respondents 
reported loss of confidence in the government of Evo 
Morales, with 80% saying they'd go for a change. 

In other words, the red-blue-white chompa
sweaters emulating the one Morales wore on 
his 2005 foreign-policy tour-that every Tomas, 

Ricardo, and Hari was sportin,g in 200'6-are now 
totally and completely ... out. 

Also reflecting growing disappointment is the fact 
that today's Bolivia exists in a ne~r-constant state 
of disruption due to non-stop huelga-strikes, para
stoppages, bloqueo-road blocks, and manifestacion
demonstrations. Such extreme tactics were honed 
during the military dictatorships of the 1960-'90s to 
force demands by taking the economy hostage-but 
they fell off during the early, hope-for-the-best years 
of the Morales administration. 

As I pen this essay, the post office is closed down 
] 

and a road block has halted overland travel between 
Cochabamba and Santa Cruz. Before that, in April, 
COB threw _ _nationwide marches and paros seeking 

·- . increases in state medical worker, 
teacher, and retired incomes to 
keep up. with. inflation. 

During a (read: peaceful) 
demonstration by doctors, nurses, 
and educators in La Paz, a university 
professor nearly lost his eye when 
a tear-gas canister shattered his 
glasses. After multiple surgeries
performed by an on-strike eye 
doctor in an act of solidarity-he is 
now waiting to find out if his sight 
will return. His comment about 
the event: "This is my personal 
tragedy, yes. But it's not isolated. It 
shows how really bad things are in 
Bolivia-for all of us." 

From December 2010 through 
March of 2010, during the worst 
global-warming-induced storma
when for months rain gushed as 
if being thrown from a bucket and 
floods washed over communities 
like raging rivers-the taxi, trufi, . 
and bus choferes and transportistas 
shut down what was left of the 
water-logged economy with paros, 

bloqueos, and manifestciciones in all the major cities of 
the country. 

Earlier, in October 2010, when the government began 
to whittle away at guarantees for freedom of the press 
via La Ley Anti-Racismo y TodaForma de Discriminaci6n
ostensibly geared to fight racism and sexism, but also 
containing two articles initiating government control 
over content-the nation's periodistas hit the streets 
with coffins bearing microphones a_nd reporter tablets, 
wrote protest placards with their own blood, hung like 
Christ figures from the balconies of buildings, collected 
thousands of signatures, and appealed to international 
press associations. 

And in July and August of 2010, the dty of Potosi
normally a MAS bastion-presented Morales with 



demands to be included in the promised proceso de 
cambia-process of change, mounting hunger strikes, 
bloqueos, and mo~ilizations ofU:p to 100,000 protestors. 

The clutches of 'Go~tu'jca' 
I understand that': the information I am laying 

out may be difficu~ . to take in-and please know 
that activists lp Bolivia have asked me to tell their 
compaileros in the US what is happening here. 

In a world laden with fires, tornadoes, hurricanes, 
tsunamis, volcanoes, earthquakes, and technological · 
disasters; unending~ w_ars over land, oil, and water; 
the · unfolding : of~ Peak Oil and, frankly, of what 
scholar Richard ~Hej.nberg calls Peak Everything; a 
refurbishing of iludear technologies and fears of 
nuclear war; swathes of electromagnetic radiation 
from consumer and military installations; increasing 
corporate power; decreasing social liberties; out-of
hand controLby drug cartels; cancer epidemics; mass 
addictions; ·a~d -growing social chaos-in this world, 
hope is a _precious thing. 

When my ~.ss~y "The Techno-Fantasies of Evo 
·Morales" c_ame -out in CbunterPunch (December 24-
26, 2010), -the messenger was held guilty by a few--.:to 
me, revealing the distress at losing, or at least calling. 
into question, the pure promise that Evo Morales' 
Bolivia had once offered. 

Such distress is not unknown to me. I left an 
established life in the us to be part of history in 
Bolivia, and when I arrived in 'April 2010, my heart 
clawed at my throat upon encountering the cynicism 
and despair that had replaced 2006's enthusiasm. 

But now, if I may muster an iota of the courageous 
perspective my friend, the injured professor, has 
managed: . the predicament isn't isolated. It shows 
how bad things are-for all of us. 

e GReeN 
You ho.~e. a. cho\c.e "' 
o.. }oh tho.+ wi\\ feed your 
k\ds for 3 'jtMS, bui\din_9 
some.thin1 +no.+ wi\\ 
K\\\ t\-le.m la.te..r ... 

Indeed; the politics of the socio-techno-psycho
economic aggregate known as empire have had their 
way. As the scholar Edward Said has noted, no one 
in this world has escaped the impacts of imperialist 
conquest. And yet, if we acknowledge that a better
.and perhaps evolutionally built-in way of being 
huinan-is possible, we might also grasp that the 
conflicts, contradictions, and conundrum created 
through centuries of rippin~ people from roots in 
land and community, whether by force or seduction, 
have us by toe, throat, and tail. 

Yes, ours is a world writhing in the clutches of 
"Guernica," in which too many are dancing to the 
individualism of "My Way. II In such a world, how does 
the beautiful, spirited human being blossom out of the 
militaristic politics, oversize scale, sterile alienation, 
and brash egoism that have, in one way or another, 
infected every one of \:lS and every institution in our 
midst-including in a mountain land c~lled Bolivia? 

I don't ask my question seeking The Answer
for, after a lifetime of participation in the political, 
cultural, and psychological movements of our times, 
I am aware of the multitude 'of intelligent projects 
afoot. I ask my question rather that-if only for a 
moment-we may bring awareness and compassion 
to the sad reality of our world. 

Chellis Glendinning is the author of five books, including 
the award-winning Off the Map: An Expedition Deep 
into Empire as well as the Global Economy and Chiva: 
A Village Takes on the Global Heroin Trade and My 
Name is Chellis and I'm in Recovery from Western 
Civilization. She is Writer-in-Residence at Asociaci6n 
Jakafia in Cochabamba. This article was also published 
in the June 1-12, 2011 issue o(CounterPunch. 

·a, \ . T~ Find more eco-revolutionary 
comic strips a.nd comic books 
by Stephanie McMillan visit 
stephaniemcmillan.org 
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What is. 
............ EO? 

CALL TO ACTION FROM PROJECT BALDWIN & 
ADDITIONS BY EFJ JoURNAL 

They meet in secret. They write our laws. And 
they want us silent. 

The American Legislative Exchange Council (ALEC) is 
a massive body that brings corporations and legislators 

. together to draft "model" legislation. ALEC is a ~onser
vative think-tank run by right-wing politicians and cor
porate members from within big oil and gas, i>"'anking, 
pharmaceutical, private prison and deportation indus
tries, amongst others. 

For example, radst AZ Senator Russell Pearce and Cor
rections Corporation of America (CCA), the nation's 
largest private prison firm, have been members for 
years. With British Petroleum and the Koch brothers as 
some of their funders, ALEC finalized the model legis
lation which became, almost word for word, Arizona's 
SB1070. It's the latest in the historical pattern of colo-

. · nization, slave codes, convict leasing, and the drug war, 
that creates crimes and therefore criminals, for profit. 

ALEC has pushed for Three Strikes and Mandatory 
Minimum sentendng, as well as the Animal Enterprise 
Terrorism Act (AETA, originally titled the Animal and 
Environmental Terrorism Act). In the Midwest, the at
tack on public servants had the same source. In Indiana, 
ALEC provided the text for a state resolution calling for 

r--------~ 

1 We're -calling for four 1 days of action... . 
1 here in occupied Onk Akimel 1 

O'odham lands, from November 
1 29toDecember3,20ll,withan 1 

emphasis for action on Novem-
1 ber 30th·(N30!). 1 

We encourage a creative diver-
1 sity of tactics on N30, the J2th 1 

anniversary of the Seattle up
l rising against the WTO. No mat- I 

ter the acronym, ALEC is no dif-
1 ferent than all the other gangs I 

of businessmen, politicians, and 

I bure~ucrats that we've been re- I 
sist4J.g for over 500 years . .. - ~--:; ----. -- .. 

bills became actual laws~throughout the country over 
the past year-Laws which are designed to create profit 
for corporations and politicians from the systematic de
struction of the environment, the criminalization, in
carceration and deportation of people, the separation of 
families and the division of indigenous communities. 

ALEC thinks they're meeting in Scottsdale, AZ 
this November ... 

We're a group of people in occupied Indigenous lands, 
now called Arizona, who demand the end of SB 1070 and 

287g, the criminalization-and then the incarcera
tion-of migrants, and the militarization of the bor
der. We oppose private prisons, detention centers; 
and security companies, not simply because they 
are private, but because we are sicl<ened by profiteer
ing on human misery. ALEC desires "free markets" 
and "limited government," which means they use 
the state to support profit-making, the continuance 
of colonization, and neo-liberal polides (NAFTA, 
CANAMEX, etc.) that draw lines, make laws, build 
freeways and prisons to exploit labor and the ea.x:tP. 
Whether maintained by the state or corporations, 
we're against all systems of control. We are for free
dom of movement for all people and life. 

In solid¢ty with everyone locked up and locked 
down in AZ, and all 0' odham, Yaqui, Lipan Apache 

separated by the border, anyone dispossessed by the 
wealthy and powerful and all those fighting the earth
brutalizing capitalist machine ... 

Project Baldwin & 
additions by the EF! Journal 

an end to much federal environmental regulation. For more information visit AZRESISTSALEC. woRDPREss. 
Wisconsin its members were pushing for union-busting coM and contact projectbaldwin@riseup.net, 
laws and in Ohio ALEC is promoting voter ID laws that For additional research on ALEC visit: 
will disproportionately disenfranchise Students. ALECEXPOSED.ORG, SOURCEWATCH.ORG, ALECWATCH.ORG/ 

In 2009 alone, ALEC was behind over 800 laws written REPORT.HTML 
for state governments. More than 200 of ALEC's model 

~~- ~··~~~~ca~·~Y.~~(~--~--=~•c.-.-~• 



BY AGUAMAIA ·· der Policy and How to Change It. This review is for all those 
folks who are making the connections between envi-

For a majority of my life, I hated humyns. My first ronmental and social justice, anyone organizing with 
memory of be(:oming aware of this was on a highway the understanding that biocentrism includes such, that 
in Los Teques, ·venezuela, when 'I crossed eyes with a these can never be separate as the forces that destroy, ex
cow being transported, probably to a factory-farm. As . ploit and oppress are the same and that addressing them 
we glimpsed into e~ch-others eyes I felt the injustice of · in isolation is not only short-sighted but ineffective ... 
human supremacy and an over-whelming sense of pain. for anyone who cares about freedom of movement and 
I was sixteen years· old then and as I look back on child- life on" earth. If your soul aches from these realizations 
hood memories I can recall hundreds of times, since I and your body yearns to make these connections, you 
was very little, when I cried over street-dogs, skinny cats, should place Designed to Kill high in your reading list. 
over friends who owned monkeys and kept them in cag- From the frontlines 'of environmental fragmentation, 
es or tied up, over cousins who thought it was funny to violation of indigenous sovereignty and the current 
throw birds' eggs down from trees to reveal their dead human rights crisis around immigration, springs up a 
unborn or laughing about stabbing crabs on the rocks at document that shines a light into the shady dynamics of 
the beach. Animals have always been my deepest passion border policy. This review is for EF! Journal readers who 
and animal suffering has been a handicapping source Wfre left thirsty for more knowledge on the work of No 
of agony for me since I can remember. Just a few years More Deaths after r~ading "Borders & Bodies" (See EF! J 
back I was· rocking slogans such as, "Love the planet? 30th Anniversary Edition, Vol II, pg. 56). 
Kill Yourself." Now I find myself constantly arguing with While the Everglades Earth First! folks were in Arizona 
my previou~ comrades in anger and sorrow about issues getting trained on how to run c;md inherit the legacy that 
of over-population, immigration and the environment. is the Journal, a couple of its new editors, myself includ
My change in attitude started with an anti-racist reading . ed, had the opportunity to work with No Mas Muertes 
group which we took on as a community, then became [No More Deaths], an organization doing humanitarian 
more solid a~ I began to organize with immigrant rights aid work along the militarized border in the desert south 
coalitions resisting the historical and on-going violence of Tucsori. No More Deaths volunteers face the heavy 
against migrants, traditional communities and people · responsibility of saving lives along the ugly, deep scar 
of color. It became complete as I read into environmen- which is the border. This insidious wound burdens and 
tal racism and the sentiment grows stronger the more I restrains our precious earth, its land-based and native 
learn about free trade and what global capitalism is doing communities and wildlife migration and until it is done 
to our planet, indigenous and land-based communities away with there will be no environmental justice. De
and our perishing comrades from the wild animal king- signed to Kill is one of the most important documents to 
dom. The argument which I offer to my buddies in the raise awareness on the dynamics surrounding the border 
misanthropic sphere remains the same ... For the most and immigration policy. It provides an analysis expleir
part, that I have yet to see a dialogue on over-population ing how the actual effects and objectives of US border 
which is sensitive to arid responsible in how it accounts control policy differ from its purported purpose. 
for issues of class, white-supremacy and colonization. The following are ~ceipts and highlights from this 

I cannot think of a more transparent example of the document in hopes to give you a taste and encourage 
over-lapping nature shared by these injustices than is you to read the full article at cRIMETIIINc.coM or contact 
presented by the border. For this reason, w~ are high- the Earth First! journal if you are interested in ordering 
lighting the following excerpts from Designed to Kill: Bor- a zine version. 
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Political borders are ecologically devastating. I encour
age folks to submit articles on how borders are affecting 
the environment, and land-based and indigenous com
munities near arbitrarily designated politico-economic 
border_s all around the world .. 

DESIGNED TO KILL: 
BORDER POLICY AND HOW TO CHANGE IT 

in tom shoes two thousand miles from ·home, suffer
ing from heat stroke, kidney damage, terrible blisters, 
wounds, hypothermia, post-traumatic stress, ,and just 
about every other tribulation you could possibly think 
of. I've been to places where people were ·robbed and 
raped and murdered; my friends have found bodies. In 
addition to bearing witness to the suffering of others, 
I myself have fallen off of cliffs, tom my face open on 
barbed wire, run out of water, had guns pointed at me, 
been charged by bulls and circled by vultures, jump~d 
over rattlesnakes, pulled pieces of cactus out of many 
different parts of my body with pliers, had to tear off 
my pants because they were full of fue ants, gotten gray 
hairs, and in general poured no sm~ll amount of my 
own sweat, blood, and tears into the thitsty desert . 

. ·_.: -.. . The border-is a sick farce with a deadly conclusion. 
- The goal is to make entering the country without pa

·pers extremely dangerous, traumatizing, and expensive, 
but possible. The point isn't to deter people from com
in-g-far from it. It is to -ensure that when they do come, 
the threat of deportation will mean something very se
rious. It means spending a ton of money. It means risk
ing your life to return. It means that you may never see 
your family again. This is supposed to provide American 
employers With a vast and disposable pool of labor that 
is · kept vulnerable and therefore easy to exploit-and 
this in tum drives down wages for workers with Ameri
can dtizenship, which is why the old saw about the "ii
legals coming to our country and taking our jobs" is so 
convincing. Like many good lies, it's powerful because 
it omits the most important part of the truth . 

. .. Here's one last clue: much of the legislation that 
becomes government policy is written by the corpora
tions that stand to profit from it. Arizona's State Bill 
1070, which among other things would require police 
to lock up anyone they stop who cannot show proof of 
having entered the country legally, was drafted in De
cember 2009 at the Grand Hyatt hotel in Washington 

For everyone· who didn't make it, 
everyone who did 

and for . D.C. by offidals of the billion-dollar Corrections Cor

For a number of years now I've worked in the desert 
on the Mexican-American border with a group that pro
vides humanitarian aid to migrants who are attempting 
to enter the United States-a journey that claims hun
dreds of lives every year: We walk the trails, find places 
to leave food and water along them, look for people in 
distress, and provide medical care when we run into 
someone who needs it. 

. . . During this time I've been a part of many extraordi
nary situations and I've heard about many more. Some 
of the things I've seen have been truly heartwarming, 
and some of them have been deeply sad and wrong. 
I've seen people who were too we~ to stand, too sick to 
hold down water, hurt too badly to contiiiue, too scared 
to sleep, too sad for words, hopelessly lost, desperately 
hungry, literally dying of thirst, never going to be able 
to see their children again, vomitiiig blood, penniless 

poration of America (CCA), the largest private prison 
company in the country. This took place at a meeting 
of the American Legislative Exchange Council (ALEC), 
a membership organization of state legislators and pow
erful corporations [See What is ALEC? on page 36]. The 
law, which was partially overturned but may still go into 
effect, could send hundreds of thousands of immigrants 
to prison, which would mean hundreds of millions of 
dollars in profits for the companies such as CCA that 
would be responsible for housing them . 

... Now ... to January 1, 1994, the day that the North 
Ameriqm Free Trade Agreement went into effect, and 
thousands of indigenous people in southeast~m Mexico 
famously rose up in arms in response. Calling them
selves Zapatistas after the Mexican revolutionary, these 
people predicted that this agreement would mark a final 
deathblow to their way of life if they failed to resist .. Their 
analysis of the situation quickly proved exceediningly 



cogent, their en~~ng p~ject of indigenous autonomy 
has yet to be defeated, . and the~ actions sparked an 
entire generatioB of resi_stance to glob;ll capitalism: a 
whole different story that is th~mkfully not over yet. 

In addition to its ruinous effects on American indus
trial communities, NAFTA's aftermath in Mexican agri
cultural communities W~S truly catastrophic. As part of 
its preparation for the agreement, the Mexican govern
ment amey1ded Article 27 of its own constitution to al
low for the privatization of communally-held campe~i
no and indigenous land. NAFTA then permitted heav
ily-subsidized American agribusiness giants like Cargill 
and Archer Daniels Midland to flood the Mexican mar
ket with cheap imports of com and other agricultural 
prodl,Jcts, undercutting nearly all . small-scale Mexican 
farmers. Exactly as the Zapatistas predicted, this drove 
millions of rural Mexicans, many of whom were already 
living in desperate poverty, off the land and straight 
into the aby~s . This ln ~ set off a massive wave of 
migration ·as· millions and millions of people left their 
homes to/ find work in Mexican cities, in sweatshops 
primarily owned by American corporations in northern 
Mexico, and in the United States. 

Within the year, the Clinton administration launched 
Operation 'Gatekeeper, a program that massively in
creased funding for Border Patrol operations in the San 
Diego sector of the border in California. The federal 
government _greatly stepped up enforcement in this 

· sector and 'built a fourteen-mile wall between San Di
ego and Tijuana. Operation Gatekeeper roughly marks 
the beginning of a two-decade-running pro,cess of ev
er-in<;reasing border militarization that has continued 
steadily throughout the Clinton, Bush, and Obama 
administrations. This has meant that every year there 
are more Border Patrol agents, National Guardsmen, 
helicopters, fences, towers, checkpoints, sensors, guns, 
and dogs along the border. Understanding the nature of 
this militarization will go a long way towards clarifying 
what's actually happening and why. 

... This complex and slightly perverse strategy has 
numerous compelling advantages. It allows politicians 

to look tough for the cameras while still providing the 
American economy with the farm-workers and meat
packers it depends on. -It provides ample opportunities 
to swing huge government contracts to 'giant corpora
tions: for example, to.Wackenhut to transport migrants, 
to Corrections Corporation 'of America to detain them, 
to Boeing to build surveillance infrastructure. It justifies 
the hefty salaries of the 20,000 people who work for · 
the Border Patrol. And it has other beneficiaries, who I 
will get to momentarily . . On the whole, border milita
nzation is best seen as a massive goverwnent pork and 
corporate welfare project that is possibly only surpassed 
in the last twenty years by the war in Iraq. · 

... As a result of border militarization, prices have ris
en now to the point that tt costs around five thousand 
dollars for a Guatemalan to be brought into the United 
States ·through the networks, and about six thousand 
for Salvadorans. Fees for'Mexicans vary widely, but they 
are far from cheap. You won't be surprised to hear that 
many people who wish to migrate do not actually have 
six thousand dollars lying around. The cart~ls have de
veloped a variety of inventive solutions to this problem, 
often involving kidnapping and indentured servitude. 
I've met people who spent years "VOrking in the United 
States simply to pay off their initial fee, some while held 
in conditions of qutright bonded labor. I've met others 
who made it through the desert and were immediately 
held for ransom by the same groups that brought them 
in. The ones who were able to raise a few thousand dol
lars more were clnowed to .go. The ones who weren't 
able to were beaten for days and then driven back out 
to be left in the desert, where within minutes they were 
picked up for deportation by Border Patrol agents who 
clearly had some sort of working arrangement with the 
kidnappers. I'm not kidding. It's scandalous. 

... In general, however, the arrangement on both sides 
of the border is not so crude that there alw~ys or even 
usually has to be direct personnel overlap between, say, 
the Corrections Corporation of America, the Border 
Patrol, the Gulf Cartel, and the Mexicart Army. What's 
most important is that all of these organizations have 
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• interlocking interests, benefit from each other's activi- to crawl into a hole and die. It is for those of us who 
ties, and generally act in a way that keeps the others fit that description to think carefully about where our 
in business. This unholy trinity of government, cor- allegiance really lies, and to find · ways to act on it in 
porations, and organized crime-three ways of saying materially meaningful ways. Believe it or not, there are 
the same thing-is a formidable opponent to anyone examples throughout history of people who did just 
who hopes to see the death in the desert end any time this-members of oppressor and· colonizer groups who 
soon. decided to throw in their lot with the colonized and 

... The border doesn't end at the.border, and the.hard- oppressed. You can point to white people involved in 
ships· that undocumented people face don't stop there the Underground Railroad during slavery, gentiles who 
either. The border cuts through every city and state; it sheltered Jews during the Holocaust, white Americans 
cuts through many of our own bodies. The line in the who took part in the civil rights movement, white South 
sand is neither the first twist nor the last of the meat Africans who resisted Apartheid, Americans involved in 
grinder that glob;U capitalism has prepared for people the Sanctuary movement during the wars in Central 
without papers. After making it across the border un- America in the 1980s, and Israelis resi~ting_ the occupa
documented people enter a world in which they can- tion of Palestine today, among others. It's a good story 
not legally earn money; 1·:t>7\S~~~ - to be part of. Those of 
they have compelling us who are positioned . 
reasons not to call the to do so should embrace 
ambulance, go to the it and be proud of it. 
hospital, get health or .. . Working on the 
auto insurance, drive a border has shown me 

· vehicle, open a bank ac- time and agclin that 
count, use a credit card, you can't really extri-
apply for a mortgage, cate one part of the 
sign a lease, or rely on equation from all the 
any number of other other parts. Once you 
options that people start untangling one 
with citizenship can fall thread you start to see 
back on. If for any rea- how i~'s tied into the 
son you have made it a rest of the noose. The 
practice to live a portion camp killings in Juarez will 
of your life off the books, you might be able to appreci- not end without structural change throughout Mexico, 
ate how hard it is to do this full-time in this society. which will not happen without structural change in 

... In any case, the wheels are comiilg off the bus. We Colombia and the other cocaine-producing countries, 
live on the same small planet as everybody else. The which will not happen without structural change in 
way of life we inherited has proven disastrous for the the United States, and so on. You can reverse the or
biosphere and for the long-term prospects of human der-of these statements or add others and they will still 
survival within it. As others have pointed out before be true. Fighting internal deportations and fighting 
me, my generation is perhaps the first group of white border militarization are not two different things. This 
Americans that not only have an ethical manaate to ultimately has global implications, but it is especially 
turn away from this path but also an urgent self-interest true in the case of Mexico, the United States, and their 
in doing so. Left unchecked the curr~Q.t arrangement is devil-child The BordeL Nothing will get better on the 
guaranteed to cannibalize what i~ left of our land base border ·without things changing in both countries, and 
within our lifetimes and leave our children with noth- the problems in one country will not be solved without 
ing but the bones. addressing the problems in the other. 

Admittedly, this is complicated. Groups of humans ... New volunteers sometimes ask me what I think a 
have subjugated other groups of humans and destroyed just border policy would look like. I tell them that there 
their own land bases since long before the social con- is no such thing; it is a contradiction in terms. I am not 
struct of whiteness ever existed, and it is clearly not only interested in helping the authorities figure out _how to 
people of European ancestry who are capable of doing fiX the mess they've created. Ultimately the only hope 
either of these things. White supremacy is not the Qnly . for a solution to the border crisis lies in bringing about 
lynchpin holding this all together, but it is a significant worldwide systemic change that ensures fr.eedom of 
one. At this point in time, I don't think we can hope to movement for all people, rejects the practice of state 
stop the devastation of our planet without contesting control over territory, honors indigenous autonomy 
the structures of white supremacy-<>r vice versa. and sovereignty, addresses the legacies of slavery and 

·So the answer is not for white Americans to continue colonization, equalizes access to resources betW~n the .. 
to defend the indefensible at the price of our ~uls, or global north and the global south, and fundamental1y 



changes human beings' relationship to the planet 
and all of the other forms of life that inhabit it. That's a 
tall order! Where to start? 

... With that S~Ye(\t, dear reader, please allow me to 
address you directl~· li'he death in the desert is not the 
only messed up thing in the world. 'But it is pretty bad, 
and it is very close to iny heart. I would re<!lly like to see 
it end. I encot'lrag~ yo,J.t to find a way to get involved. I 
can't tell you ex~ctly liow to do this. Coming to work in 
the desert is on:e w:ay. there are many others. There are 
communities· ofurtdocumented people in nearly every 
part of the coun!ry, What is the situation in your area, 
and what migntYou ·nave to offer? There are corpora
tions that bene.fit'1rom. this ,whole catastrophe in nearly 
every part of the t ount:iy, as well. What might you be 
able to do? 

... The desert ~s ~ll of places that are sacred to me. 
There is the last-place 1-saw Esteban, the place I found 
Alberto, th~ places where Claudia and Jose and Susana 
and 'Roberto died, Jamie's rock, Yolanda's hill and Al
fredo's tree. It is overwhelming for me to think' "that as 
many of the staries ~s_ I l)now-as many as anyone will 
ever know=-it is just a drop in the bucket of all that has 
happened .. there. The objects that people leave behind 
are a constant remfnder of this to me, a physical mani
festation of all of the best ·and worst that hum~ beings 

have to offer. I am not a particularly spiritual person, 
but the weight of these remnants is immense and often 
oppressive. I lave the desert. It breaks my heart that it 
has played host to such terrible suffering. It gives me 
some solace to kllow that someday-even if it is only 
because there are no more human beings left on the 
planet-there will be no more United States, no more 
Mexico, no more helicopters, no more walls, no Border 
Patrol and no border. The plastic will break down, the 
memory of these things will fade, and the land will fi
nally have a chance to heal under the blue sky and the 
merciless sun. 
"Las paredas vueltas de lado son puentes." 
Walls turned sidewaors are bridges. 
Graffiti on the south side of the Border Wall, 
Nogales, Sonora 

About the author of Designed to Kill: Border Policy & 
How to Change It SkUnk Pig is a medium sized mammal 
whose preferred food consists of roots, grass, 
seeds, fruit, and cacti. 

For more related information visit nomoredeaths.org, 
kaosenlared.net, · elenemigocomun.net, narconews.com, up
sidedownworld.org, oodhamsolidarity.blogspot.com, chap
arralrespectsnoborders.blogspot.com, firesneverextinguished. 
blogspot.com, solidarity-project.org, blackmesais.org 

WILD HORSES & THE BORDER FOR FULL ARTICLES VISIT NEWSWIRE.EARTHFIRST JOURNAL.ORG 

~ild Horse Round Ups, Prison Labor and the 
Border 

. In a new trend that connects the taming of the wild, 
the prison complex and the militarization of the bor
derlands between the US and Mexico, wild mustangs 
brutally rounded up throughout the Southwest are 
being sold .to prisons in Nevada and Colorado. Once 
there, prison inmates are put to work taming the mus
tangs that will in turn become tools of Border Patrol to 
track down and arrest migrants crossing the border. 

According to RafaefV. Garza, horse patrol commander 
in Laredo, Texas, tamed mustang-mounted Border Pa
trol agents arrested over 500 migrants in the first year of 
the program. "Its the intimidation factor," Garza said. 
A perfect system of radst and spedesist domination. 

And in other Wild Horse News , 
Advocates can't stop the controversial round-up of 

more than 2,000 wild horses and 200 wild burros along 
the California-Nevada border. The federal appeals court 
in San Frandsco rejected a year-old motion for a re
straining order and injunction to halt the round-up in 
the Twin Peaks Herd Management Area as moot. 

The nonprofits In Defense of Animals and Dream
catcher Wild Horse and Burro Sanctuary have been bat
tling the Bureau of Land Management since 2009 to 
halt the round-up, which they claim violates the Wild 

Free-Roaming Horses and Burros Act and the National 
Environmental Policy Act. The agency has maintained 
that the round-up is necessary to keep the herds sus
tainable. A lower court denied the groups' motion in 
August 2010. A motions panel of the 9th Circuit re
jected an emergency move for injunctive relief a· few 
days later and the round-up went forward, according 
to the ruling. "The horses are currently offsite and the 
remainder of the plan is apparently going forward," 
the panel found, promising that "any further appeals 
in the underlying action shall be expedited and calen
dared before this panel." 

Writing in dissent, Judge Johnnie Rawlinson argued 
that the issue was not moot because the court can still 
offer relief by ordering that the horses be returned to 
the range. "It is undisputed that the BLM rounded up 
all the horses on the range and then decided which 
horses should be released back into the Twin Peaks area 
and which should be transported to holding areas," 
he wrote. "This would be a different case if the horses 
who were rounded up had all, been dispersed. But that 
is not what happened. The horses that were rounded · 
up are currently being kept in various holding areas 
throughout the southwestern United States. As easily 
as the horses were transported out of their natural habi
tat, they can be returned ... Relief is available and the 
request for injunctive relief is not moot." 

\ 
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The Battle of Millicoma 

BY THRUSH Land Board meeting the first day of camp, where the 
To tell of what happened after this summer's Oregon Department of Forestry (ODF) was going to tell 

Cascadia Forest Defenders action camp in the Elliott the Board why it is such a great idea to nearly double 
State Forest, there should be a bit of background the amount of clear cutting happening in the Elliott, 
for those who haven't heard ~e story of the post- from 500 acres to an annual increase of up to 1000 
Remtezvous action in 2009. acres per year. So we showed up with some friends and 

Before the Rondy in '09, few people had even heard a couple of banners and stated exactly· why the idea 
of the Elliott State Forest, even though it is home to was full of crap, shooting holes in their arguments in 
the most atrocious logging practices on public lands both personal experience and scientific jargon. The 
in Oregon. The timber sale that was chosen had only rest of the camp took a focus on backwoods direct 
one road in, and that was blocked by a gate. On the action, keeping oneself safe in the forest, backwoods 
last night of the Rondy, a group of EFers! worked to stealth, climbing, and of course, swimming. Our goal 
erect a blockade of epic proportions. There was an was to come out of this camp with an action that 
enormous bi-pod, and a sky-pod anchored to the would kick off a continual campaign to' end all clear 
gate, as well as barrel lock downs and a flipped-over cutting on the Elliott and public lands in Oregon. 
van. The blockade lasted three days and resulted in - The plan that came out was admittedly . a little 
27 people being arrested. [For a full description see ambitious. There was one road that accessed four 
"Cascadia Free State Held For Three Days" in Mabon '09 timber sales we were looking at, with one in particular 
and 11Free State Analysis " in the 30th Anniversary Part I that we were not willing to give ground on. So the last 
of the EF! Journal.] night of camp, three affinity groups went out to set up 

Two years and a lot of tactical conversations later, separate blockades that locked down over four miles 
Cascadia Forest Defenders (CFDJ decided to throw of road on all the separate sales. 
an action camp in the Elliott and make that ·our new On the north end, a platf~rm was anchpred to 
primary campaign. Auspiciously, there was a State traverses that criss-crossed the road, making it 



impossible to drive that end of the road without weren't in trees headed out to scheme the next steps. 
dunking the platform. In front of that were four large First, they didn't allow any media or legal observers 
slash piles. At about 10:30 a.m. a bulldozer came past the trench. Then, they partially filled the ditch 
tearing · up the road without warning and plowed in, and bu.lldozed the slash piles. Next they brought in 
through the slash: !Wles. Despite attempts by direct the biggest cherry picker they could get, which almost 
support people to stop the bulldozer, it tore through wasn't enough. Tore-anchor the lines they went above 
the pod's support l~es and dunked the platform. the piping, then the cherry picker went up to the sit. 
With. luck no, one was seriously injured. One bit of They limbed every branch below the platform. With 
satisfaction was tnat;< somehow in the process, the access to the platform they got the sitter down, then 
bulldozer's windows mysteriously got broken. attempted the same with the blockade. The sitters 

The south :bloE:kade, named Ladies' Night, was an there climbed higher than ~he cherry picker could 
all women-and-~an~,planned, executed; and occupied ·reach and demanded to talk to media. The cops finally 
blockade. It start..ed with the most epic slash pile ever · agreed and the sitters got their story out directly into 
seen, construt:t~. at;the end of a narrow bridge. Then, · the news. However, with the picker at their platform 
shortly up the."roap was:.a platform approximately 100 and all of their supplies stolen, the blockade was gone. 
feet in the air tliat ':Vas ~nchored through· a culvert in The last sitters were evicted. 
the road, blocking· the road from any entrance. Since That happened on a Thursday, the following Monday 
neither blockade woulcfwork without the other, and a bike brigade rode straight to the ODF office outside 
with less peopl~- each day, we decided to pull Ladies' of Eugen~ with a list of demands. The cyclists brought 
Night on the second night and consolidate 
both gear amf'people. 

Hill Top was where we were digging in. This 
was the third bl~ckade.-·It blocked the only 
landing spot for the Elk Hom Ranch Timber 
sale-a planned clear-cut of huge native 
forest on steep slopes, leading directly into a 
critical fish-bearing river. Before the blockade · 
was a large trench in the road and three 
slash piles. The blockade itself was a dunk 
platform lOS feet high anchored through 30 
feet of steel piping to unoccupied "sleeping 
dragons" (concrete-filled tubes) anchoring 
the support rope into the road. 

ODF came by the first two days and 
photographed the blockade. On the second 
daY, a grQup of state troopers with vide.o 
cameras escorted the head ODF forester to 
Hill Top. They told us we had until noon the 
next day to leave, then handed over a cease
and-desist order and a map with one area in 
the Elliott circled that we could be in. 

Not only did we have a deadline, but they 
knew exactly what we had. So in an attempt 
to throw them off, we shot lines with what 
little daylight we had left. We decided to rig 
a static platform to give the blockade some 
aerial support, and with the hope of setting 
up something that might be more long term. 
Then · while the rigging was happening, 
mountain beavers went to work digging at 
the trench. The little beavers managed to dig 
up a section of culvert in the road creating a 
trench that was approximately four feet by 
four feet and spanned the width of the road. 

We had learned some lessons ,from two 
years ago. More arrests doesn't mean · your 
blockade stays up longer. So all of us who 



the · party, and held it strong 
outside their offices, reminding 
them that when we said we 
were back, we meant to stay. 

That same day was also the 
end of the Trans and Womyn's 
Action Camp (TWAC), a week 
long camp created to hold space 
for marginalized identities 
within the environmental, 
animal, and social justice 
movements. TWAC threw down 
with glitter, sparkles, and a vengeance, in what has 
been called "the sassiest thing to ever hit Molalla, 
Oregon!,. Three individuals locked down insid{! the 
ODF qffices outside of Portland and a danc~.~·party 
held strong outside the offices . . They held th~ office 
from 10 a.m. until closing. 

Since the protests in ~009, we've seen a shift in 
public reaction. While there was little-to-no support 
immediately fo_llowing that blocakde, the momentum 
eventually resulted in a Eugene-based environmental 
nonprofit taking on the Elliott as one of their main 
campaigns. This year, the show pf public. support was 
dramatically different. For instance, as soon as the 
blockades were announced we had multiple groups 
spreading the news and offering to organize food for 
the sitters. Before 2009 direct action forest defense 
wasn't happening in the Elliot; that action sparked 
motivation. Since then there has been active forest . 
defense each year and the capacity is growing. 

The blockades are down for the moment, but our 
commitment and tenacity are higher then they have 
been in years. We're back in the Elliott and we're not 
going anywhere. 

See you in the woods ... 
To contact CFD go to FORESTDEFENSENow. c oM 

This year's third ann~al Trans and Womyn's 
, Action Camp (TWAC) culminated in an occupation 
of the Oregon Department of Forestry (ODF) office 
in Molalla-basically, it got taken the fuck over! 
In solidarity with the resistance in the Elliott State 
Forest, TWAC brought the fury and glitter in a 
way that the environmental movement has not 
yet adopted. Picture ~ business-as-usual day at the 
ODF, a quaint little office in small-town Oregon, 
about to get bombarded with the most queer-as
tuck, sex-positive action ever! 
_Lady and trans folk, with support from our allies, 

occupied the office in pink fishnets, underwear, 
and so much sass and glitter. Three folks locked 
down while the queerest takeover swallowed the 
hallways and main front desk. When the bomb 
squad, Homeland Security, and 75 percent Qf 
Clackamas County's law enforcement threatened 
arrest, all but three of the occupiers left and moved 
the party to the frol)t. People draped themselves 
around poles in front of the office, sissy-bounced, 
and temporarily stopped a logging truck, causing a 
road closure. Chants included "Beavers and Divas 
are our natural allies" and "We're a bunch of queer 
fucks, we dontt want your clear cuts." Three CJ_rrests 
followed suit (the arrestees are now dubbed the 
Rebel Bitchez) and the office remained shut down 
for ·the rest of the day. 

Basically, TWAC threw down hard in solidarity 
with friends hol~g it down in the Elliott. Bottom 
line, industrial violence will be m~t with glittery 
rage-you fuck with the forests, you fuck ~th our 
.friends, you fuck with TWAC. · 

See you queers in the woods next year! 
For more info: 1WAC. WORDPRESS.COM 



Smash that cellphone! All the kids are doing it! 

The war on "eco-terrorism" is still trudging along 
and, whether we like it or not, those · of us that are 
passionate about defending the· environment are 
on the frqntlines. One of the most quintessential 
tools that law enforcement have against us is the 
virtually unlimited capabilities of Global Positioning 
System (GPS) tracking. Tracking devices are easy to 
use, relatively easy· to install, and the information 
collected is often admissible in court. Anyone can 
buy a GPS tracking device, without any credentials. 

Legally speaking, the use of GPS tracking devices as 
evidence is in a bit of a gray area. The supreme court, 
at the wging of past and present US presidential 
administrations, are debating the use of warrantless 
GPS tracking as admissible evidence. President Obama 
is currently pushing for the use of warrantless GPS 
tracking, even though lower courts have ruled such 

I 

measures unconstitutional. 
Under current laws, a warrant is obtained to piant 

a GPS device. Still, tracking deVices have many uses 
outside of courtroom scrutiny. Using a GPS device to 
track someone's movements without the intention 
of using it as evidence, but rather to keep the person 
under surveillance, is highly plausible since GPS devices 
are re,adily available on the consumer market. · 

'GPS 'tracking devices can be best summed up by 
two different categories: Passive and Active tracking 

Passive Trackers 
The easiest trackers to discover and identify are 

passive trackers, which gather data, such as mileage, . 
locations visited, speed, and time. They store the 

· data internally and typically r~quire a battery pack. 
These trackers are easy to install and reliable for the 
information they present. However, real-time tracking 
Is virtually impossible, as the information is stored, 
typically requiring the device to be plugged into a 
computer to retrieve the information. The passive 
tracker will be most effective when attached to the 
outside of a car, for instance on the undercarriage , 
or behind a bumper, because of the relative ease of 
retrieval. · 

Active Trackers 
Active GPS trackers are the "dystopian futurist" 

surveillance technology which most of us have 
been dreading. Not only do active trackers gather 
location, mileage, speed, and time', but they 
broadcast this information via cellphone towers. 
This means that someone can be tracking your 
movements in real-time, from any computer. Active 
trackers typically require more than a battery pack 
to ensure their long-term reliability. One option for 
powering the device is splicing the wires into the 
car's electrical system. Although the installation 
of these more advanced trackers is made easier by 
having access to the inside of a vehicle, it does . 
not rule out placement outside of the car. Finding 
electrical wires to spli~e a device onto without 
gaining access to the interior of a car can be done 
with relative ease, especially around the undersides of 
the trunk and engine, and anywhere near the battery. 

Cellp~ones 
Cellphones have had GPS tracking in them from 

the very· beginning. They are considered active 
trackers. As you move between cellphone -towers, 
your phone registers itself at those towers and your 
movement qm be tracked by just that alone. With 
more cellphones on . the market having ·built-in GPS 
mapping, tracking someone's movements has never 
been easier. Although there is a -lot more red tape for 
law enforcement to break through before they can 
track us by our cellphon~ alone, never underestimate 
the concessions being made to catch "eco-terrorists." 
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Steps you can take to find and disable 
GPS tracking 
. Fifst and foremost: take the fucking battery out 
of your cellphone! If you are going somewhere and 
you don't want a potential someone finding out 
about it, take the battery out. If you don't want 
a conversation to be monitored, take the battery 
out. It's the first line of defense that you have. 
Always be mindful of that damned cellphone. 
For GPS devices <;m cars, the process is a little more 
involved. Start on the outside of the car, examining 
every crack and corner. Try to get your car on a lift to 
r eally get a good look at the undercarriage. If a lift is 
not available, you can use a regular car jack, flashlights, 
and mirrors. A GPS device is generally going to be a 
mounted box, often plastic, and · sometimes ) mall. 
Anything that matches this description is sjtspect, 
and removing it yourself is a must. Having a friend 
help you out with the discovery and removal of a 
GPS device is a big help, . but make sure this person 
is someone you have a· close affinity with. There is 
always a chance that, if you discover a GPS device, 
there is a warrant backing that device up, and, if so, 
its removal can be a crime. 

On the inside of the car, check everywhere! Lift 
up the floor carpeting, remove the glove box and 
inspect behind the dash, thoroughly inspect the 
trunk and spare tire compartment, pop the hood 
and get in really close to the engine (preferably 
when the car is not in use and has cooled off). 
If you can, try to get a hold of a Radio Frequency (RF) 
scanner. This device will, under most circumstances, 
detect any broadcasts by active GPS trackers coming 
frpm your car. 

Make sure your car is in a remote enough area away 
from cellphones, cellphone towers, and other cars. 
Some active trackers will only send out info~ation 
intermittently, so a good way to test for this is to take 
a drive out to the country (if there is any left near · 
where you live), preferably with a friend you can trust, 
so a full scan of the car can be preformed. 

Fighting· Back! 
Destroying the device is a possibility with little 

immediate repercussions. Run it over or do something 
equally inconspicuous, as if it fell off on its own 
accord. Again, taking the device off, ·if backed by a 
warrant, can result iii criminal charges and possibly 
more intimidation and threats from the FBI. It's 
not a good idea to take any pictures of the device if 
removed. It's especially not a good idea to post the 
pictures on the Internet, unless you are prepared for 
the FBI or local authorities to pay you a visit. If the 
device is there, chances are whoever is tracking you 
knows quite a bit about your personal life. The best 
possible solution is to get in contact with a lawyer. 

Two cases of the removal and handling of GPS devices 

come to mind: Kathy Thomas and Yasir Afifi,. In2005, an 
active memb~r of a Food Not Bombs chapter (who has 
'gone by the pseudonym Kathy Thomas in the media) 
discovered a GPS device placed on her car.and handed 
it over to Wired Magazine, who sent it to an Internet
based company called IFixrr.coM for inspecting. The 
website mxrr.coM posted their findings of the device. 
The FBI reacted and began putting pressure on her. 
Kathy obtained her FBI file by request and it made clear 
the surveillance was part of a nationwide investigation 
of activists connected with Earth First!, the Earth 
Liberation Front, Animal Liberation Front, and 
groups that the FBI considered "le'ft~wirig anarchists ." 
In the end, no charges were brought against her. 
Moreover, there had recently been a federal case against 
th~ FBI bro-ught on by a student name.d.Yasir Afifi for 

-.~e placing of aGPS device on his car, which he and a 
friend discovered while at an auto shop getting an oil 
change. A friend posted pictures of it on news website 
REoorr.coM and soon after the FBI showed up at Afifi's . 
home, demanding the return ~f the device. Afifi sought 
leg~l council and built a case against the FBI, citing 
he had no ties to radical, environmental, or political 
groups, it was just his.race, as an Arab-American, which 
had been the reason the FBI was targeting him. The 
FBI continued their harassment of Afifi throughout 
the investigation, and eventually Afifi dropped the 
suit and handed over the GPS device to the FBI. 
Entering the· realm of the FBI often has very unfortunate 
circumstances surrounding it. While fighting them in . 
court seems like it could incur more harassment and 
scrutiny by the feds and local law enforcement, there are 
a few Green Scare cases that have been dropped (AETA 
4, 2010) and outright won (Connor Cash, 2004). There 
are also those folks continuing to resist the FBI and the 
grand juries who are paying dearly for their continuing 
resistance. They deserve our support. No compromise! 

In short, the best ways to prevent being tracked by a 
GPS device is by taking the battery out of the cell phone 
(or by ditching that cellphone), and by ditching that 
car! Ride a bike, take a bus, use a wheelchair, or walk. 

.· 



. A Th Now: EF! Musician 
Where re ey . . 

... ... ~ .... 

·: ~ ..... · ~ ·-

The neW "wizeri;)\~e · They Now'1 feature of the 
journal seeks to recormed artists and activists of earlier 
generations in Earth fj"rst! culture with those newer to 
the movement. Pleqse send us your ideas of people to 
interview for future issues. . . 

EF!J: When did' you first get involved with Earth First! 
andwhy? · ·. 

CN: As a teehageF- I worked for Greenpeace and 
educated myself on . the global ecological crisis: 
I ended up in Olympia, Washington in 1989. A 
friend and~I went backpacking in the Hoh. We met 
a woman who sat down at our campfire and gave 
us the rundown on the entire Northwest old growth 
issue. She wore an EF! shirt and seemed very involved. 
I never saw her again. I like to think she was this 
shadowy Bonnie Abzug character. The juxtaposition 
of the · old growth rainforest and· the clear cuts out 
there tore our hearts out. Within a month my friend 
was involved in Eugene and I was going · to 
Cheetwoot EFi meetings ·in Olympia. Then 
Dakota Sic;l .-and Roger Featherstone came 
through on the Greenfire roadshow and that 
was really inspiring as well. 

EF!J: When did you stop being involved with EF!? 
Was it a conscious decision? If so, why? 

CN: I stopped being involved as an activist 
in '95 or so when 'Riffraff' was released and I 
began to really focus on music. Ironically that's · 
when the broader movement came to know me 
through the songs. Meanwhile, my close friends 
in Oly all drifted away from on the ground activism 
after many years of good work. Touring was taking 

o.ver as were various musical obsessions·of mine. The 
post-hardcore music scene and Irish traditional music 
were things I got really into, which both have strong 
radical threads to them. I started chasing different 
musical and cultural veins. I was singing at Union 
rallies, the WTO, rock clubs, infoshops, basement 
shows, universities, and folk societies in ·addition to 
enviro protests and events .. . The musicians I came up . 
with, like Robert H~yt, Danny Dolinger, and Alicia 
Littletree, all had different but similar trajectories. The 
.folks before us like Dakota Sid, Bill Oliver, and Cecilia 
Ostrow all were elsewhere in their lives by the time we 

were involved. The guy who 
has always been there is Darryl 
Cherney. Darryl took me . on 
tour before I could shave. He 
is Earth First!s joe Hill. I just 
saw clips of the movie he 's 
b'een working on about Judi 
Bari and it's incredible. 

EF!J: Would you come to 
another Rendezvous? If not, why 
not? If so, when?!? 

CN: I don't know. Every 
Summer, the weekends get packed with gigs, social 

obligations, and the desire to be home occasionally. 
· But never say never. 

Still Wild! The 30tb Anniversa.ry EF! Music Compilation 
Ch~ck out a recent song of Casey's on the Still Wild! Compilation, which also features new and classic tracks &om: 
Peg Millett, From The Depths, Tre Arrow, Grant Peeples, Son Del Centro, Blackbird Raum, Marie Mason, Rye' n 
Clover, Strawberry Jam, Las Krudas, Citizen's Band, Here's To The Long Haul, Cedden Cascadia, Longneck Lula 
6 Jill Lavctsky, Autumn Springs, Thistle, and Automoog · 
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July 3031 

I 
t traveled faster now, a bureaucrat's trick, milky 
panes and faces, the smell of plastics. Isabel sat 
by her father's leg. She was not trembling. Her 
eyes were soft. There was not a thought about 

her father's life and his soul unnourished. He was 
looking out the window and there weren't the wood 
storks he was thinking of. Tropical dusk pierced the 
falsely preserved. · 

Things were not simple in the world beyond the 
window. Out over the rim of the top pane of glass, 
satellites complicated the sexuality of stars. Isabel sat 
drawing lieads of cows, coyotes, marsh rabbits. She 
drew a cloud t4at looked like a barred owl. She passed 
jokes at her small pl~sticine robot, the toy worm 
companion Mr. Condorcet, who in tum made passes 
at her skin with a water color brush. 

Playful black ~ompost in the hot shade outside. 
wanted to look in. Her father mumbled, "there are 
many that have nothing to say until it disappears. That 
is the thing." He lifted his hand. Isabel sang a small 
soft song, made up, about the edges of her drawing 
paper. "My drawing paper has no voice it only speaks 
through me," she sang. She was sure that moths would 
be coming later. She was sure Mr. Condorcet would be 
afraid of them again. 

She looked at her father's boots beside him. They 
looked like an old deep layer of an old man, lying like 
they were not breathing but were supposed to. In the 
house it was quiet. 

The clouds outside the window were enormous. 
.Isabel sat, like under trees, by his leg peering up to 
his face with all the odd grown hairs. It was June. 
The souQd of the Loxahatchee riv.er failed to exist. · 
His eyes were hard in his face like dry lines from a 
dead river running into the brow. His ears listened 
for the Loxahatchee. 

Her father's leg was not going anywhere. Violent 

weight pushed down on his shoulders. The 
unbreathable life of civilization choked him. Still, 
his leg. His eyes above his leg. The prison of the 
ieg, quiet and flesh· and gator-like. He killed for 
the river. He hated passionately ·for the river. After 
a long silence she sat in the carpet as he rose and 
went to the door to listen hard at it. And she was 
always watching him listen hard at it. The ho.use was 
~urrounded by agents. The spirits in the house sat 
silent with their w~ing magic. Small whispers. Mr. 
Condorcet listened to the spirits. 

Her father's eyes grew. She watched them grow. He 
was afraid. Human noises scuffled in the front yard. 
Cops in armor took positions behind thousand year 
old cypress trees, the last of their kind. 

The bullhorn called her father. He had murdered two 
power company. PR executives from off planet for the 
death of the Loxahatchee. He was smiling ·and looking 
terrified. His strong knobby fingers shook under their 
own weight. He armed himself with his shotgun and 
walked to the door. He felt the door and then walked 
back to his .chair. He looked at the carpet and looked 
at Isabel. His eyes were red and cloudy. A small dark 
orb in the back of his eye squirmed around like a 
moon drowning in a flooded universe. He walked to 
the door again and sat before it, counting something 
in a way that seemed like prayer. He stood up, felt the 
door, opened the door and walked outside 

Isabel thought, from the depth of the carpet, that 
she could hear the limpkins rushing off from the loud 
cracks of gun fire that followed. The sounds pushed 

.t:Jnough and beyond her father into her ears-metal, 
bone, wind. There were tiny tiny ghosts in each noise, 
fragmenting into tinier pieces. She heard her father's 
gurgle, his throat reaching out for himself which was 
winding up from his body. She knew he would· have 
wanted alligators to eat his body. She knew· he was 
already working his way under the house. She knew 



he wouldn't rriake it. She knew they'd take his body 
away and that the· worms in the yard would be sad. 

"How sad are the· worms?" Mr. Condorcet asked 
Isabel, his .~ paneled mouth display in a a frenzy. 
"Sadder than you or me," she replied. Isabel pocketed 
Mr. Condorcet and ran up the stairs of the house to 
the brown hallway of the second floor. Agents were 
swarming in through the front door. She entered 
her parent's old room, the one they used before her 
mother died. Isabel remembered her mother, Rosa, 
and father fighting the night Rosa blew herself up 
while bomb building. Her parents old room was· a cold 
room, simple, critical of weakness, but with a strange 
radiance like staring into a cup of tea. They had been 
in love in the room. It smelled like that. Spirits lived 
in the roo~ . . · 

Isabel feared she would be taken to prison if the 
agents fourrd her. She {eared the authoritie's would 
find video in Mr. Condorcet's files of her masturbating 
late at night and she felt too old and too young to 
be masturbating. She feared her body and she feared 
confinement and the cold cities of the people who 
funded the authorities. Besides, there wasn't a way 
to say it. Not a way. Things accumulate that are 
unspeakable. There are many worlds. And sometimes 
there are none. Isabel knew of no other world but 
the Loxahatchee and if that world were ' to die to her 
she would want all the worlds to die. She knew her 
mother had learned to hate her father, that her father 
never learned to hate her mother, that they both 
loved the river, that her body was tired, that she and 
Mr. Condorcet and the spirits must flee. She knew 
her father was dead and she wasn't sad. She knew she 
would go. She knew she would detonate her parent's 
old room, taking the · agents that had covered the 
yar.d of cypress knees, everything in the area in fact, 
the hydro station and cafe, to a charred and restful 
beginning. Her father's body would bum up here. 

Adrift on an Insurgent Starcraft 
October 3039 

T:
e stars. Country tried to find Isabel's hand, 
thin hand, found her hand on her waist, 

ound it amazingly strange, the movement 
f skin, the bulbous round movement from 

the ribs inward to the hip, to the bone, to the pant line. 
Isabel's underwear line was something unexplainable 
t<;> the body, to both bodies. Just around the edge 
of the shadow folding over was heartache, history, 
heartbeat, the counting of time. Isabel pulled her hand 
into Country's shirt,. feeling the spine, the hair in the 
curvature of the lower back, the smell of old sweat, old 
tear drops, and the old false wood of the chamber loft 
seeped into her back muscles. 

Three days of cuddling as the worlds collapsed 
beyond the craft. Cities run on empty, time opening 
up. The thin separating shades that one learns staring 
through a window, feeling love and sadness remade in 
quiet and panic. 

Country had a hurting hip bone, lying on her side 
on the flat plastic bed, arm across the belly of Isabel, 
fingers touching each other, not wanting to move even 
for .comfort. The toes moving the way they do. Two 
planets circulated in and out of the window. Both were 
shimmering and dying. Neither was Earth. Country, 
with her thin hair, rolled away from Isabel toward the 
ships interior to witness the sterility and the rose color of 
the furniture. She wept. It was quiet. Mr. Condorcet was 
busy dbing an internal systems check on his data file, 
leaning against a small stack of old plastic books. 

"When we found you we tried to ·feed you bottles 
of fruit but you wouldn't eat. You were just looking at 
me without expression. There wasn't a way for us to 
communicate," Country told Isabel, scratching her leg 
like a cat, running her fingers into the hairs. "We couldn't 
get you to stop masturbating. You seemed otherworldly 
in your fits ." 
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"I didn't want anyone to see me. I don't want you to 
see me do that," Isabel whispered. It had been eight years 
since Isabel's father was killed, since she had detonated 
her parent's home, since she had eluded her identity to 
become part of the underground. Clear plastic moths 
fluttered around the ceiling space of the chamber loft. 

The light of the loft burned amber itl the wings of the 
moths as they turned and dipped in play. Isabel's eyes 
were peeling backwards into themselves; calling on some 
spirit she had forgotten. She flittered into daydream and 
back, towards the vision of the white and rose ceiling. 
She imagined the cities of the worlds. Each city must 

· draw power from the ghosts of birds. She thought she 
knew it. She thought each city was circumambulated 
by a web of thinnest design to catch .the fresh and 
frightened spirits of birds who died en masse. ~he saw 
the mall bird ghosts flailing in the webbing and looked 
deeper, seeing even tinier spirits, the spirits of the bird's 
hearts fluttering out to escape their panicking host. She 
watched into near infinitude as ghost died into smaller 
compartmentalized nano-ghosts, until each was trapped 
into smaller and smaller webbing and converted into 
energy for the cities. Country swallowed all her saliva 
with despair in the middle of a forgotten breath and · 
choked up for a moment. Isabel didn't notice. 

Isabel left the room as a sun loomed in through the 
window. She didn't motion at all to Country. She walked 
down a long corridor of white to a mess hall. She opened 
a box of sweetened com stars and poured a cup of 
synthetic coffee. A tall man sitting at an adjacent table 
stared into his coffee with a smile on his face. He was one 
of the insurgent bomb technicians on the inconspicuous 
tourist class ship hovering over planet Uberty. 

Liberty 
It seemed late. Isabel was afraid of the way the 

broken glass rested under the neon light advertising 
a diet energy drink. Steam wasn't evacuating from 
the glass but Isabel felt a fever looking at it. It was 
perfect. The glass must have had a ghost now. She 

"You from this part of the city?" 
"No," she responded. It would be an obvious lie to 

I 

say she was. She had studied the style and culture of 
Liberty and especially the five-hundred mile sector of 
city she would be working in but she could. not chance 
pretending to be a local. "I'm from Earth." 

"Oh, I'm sorry." 
"No, don't be. I have done well for myself there. I have 

no regrets." 
"I would say so. You seem healthy. You work for 

Nextera?" he asked, looking into the rearview. "They 
say we are next. I hear our crops are failing now," he 
wenton. 

7 

"I wouldn't worry," she said, "The authorities have 
set up an ~ffective quarantine." She ~atched the city. 

_Suddenly Isabel imagined her mother near the window 
._ 'Qf a building hovering above the tcpd. She saw her 
mother some fourteen stories up dowiling a bottle of 
cough syrup, smiling. Her mother was beautiful and 
young. Stars filled her eyes. This had happened before. 
The advertisement inducers had reached her, often with 
less clarity and more static, as a child growing up on 
Earth. They were very strong and effective on Liberty. 

"Infinity Sigh Cough Syrup," the driver said, "I love 
that advertisement. It allows me to see my mother 
again." Isabel closed her eyes. The advertisement was 
drawing from Isabel's brain receptors the appropriate 
childhood jingle to blend more nostalgia into the 
product placement. It was a tune her father played on 
the banjo, the Battle of Loxahatchee. Isabel wondered 
what the driver's mother looked like. 

"Your mother still alive?" he asked. 
"No, Yours?" 
"Yes, but I have no time to visit. That's why I take this 

toll-way. I can see her two, sometimes three times a day. 
I don't know how she can drink so much of that cough 
syrup without getting drunk though. Hal" He amused 
himself. Isabel saw the Nextera building in the distance. 
It was twice as tall as any of the others. 

hadn't been in a city in sometime. Cars rolled by with Next era 
the smell of chaffed bulletproof plastic. There were The smell of diesel and males getting off, candy, the 
lights everywhere. The smell of people was visual. She sound of motionless tires. Ughts inside the ears of 
had II)emorized the address of an office downtown, passersby. Isabel looked up at the building. She pulled out 
section 7. She hailed a taxi. hernotebook,flippedtoanemptypageanddrewaportrait 

"The sun catches the advertisement just right, eh?" of a dream reduced to pure density. It looked like a bullet 
the driver, a short male with a friendly set of eyes said, hole. Let's be done with thinking of new ways (cm:vard. Let's 
pointing up at a teleboard. A woman with long legs come back. Let's come back tn your hand. Sometimes it touches 
was hunched over on her knees. Her head was out of mine. We can build (Tom this a way out of the clock. There is a 
view and hidden by the angle of the image that focused brilliance in our laving decay, the ted lifting of our bodies when 
on her ass. Three men stood before her, . their faces the dying gets goosed and the controls are (Qund weakened. 
below the nose covered in foam. They were shaving. It Lets move in this direction, clenching and biting each other out 
was ·unclear what she was doing but her genitals were oftheclock. Isabelfeltthemetalwalkwaybeneathher.She 
shaved. The sun made a beam that lighted on her ass. felt her feet. There was a bright green light behind each 
Isabel pretended not to notice. The air was pushing all of the windows. All of the curtains looked like meat. The 
around the cab. "Where you going?" the driver asked. - building seemed to escape beyond the planet. In her side 
' "10003 Nextera Towers," she replied. bag Mr. Condorcet wiggled for comfort. 



Dawson Herero 
"I'm here to see Mr. Herero," Isabel said with a soft voice 

to the woman behind the visitors' booth in the lobby of 
the Nextera building. "I have an appoirttment." 

"Your name please'"\ 
"Insi. I am from Earth." Isabel replied. 
"One moment plea~e . " The receptionist turned to 

her computer. }Yell di:~ssed executives filled the lobby, 
some chatting, mos:t.mpving through with great speed. 
Isabel felt the ar5=hitecture press against her. There were 
lights in every~ne's ·eyes. There were small affirmations 
of beauty, a wisp .of perfume, part sanitation part field 
of stars, a wortiap-~ ·~ a milk-yellow dress, a ' quirky 
shadow that Wc,>u4fn't go away with its creator. Under 
a pink and vertniltor\ ga.'te in the center of the lobby 
there was an art instaliation. It was sensuous almost 
wet but meaningless. · 

The receptionist gazed at Isabel. "Mrs. Lee, correct, 
Mrs. Insi Lee?" Ltake as my dawn the white moon. I take 
as my car the green star. "Mrs. Lee?" I take as my exercised 

. . . I 

demon the fresh 'bl'ack plum. I take as my state the chewed 
· rind. Her outside i?ody was turning pale and she was 
motionless. I take· .as :·my· control the half-sleeping cat. 
"Excuse me: ma'am?" I take as my dream the ejection seat. 
I take as my take the impatient abyss. I take as my enemy 
the specter of operations. "You can proceed this way Mrs. 
Lee. Mr. Herero will se~ you." I take as my fear the will of 
ten-thousand doors. I take as my love the field of beings. The 
receptionist tapped Isabel on the shoulder, her painted 
face nearly touching Isabel's face. Isabel almost vomited. 
The burning liquid fell back down her throat. 

"Hello Mrs. Insi. ~elcome to Liberty. I hope your 
trip was pleasant." Dawson Herero, CEO of Nextera 
Energy, grabbed Isabel by the arm as though an old time 
companion. It wasn't aggressive. It was familiar. They 
had never rpet. His face was wide, partially invisible. It 
couldn't completely be looked at. ' 

"It was. It's great to be off Earth." 
"Please, let's speak on my balcony. I'll have a meal 

prepared." He glanced at Isabel and motioned · her 
forward through his living room. There were red flowers, 
real ones, on an end table. There was a tiny garden of 
amaranth and lavender in the center of the room. Over 
a fire place hung an enormous painting. It was a famous 
piece by Bovatol, the neo-futurist. In the center of several 
thousand concentric rings the word "collaborator" sat in 
simple font. It was the core of the universe and the soul 
and an example of high art on Liberty. 

"Insi, look there." Herero gestured to the balcony. 
"Look at the way the light pulls in. You can see the edges 
of it." It looked to Isabel like a vortex of spirits pulled 
from all angles toward the edge of the balcony. "This is 
some view Mr. Herero, "Isabel said moving through the 
door onto the balcony. 

"The brilliant light of empire. It all gathers here. I've 
had a special attractor placed along the edges of my 
office." He ordered food and wine from a thin woman 

.that had been standing statuesque near the balcony 
entrance. Isabel and Herero stared at. the vortex. The 
layers of the city hit up into the sky like a barelegged 
boy bearing an urn in one hand and his penis, newly 
discovered, in the other. One building deep below 
looked like a milk bottle. 

"Have you ever been to Otitic, Indiana Mrs. Lee?" 
Herero's face changed expression. "And have you seen 
the Empire quarry, the one the stones the Empire State 
Building were quarried from?" 

"Yes," she responded wondering the point. Her father 
had taken her across the wastelands of the east coast to 
Otitic when she was young. 

"Did you throw anything into the quarry Mrs. Lee," 
he asked? 

"Yes, .I suppose I did." 
"What did you throw in the Empire quarry Mrs. Lee?" 

His face was stoic and dispassionate. 
"Well, let me think. A rock I suppose, or, yeah. I threw 

a rock in." 
"Did you know that the rock that was excavated from 

that pit as well as the rock you threw in are re~ants of 
black stars, older than God?" 

"Yes." Isabel felt nervous. 
"Why did you throw the rock into the pit Mrs. Lee?" 
"No reason. I guess I just wanted to hear the sound of 

it hitting water." · 
"Did you want to jump in yourself?" 
"Yes. What is this about? These are odd questions. I'm 

hear to discuss Ne:xtera's project in the Everglades." 
"Look over the balcony Mrs. Lee." 
"No." 
"Why not?" 
"This is ridiculous." Isabel turned away from the 

balcony. Her head was dizzy. Herero's apartment was 
more than three-hundred stories up. 

"I'm sorry. Please, I'll change the su,bject: I haven't 
been to Earth since I was a young man. I riliss it. I was 
very fond of Otitic. The Empire quarry is perhaps the first 
chasm I ever stared into. I find that the vj.ew from my 

. balcony gives me a similar sensation. I'm very neurotic 
about it. I apologize." 

just then the servant woman brought- out a tray of 
food. Another servant, a short man with wire glasses, 
brought out a bottle of wine. 

"And so, you are here about the PR position for the 
aquifer mining proposal?" Herero had changed character 
from morose to hungry at talk of mining operations. 

"Yes, I am from Earth. I am from Florida, in fact, and 
I know what the j)eople need to hear. I am familiar 
with water and energy issues. Many have turned to the 
insurgents and such invasive operations in their water 
supply will only inake that worse. I am well trained in 
public relations as my resume explains." 

"I see. And how much would you request in salary?" 
"30 million a year." 
"That seems reasonable. I have looked over yo~r files. 
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You seem to me to be a perfect fit for the job. Of 
course, I had your background checked with the local 
authorities in Florida. They say you are who you say you 
are. Your references check out. But there is one thing," 
Herero broke off and walked to the food tray and opened 
the bottle of wine. "Tell me about your parents." 

Though Isabel had an air tight guise, complete with 
narrative, and false family history, she sensed that 
Herero knew something. "My parents were part of the 
insurgency. They were terrorists. They died when I was 
very young." 

"Intriguing," he poured two glasses of wine. "That 

insurgency want me dead. I don't blamr.! you." Isabel 
kicked and screamed as she was dragged through the 
room towards the door. "Oh, Isabel, .wait a moment," 
Herero called playfully. "I almost forgot. I am going to 
keep Mr. Cond9rcet. I am aware of some very personal 
image data recorded there," he grinned. "Well, I'm happy 
to inform you that the data has already been accepted 
for a new advertisement. You'll be a star. " · 

The guards dragged Isabel out of the apartment and 
into an elevator. "I can't wait to see that ad," a guard 
said to Isabel. 

isn't mentioned in your files." M r . Condor c e t 
"I didn't think it would help me with the position. My "Take it to the lab and get all the files," Herero said, 

father killed Nextera representatives with the help of my .handing ~e plastic robot, its segmented worm body 
mother," Isabel returned. ~ ·. . writhing, to on~ of his assistants. 

"I did know this of course. You have your toy with -_ -:~. Three miles away the security van transporting Isabel 
you, do you not?" to the police station came under heavy small arms fire. 

"My toy?" "Goddamit. They want the gilL Let's just give her to 
"Mr. Condorcet, am I correct? It was with you when them," one of the guards shouted. But it was too late. 

your father was killed. It was with you when you trained The front of the van peeled inwards with an explosion 
for this operation." and then folded out with an enormou·s blast. Moments 

"But..." later the back of the transporter flung open. It was 
"We have watched your files for a long time Isabel. I Country. Isabel leapt up and kissed her. "What did they 

know what you plan to do. We can intercept your toy's find on you. " 
visual data." Isabel stared into the distance at the Nextera building. 

"I only came to gather information. I. .. " Isabel reached "They were onto us from the beginning. Someone with 
into her belt and pulled a large blade hidden along us had been keeping them apace." · 
her thigh. A guard grabbed her arms from behind and "But now they have images of you." 
another smashed her hand with a baton. She dropped "It doesn't matter," Isabel responded. 
the knife. "But Mr. Condorcet?" 

"You tucker!" Isabel shouted. He had been so close. "Mr. Condorcet was a good companion. espedally 
Two guards shackled her arms and legs and started to when outfitted with C4" Isabel said smiling. In the 
. carry her off. horizon Country saw the Nextera building collapsing in 

"You intended to kill me, Isabel. You and the a cluster of explosions. 
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T
he eqviwn_mental movement must get its 
ass in gei,r a:nq Deep Green Resistance is the 

. transm~sion. _AJierce green rage has to burn 
within us-:-an'd.thi_s- bf>ok is .the lighter. I have to admit 
that initially I wastskeptical. I thought the book was 
being falsely presented, ti}at the authors would merely 
reword the arguments against · 
civilization we've already heard 
and ·only off~r . ambiguously 
timid ideas of what a serious 
resistance moverrtent to save the 
biosphere ·could lqok like. Holy 
Earth was I ~ong! · ' 

This book pulls no punches; I 
would go so far as to say that it is 
the boldest"and most important 
work ever published. Cheers 
to Seven Stories Press and the 
authors for their chutzpah. 

Deep Green Resistance demon
strates step-by-step how the 
dismantling of civilization can 
and must be achieved .through 
underground and above ground 
tactics that 'compliment each 
other. Too many people think 
legal and illegaf tactics are 
mutually exclusive. But that is 
not the case. Now, this isn't to 
downplay the absolute necessity 
of ubiquitous large-scale industrial sabotage; in my 
mind this is the s~gle crucial element of saving the 
planet. However, itis not for everyone. I'm disabled, 
whic}? automatically excludes me (unless I want to 
come back to prison or die for a single action, which 
would overall be counterproductive to the movement). 
So thank Earth-this book lays out explicitly and at 
length strategies anyone can use to effectively create 
a culttire of resistance and undermine civiliZation, · no 
matter what their modus operandi is. It accomplishes 
this in part by analyzing the successes and pitfalls of 
numerous liberatory efforts, including John Brown's 
raid on the Harper's Ferry armory, the Underground 
Railroad, French resistance to the Nazis, the Sobib6r 
death camp uprising, womens' suffrage, the Weather 
Underground, the IRA, and the most important and 
instructive one for us-which happens to be ongoing, 
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and which every environmentalist should study
MEND, the Movement for the Emancipation of the 
Niger Delta. 

Deep Green Resistance leaves no real room as a whole 
for contrary arguments; anticipating . and · answering 
all objections in a thoroughly thought-out manner. 

One great instance of t;his is where 
the authors refute the common 
argument that bringing down 
what I refer to as syphilization, 
would cause immediate suffering 
and death of wild animals. 
Chernobyl is used as a case study. 
Even though it was a catastrophic 
environmental disaster, the 
simple lack of humans has had a 
profoundly positive effect: bison 
and wolves and endangered birds 
have returned and flourished, 
and the ecosystems damaged by 
human occupation are recovering, 
all on their own. As Lierre Keith 
writes, "Even a nuclear disaster is 
better for living creatures than 
civilization. .. this planet could 
repair herself if we would just stop 
destroying [emphasis added by 
author of review] (226)." 

Aric McBay brilliantly shows 
the fallacy 'in both Daniel Quinn's 

1 
"plane" analogy and Richard Heinberg's lifeboat 
analogy for civilization, and how neither think 
we , should actively resist. McBay provides his own 
alternative analogy . . He writes, "Civilization is more 
like an out-of-control, accelerating streetcar. It is filled 
with civilized humans; the streets are dense with 
pedestrians being run-down-a representation of all 
the nonhuman and indigenous life on Earth. Some 
passengers are concerned: 'Not to worry,' one man tells 
them. His calculations show that the bodies piling up 
in front of the streetcar will eventually. slow the vehicle 
down and cause it to safely come to a halt" (456). 

Of course, no. book is without its faults. Lierre 
Keith names horizontal hostility as one of the main 
detriments to a radical resistance, yet she engages in 
it throughout the book. The authors define horizontal 
hostility as scathing critiques of actual or potential 
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comrades, "often accompanied .by hyper-analysis 
of the victim's language use or personal lifestyle 
choices" (138). · 

But Keith herself hyper-analyzes and critiques 
the personal lifestyle choices of a broad range 
of people who could very easily be allies, from 
vegans to anarchists to tax resisters to pot smokers 
to squatters. Why risk alienating them? Most of 
my friends and I fall into one or more of these 
categories. I am a vegan pot smoker and former 
tax resister. After all, I am in prison for attempted 
delivery of 4-10 pounds of marijuana (at least that 
is what I plead out to) . I planned to use the tax
free revenue for pr~pagandizing, publishing my 
anti-civ· novels, and buying/restoring land_. .But I 
guess trying not to give my hard-earned Pioney, 
obtained throu~h extremely risky behaviOr, to a 
corrupt and murderous government shows not 
my personal lifestyle choice or morals, but rather 
my "entitlement" and "stupidity" (154). Keith 
informs us that pot smokers" aren't known for their 
virulence against anything but regular bathing" 
(124). She also goes on to call some foods served 
at potlucks (beans and rice, dumpstered mangoes, 
chips and hummus) "poverty food." Sorry Lierre, 
not all of us can afford wealth food. 

She calls vegans ,;extreme ideological fanatics" who 
couldn't possibly 'continue on "such body-punishing 
fare for any length of time" (157). Funny, my fiance 
will soon be 30-she's been vegetarian since the age of 
13 and vegan since 17. She is super intelligent, bikes 
20-30 miles a day, and a picture of health and vitality. 
This is just one personal example out of the literal 
dozens I could give. How could these passages by Keith 
be interpreteq as anything but horizontal hostility? 
According to her, I am a . smelly parasite, a childish 
mooch, a brain-damaged malnourished fanatic. Thank 
Earth I was already anti-civ before reading this book! 
Even someone as open-minded and thick-skinned as I 
could have been turned off by such hostility. Does this 
movement really have the mass appeal and. numbers 
to be alienating potential allies? The authors claim to 
have a zero-tolerance · policy for horizontal hostility. 
Why, then, do they tolerate Keith's? They write that if 
we encounter someone practicing horizontal hostility, 
we should explain to them the probiem with it, and ask 
them to stop. If that doesn't work, excommunication 
from the movement should be considered. 

Aric McBay pro~des a much better way of looking 
at lifestyle choices on page 258. It gets the point 
across without being patronizing or pejorative in the 
least. "Pre-Civil War abolitionists would . not have 
owned slaves. But this was an implidt result of their 
morality and political philosophy rather than a means 
of change." See, isn't that infinitely much better? It's 
instructive without being off-putting. 

Another problem is when Jensen claims that there 

is no alternative media that would support serious 
resistance. What about the Earth First! Journal? I would 
hope and think they would! I know Green Anarchy 
would. How about Crimethinc? And Submedia? 

None of this is to say that Deep Green Resistance 
shoul~ not be read and studied and reread. The 
organizational diagrams of different structures that 
underground and · aboveground groups can take 
are brilliant and incredib.ly helpful and thought
provoking (294-300). The section on Decisive Ecological 
Warfare (DEW) is worth the price of the book alone. 
It lays out · an in-depth plan of how a movement to 

J 
dismantle civilization could look, including concrete 
tactics for all stripes of activists, from strictly legal 
weekend warriors to serious full-time dired actionists. 
A.big exc~e .f9! people who think civilization should 

· ·be brought down is that they have no idea how they 
could help make it happen. The authors bold Decisive 
Ecological Warfare obliterates. these objections. The 
difference between DEW and every other strategy that 
has been layed out for saving the planet is equivalent to 
the difference betwe~n Einstein's theories of relativity 
and a child's narrow-sighted navel-gazing. In fa<:t, I 
believe strongly that this SO-page section of the book 
should be photocopied and distributed for free at 
anarchist and radical environmental gatherings. That 
is how important it is. 

The book ends on an appropriately spectacular note. 
Lierre Keith's chapter section called "A Story" imagines 
what the next decade or so could lool.< like if we do 
indeed act accordingly, given the seriousness of the 
problems at hand. She wonderfully describes what 
happens as the electrical grids crash, power lines are 
downed, logging ceases, dams are taken out, women 
achieve greater status, population is ethically reduced, 
the forests regenerate~ wetlands restore themselves, 
grasses break through the concrete, and self-sustaining, 
democratic, human-scale communities form. ·It is so 
beautiful and poetic and life-affirming and excitiQg. 

· It brought me to tears both times I read it. This is 
,monumental, given that I'm in prison, living with 19 
other men in on~ room. I've cried half a dozen times 
in my year-plus of incarceration, and only maybe two 
other times from joy rather than sorrow. 

Get this book. Read it. Study it. Learn it. Live it. 
· Pass it on. Distr:o it. It may very well be the key to 

the final struggle that must happen for life on Earth 
to continue. 

JanAustinSmith (#M14236) is currently serving a fouryear 
sentence at Jacksonville Correctional Center in lllinois, ·On a 
conviction for marijuana possession with intent to distribute. 
He is hard at work, and nearing completion on his epic novel, 
The Liberators. His website (if it has not been shut down) is 
www.THEREWILDWEST.COM. He has a support site at 
WWW.FACEBOOK.COM/SUPPORT...JAN 



Earth First! 
~~\)Libs 

... ~"· \ 
I .. , Quick Review 
' 

Because you . may ·have forgotten what adjectives, 
nouns, adverbs and. verbs are, here is a brief review: 

An ADJECTIVE·_ describes something or somebody. 
Lumpy, crusty, crypte-fascist, feathery, messy) vegan, 
beautiful, and _deliCious are adjectives. 

A NOUN is ·the~J~~e of a person, -place or thing. 
Bathtub, coyote, .sung!asses, stick 'n' .poke t_attoo, bike 

, co-op and nose h<:rif are nouns. 
;J .~ ~ 

An ADVERB:telis how something is done. It modifies a 
verb and usually ends in "ly." Haphazardly, meticulously, 
greedily, stupidiy'~d carefully are adverbs. 

. ' 
A VERB ls an action word. -Sabotage, swim, kiss, fly 

and dream -are verbs. [This story. doesn't use -ing verbs] 

You may also be asked to enter a NUMBER, a COLOR, 
an ANIMAL or PLANT, a CURSE WORD, a TYPE OF 
ECOSYSTEM or a PART OF THE BODY. 

Hey, did you know our biggest 
readers make less than a huck a day? 
Please donate a subscription 
of the Journal to a prisoner! 
Fill out-· the form below and 
note that you want it donated 
to a prisoner. We'll do the rest. 

Fill in the blanks below and then transcribe 
them to the story Lonely Rider on the next page. 

Adjective. ________ _ 
Ecosystem, ________ _ 
Adjective, ______ ___:___:__;_ 
Adjective. ________ _ 
Noun _________ ___ 
Noun _________ ___ 
Adjective, ________ _ 
Number __________ _ 
Adjective: ________ _ 
Adverb. _________ _ 
Verb. ____ ___: ______ _ 
Adjective. ________ _ 
Adjective: _________ ___ 
Body Part ________ _ 
Drink. __________ _ 

Plural No~n----~----
Plural Noun _______ _ 
Adjective_:_· ________ _ 
Plural Noun _______ _ 
Adjective ________ _ 
Noun_· _________ _ 
Verb· __________ _ 
Animal _____ ----,-___ _ 
Animal _________ _ 
Curse Word __ __:_ _ _:._ __ _ 
Vern· __________ _ 
Verb. __________ _ 
Body Part ________ _ 

Noun _______ ~---
Curse Word ________ _ 
Adjective: _________ _ 
Noun. __________ _ 
Verb _________ ~_ 
Verb __________ _ 
Color __ ___: _______ _ 
Noun __________ _ 
Plural Animal. _______ _ 
BodyPart _____ ~---
Color. ___ --.-_______ _ 

Adjective. ___ -'---------
Verb 

____ S_uhscrihe to the Earth First! Journal 
0 $500 Lifetime Subscription 

0 $30 Regular Rate ($25 low income) 

0 $40-$50 Anonymous Envelope 

0 $40-$50 First Class Envelope 
$ DONATION 

Name ________________________________ __ 

Address------------------------------~ 
City/State/Zip+4 ____________ _ 
Country _____________________________ __ 

0 $50 Air Mail, Canada or Mexico 

0 $60 Air Mail, International 
(US money, no foreign checks) 

O $100 Corporate/Law Enforcement 

Phone. ___________________ _ 

Email, ___________ _ 

Check# Date I I Amount $ 

We no longer accept credit cards, sorry. 

I 
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Lonely Rider 
You couldn't quite believe it. You were stuck in the middle of the---,-,.,...--.,..,---------..---.,-- with two 

Adjective Ecosystem 

-,...,..,...---:-:---so called comrades that were so--,-...,...-..,.,-- they couldn't even find a · in a 
Adjective Adjective Noun 

----,,-;-------· Everything seemed to turn out ---:--;-:---:-:---· You had been through direct action 
Noun Adjective Number 

trainings and you thought your affinity group was finally ready to ---:-:-----:-- -::-:-:--,.--- that 
Adjective Adverb Verb 

-.--:;-:-:-:-:-:---,---lumber company. You had plenty of rest. You fell asleep as soon as your --,-...,...--:-:--
Adjective Adjective 

-,-...,.--,--,--hit the pillow the night before. You. didn't even drink a~y -=-:--.--- in the previous 24 hours. 
Body Part . . · ... - Drink 

::- + ' • - - · = 
; •.. -

You were sure to bring two , four -, -and lots of-,--,-- -=--=---· Besides, if anything 
Pl. Noun Pl. Noun Adjective Pl. W.oun 

went wrong you always had your-,.....,..,.......,..,-~,---- to protect you. 
Adjective Noun 

When you saw one of your comrades attempt to -----,c=--;-- a wild -....,.....-,,----.,.----you knew things were 
Verb Animal 

not going to go well. "----.,....,..,-:c-:-;- ----r;--:~-.::--..-·'" you. said, "We are here to--...--.-- the wild not-.,-;-.,---
Animal Curse Word Verb Verb 

the wild, now put your away." Your affinity group barely made it to the logging site before the 
Body Part 

~.--- came up over the horizon. A security guard spotted you and yelled, " . you, you ---.,.....-:-:~--
Noun . . Curse Word Adjective 

----;;,.,.-----·" Your two comrades jumped up and began to as fast as they could, not stopping for 
Noun Verb 

breath. They left you in the bushes all alone. The guard approached the ar.ea where you had decided to 

--:-:-..----· Luckily you were wearing a _• -=-;-----~--- and he couldn't see you. By the morning 
Verb . Color Noun 

ants, ticks and had chewed you up. Your })ad turned . You noticed 
Plural animal Body Part Color 

that the guard \'\;'as gone and that several pieces of logging equipment were left unattended. Fortunately 'for 

you your two -.,........,----:-:-- friends were gone and you were able to ---;-;---;---- the machines without..,... 
Adjective Verb 

anyone knowing. 

For your daily dose of eco-resistance: www .NEWSWIRE.EARTHFIRSTJOURNAL.ORG 
. . 

Check out these great links for 
radical gear: 

WWW.EARTHFIRSTJOURNAL.'ORG/STORE 

WWW .PEACESUPPLIES.ORG . . 

WWW. BEEHIVECOLLECTIVE. 0 RG 

WWW.HUNGRYKNIFE.COM 
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In the spring of this year, prisoners inside Pelican Bay 
State Prison contacted prisoner-rights and anti-prison ac
tivist organizations announcing 50-100 prisoners would 
begin a rolling hunger strike on July 1, and that they 
needed support making sure their 
voices and demands were heard 
and acted on outside prison walls. 
At least 6,600 prisoners across the 
state of California joined them 
in solidarity across prison-man
ufactured racial and geographi
cal lines. The prisoners at Pelican 
Bay ended their hunger strike the 
evening of July 20, on the basis of 
CDCR's top level administrators' 
interactions with their team of 
mediators and prisoners directly 
wherein they agreed to accede to 
a few small requests immediately 
as a tangible good faith gesture to 
assure that all of the other issues would receive real at
tention, with meaningful changes being implemented 
over time. Since the CDCR has failed to meet their end 
of the agreement and continue to keep prisoners in ab
horrent. conditions, the hunger strikes will resume on 
September 26. . 

This courageous action falls within a long legacy 
of prisoner-led resistance throughout the world, in
cluding inside both men and women's prisons in the 
US. As such, these struggles are connected to global 
struggles against inequality and powerlessness, for 
self-determination and liberation. 

The changes the prisoners are demanding . are 
standards in other "supermax" prisons, which sup
ports the prisoners' position that CDCR's claim of 
such demands being a threat to safety and security 
are exaggerations. Below is a summary of the five, 
straight-forward core demands the hunger-strikers 
released in April: 
I. End Group Punishment & Administrative Abuse 
- This is in response to PBSP's application of 11 group 
punishment" as a means to address individual in
mates rule violations. 
2. Abolish the Debriefing Policy, and Modify Active/ 
Inactive Gang Status Criteria. · 
• The practice of 11 debriefing," or offering up informa
tion about fellow prisoners particularly regarding gang 
status, is often demanded in return for better food or 
release from the SHU. _Debriefing puts the safety of 
prisoners and their families at risk. 

• The validation procedure used by the California De
partment of Corrections and Rehabilitation (CDCR) 
employs such criteria as tattoos, readings materials, 
and associations with other prisoners (which can 

amount to fiS little as greeting) 
to identify gang members. 
3. Comply with the US Coni
mission on Safety and Abuse in 
America's Prisons 2006 Recom-

. mendations Regarding an End 
to'Long-Term Solitary Confine
ment- CDCR shall implement 
the findings and recommenda
tions of the US commission on 
safety and abuse in America's 
prisons final 2006 report re
garding CDCR SHU facilities as 
follows: 
• End Conditions of Isolation 
• Make Segregation a Last Resort 

• End Long-Term Solitary Confinement. .,. 
• Provide SHU Inmates Immediate Meaningful Access 
to: i) adequate natural sunlight ii) quality health care 
and treatment, including the mandate of transferring 
all PBSP/SHU inmates with chronic health care prob
lems to the New Folsom Medical SHU facility. 
4. Plovide Adequate and Nutritious Food - cease the 
practice of denying adequate food, and provide a 
wholesome nutritional meals including special diet 
meals, and allow. inmates to purchase additional vita
min supplements. 
S. Expand and Provide Constructive Programming 
and Privileges for Indefinite SHU Status Inmates. 
Examples include: 
• Expand visiting regarding amount of time and add
ing one day per week. 
• :Allow one photo per year, a weekly phone call, two 
(2) packages per year, hobby craft items, sweat suits, 
watch caps, wall calendars and correspondence cours
es that require proctored exams. 
• Expand canteen and package items allowed. Allow 
us to have the items in their original packaging the 
cost for cosmetics, stationary, envelopes, should not 
count towards the max draw limit 
•· More TV channels. 
• Allow TV/Radio combinations, or TV and small bat
tery-operated radio 
• Install pull-up/dip bars on SHU yards. 

I 



"At the dawn of industrialism, factories were modeled after prisons; in its twilight, prisons are now 
modeled after factories." -Os CANGACEIRos 

Et:O·DEFE~SE & J-(• o-=. I. - 'I { .. PRISONER BIRTHDAYS 
ANIMAl liBERATION ~~ ~ Send a birthday card to these 

PRI~oNER~ · IN· .. THE u~ ~ ~ ~ political prison~rs. It's an easy 
~ ~ · ~ - w -" ........, way to help remmd these freedom 

• • zz fighters that they aren't forgotten. 
*Grant Bames··_#-137~63, Arrow- If you make one, remember- don't 

head Correctional Fadlicy, POB 300, ington, UT 84025-0130. Currently use anything like white-out, stick
Cation City, CO :8'1215-3000. (Please Awaiting sentenc;ing on October ers, tape or glitter on it. We also 
note new .mailing '~ress.) Arrested 13, 2011 in Salt Lake City. Ar- recommend that you put your 
2007 for setting-fire,to SU;Vs, serving rested summer 2010 for the "ALF name and address and their name 
12 years. GRANrBARNES.\<YORDPRFSS.coM Lonewolf" arsons in Color(\do and and prisoner number on the card, 

*Nathan "Exile~~' Block #36359- Utah. SuPPORTWALTER.ORG lest the . authorities "lose" the en-
086, FCI Lomi{6c, Fe~eral Cor- *Tim DeChristopher #16156- velope and forget where it is going. 

recti·onal Insti'tutio'n, 36'00 Guard 081 H 1 FCI F d 1 C If you would like to add 'a }:)irthday 
' er ong ' e era or- or sign up for our poster mailing 

Road, Lompoc,_ CA 93436.: Serving 7 rectional Institution, PO Box 800, list, email l!S at ppbirthday@rise-
years and 8 months for ELF arsons. Herlong, CA 96113. Sentenced to up.net. Brought to you with love 

*Marie J. · Mason .#04672-061, 2 years for bidding ·on oil and gas by the Chapel Hill Prison Books 
FMC Carswell, Federal' Medical leases on public land to stop fossil Collective. PrusoNBooKs.INFo 
Center, POB 27137, Fort Worth, fuel extraction. BmoER70.oRG 
TX 76127. Serving near 22 year for *Fran Thompson #1090915 HU 
her involvement in an ELF arson 1C, WERDCC, POB 300, Vandalia, 
and 12 other ELF actions. MO 63382, USA. Serving Life for kill-
SuPPORTMARIEMASoN.ORG ing a stalker in self-defense. Before 

*Daniel McGowan #63794-053, her imprisonment Fran was an eco, 
FCI Terre Haute, CMU, PO Box 33, animal & anti-nuke campaigner. 
Terre Haute, IN 47808. Serving 7 
years for ELF arsons. · INDIGENOUS RESISTANt:E 
SUPPORTDAN1EL.ORG 

*Steve Murphy #39013-177, FCI 
Beaumont Medium, POB 26040, 
Beaumont, -TX 77720. Serving 5 
years for aJ) attempted arson on 
a townhouse construction site in 
2006. SUPPORTSTEVE.ORG 

*Michael Sykes #696693~ 10274 
Boyer Road, PO Box 5000, Carson 
City, MI 48811. Serving 4 to 10 
years for anti-sprawl arsons, graffiti 
and attempting to chisel through 
the cement is his jail cell. 

*Joya_nna Zacher #36360-086, 
FCI Dublin, Federal Correctional 
Institution, 5701 8th St, Camp 
Parks, · Unit F, Dublin, CA 94568. 
Serving 7 years and 8 months for 
an ELF arsons. 

*Leonard Peltier #8963 7-132 
USP Coleman I, US Penitentiary, 
POB 1033, Coleman, FL 335Zl. 
(Please note new mailing address.) 
American Indian Movement activ
ist framed for the death of two FBI 
agents during 1975 Pine Ridge siege. 
LEoNARDPELTIER.NET 

*Bryon Shane of Chubbock 
Clan, #0790905 1, Usp Lewisburg 
US Penitentiary, POB 1000, Lewis
burg, Pa 17837 Also known as 
"Oso Blanco." Serving 80 yrs for 
charges related to bank robberies 
to funnel money from banks to 
Zapatistas in Mexico. 

*Wayne Spears #64289080, 
PO Box 52020, Bennettsville, SC, 
29512-5220. Native activist con-

*Justin Solondz #98291-011, victed of "explosives and counter- . 
FDC SeaTac, PO Box 13900, Seattle, feiting US currency." 
WA 98198. Awaiting trial on alleged 
ELF actions. For a more complete online list of 

*Walter Bond #2011-03339, prisoners that the EF! Journal sup
Davis County Jail, POB 130, Farm- ports, check out EARTHFIRST!OURNAL. 

*MichaelDavisMrica#AM4973, 
SCI Graterford POB 244, Grater
ford, PA 19426-0244 
Birthday: October 6, 1955 

*Edward Goodman Africa 
#AM4974, SCI Mahoney, 301 
Morea Road, Frackville, PA 17932 
Birthday: October '21, 1949 

Michael and Edward are two 
of the people who make up the 
MOVE 9. There are currently eight 
MOVE activists in prison each 
serving 30-100 years after been 
framed for the murder of a cop 
in '79. The ninth, Merle, died in 
prison in '98. MC?VE is an eco~ 

revolutionary group dedicated to 
liberation struggles. ONAMovr:.coM 

*Jamil Abdullah Al-Amin 
#99974-555, USPFlorenceADMAX, 
POB 8500, Florence, CO 81226 
Birthday: October 4, 1943 

Also known as H. Rap Brown, Al
Amin came to prominence in the 
'60s as chairman of the Student 
Nonviolent Coordinating Commit
tee (SNCC) and the Justice Minister 
of the Black Panther Party. 

*David Gilbert #83-A-6158, Au
burn Correctional Facility, POB 
618, Auburn NY 13021. October 
6, 1944. Weather Underground 
member. Arrested '81, in a Black 
Liberation Army action. 
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Using the Redwoods 
by Steve Toth 
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please keep letters to the editor to 300 words or less 

Dear EF! J, F""'~--""7'"'--':'""'"'"'::--:--:-----:::------, replica of the 1st American Revo-
I got a notice in the mail to lution! 

say how hard it has been for The ecological American Rev-
the Journal to come up with olution requires the abolition of 
the necessary cash to do pris- the internet! But this can prove 
oner subscriptions. I will try to difficult when prominent, an-
get money to you all, as I know archo-primitivist theoreticians 
how much the Journal is a life- like johnzerzan.net, et al, ·claim 
line for me and is probably just they are underground. 
as important for a number of Only offline can be under-
other folks . Times are tough, ground and truly revolutionary. 
everyone needs money and Offline America~ Revolutionary 
there's not much to be had. But Benjamin Franklin founded the 
print projects are and' always Am~rican Postal Service, which 
have been a sinkhole- for re- is more difficult and costly for 
sources, and yet indispensable the internet fascist authorities 
as' a democratic, grass-roots to surveil compared to the t~le-

outreach tool. Gotta have a phone and the internet. 
voice for the movement, so we Hand written letters (which 
gotta make that happen. I want are automatically historic docu-
to help if I can. and will try to ments) are the underground cur-
send money from somewhere rency of the 1st and 2nd Ameri-
to cover my own costs at least, can Revolutions. 
though it will have to wait a ' Love Live Anarchy! 
minute. I'm tapped presently, .__-------=-----------' -DAVID G. PEARSON 
but not permanently. 

As far as how the Journal looks, 
it's never looked so posh and it was 
chock full of history (it was nice 
to see things put into context and 
to see how campaigns developed 
over time), a mix of old and new 
stuff ... . As always, I'm so proud of 
Earth First! and all it's achieved 
over the years, how many storms 
it's weathered (internal disputes), 
and yet saddened that despite our 
best efforts-we've had to face 
the fact of our losses. And even · 
so, in the face of that, we know 
we can never give up. 

We .don't have the right to the 
luxury of despair; too much rests 
on continuing to fight. That makes 
me even more proud to have been 
a part of that (as Buffulo Trace EF! 
in Bloomington, Massasauga EF! 
in Michigan, and years before, 
the Zebra Mussel Alliance, a little 
group in Gincinnati fighting the 
Rbckford Woo~s development). It 
was a beautiful piece of literature 

and history that you made, and I 
thank you all for it. Thanks, too, 
for doing a page on me. That was 
really touching to be remembered 
like that. 

Alright, well I'm going to try to 
catch the guard's attention at his 
round to get this in the mail tonight. 
So, thanks for everything and take 
care and please keep in t.ouch when 
you can. You are my heroes! 

Love, 

-MARIE MASON #04672-061 
FEDERAL MEDICAL CENTER, CARSWELL 

PO Box 27137 
FT. WoRTH, TX 76127 

DearSFB, 
From the death of fossil fuels .and 

nukes and the birth of relocalizing 
electric grid internet blackouts, will 
emerge the 2nd American Revolu
tion at a similar 18th Century tech 
level and hence an almost exact 

Friends! 
Thanks for your beautiful and 

·inspiring Beltane 2011 Issue. EF! is 
special to me because no one un
derestimates how low the tuckers 
go to harass, intimidate, eliminate 
those of us who actively oppose 
plundering the planet. I love to 
read about folks camping out in 
the woods, swamps, and deserts. 
I used to hike 20 miles at night 
and be laughing all the way home! 
But not any more. Not to be too 
paranoid, but look out for ticks
they're spreading a lot of diseases. 

Timing on the Randy in the 
Northern Rockies is eerie with the 
oil in Yellowstone. How Terrible! I 
have few regrets, but one is I wish 
I had traveled to the Rockies and 
seen the Grand Canyon before I 
got sick. Enjoy it, amor. 

From a tree grove surrounded by 
clearcuts, 

-KW 



Dear SFB, 
Greetings! My_ name -i-s · Rachel 

Rakita I am cu~tently i_ncarcer
ated at SCI Cambridge Springs. I 
happened·to find ·a copy of Earth 
First! in our recycle . bin,. and let 
me just 'say that it was love at 
first sight! 

-RACHEL RAI<rrA #0N1484 
451 FULLERTON AVENUE 

CAMBJW)GE SPRINGS, PA 16403 

Dear SFB, 
Poverty and the global crisis are 

related. The Earth is angry and it's 
beginning to strike back. The term 
Global Warin~ng is an understate
ment. It's more like Global Turbu
lence, and that doesn't even cover 
it. Humanity is like a virus to the 
Earth. Your Earth First! Journal was 
like a breath of fresh air-I live in 
the Boston area, fresh air is hard 
to come by because of second
hand exhaust. 

I support the Journal because I 
know it goes to a good cause. I'm 
working for a publication myself, 
besides being an Eco-Warrior in my 
own small ways. So we'll all hang 
in there and do the best we can. 
Every little bit helps; every spike, 
every blockade, every toasted SUV, 
every bicyclist too-like me, still 
pedaling at the age of 65. 

Yeah, I'm one of the older people 
in the movement and I've seen the 
Earth change for the worst since 

Dear SFB, 

I was young. 
But it's still my 
Earth and if it 
wasn't for Her 
I wouldn't be 
here. None of 
us would. She 
took care of 
us. Now it's 
our turn to 
take care of 
Her. ·Any way 
that we can. 

For .the Wild, 
MARc 

GoLDFINGER 

I've received the Earth First! Jour
nal. Thank you so much! I am with 
other eco-prisoners here in Switzer
land, and we are organizing, a hun- . 
gerstrike inside and with friends 
dutside some initiatives against 
bio and nanotech and the techno
industrial domination. Inside/out
side one struggle! 
Thanks for the Journal! 

A big hug, 
-"BILLY" LucA BERNASCONI 

C/O REGIONALGEFANGNIS THUN 
ALLMENDSTR. 34 

3600 THUN, SWITZERLAND 

To The Tribes, 
The invader has no tribe so his 

roots can't go deep enough in the 
ground to reach the soul of the 
Earth ·so there isn't anything to 
keep him from going crazy. He 
thinks we surrendered to his war, 
but he's wrong. The invader can do 
a lot of things but he can't make 
his idea of the world make sense 
arid he can't get people whose roots 
reach the soul of the Earth to sur
render to those people whose roots 
don't go that deep. Now, when his 
idea of the world is breaking down, 
is a good time to win the war and 
give the Earth back to itself. Win 
the war by telling the truth and 
that's all. The invader thinks he al
ready won the war. Now he won!t 
be so sure. 

The invader broke his word off 
the circle of life so he doesn't know 
words belong to the Earth. Tell him 
to put his word back on the circle 
before he talks the life out of ev
erything. Don't let him talk until 
he puts his word back on the circle 
of life. If you let him talk, you're 
making a mistake. 

Tell him if he breaks his word off 
the circle it will lose all its medi
cine so it can't heal anything. May
be that will get him to talking. If 
he stops talking, the Earth has a 

r--~::;==::=::;:::::---:--l chance. Tell him what a word is. 
If he doesn't know what a word 
is, he's · only pretending .to know 
how to talk anyway. Tell him if 
he stops pretending, he'll see the 
real Earth and that will heal him. 
Then when he learns to talk again 
his words will have their medicine. 
T-hen he can find his tribe. I want 
to talk about making a sacred vil
lage to heal the Earth and heal the 
people;s wounds. Maybe 1 it's time 
to sit down together in a circle and 
talk about what's real. I ' 

-SILENT THUNDER (M. BRIDGE) 
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anarchist publishing for 21 
years ... and counting. 

ALF 
AIR FRESHENERS 

We've all been there before! 
A van full of wet dogs, a truck full 
of smelly chickens, and the cops 

pulling you over. As you scramble to 
hide your balaclava, reach for one 

of these! "(he sweet smell of vanilla 
masks even the smelliest liberated 

animals! Stay free, sm'ell sweet! 
$2 or three for $5 

available from: Bite Back 
222 Lakeview Ave., #160-231 

West Palm Beach, FL 33401 
www.directaction .info 

CjA.IA. RI,)'D'<'l~S !=OJt '\V()(T))'N 

Cn~y~us 
An empowering datebook and 
m ultirult)li<Il earth-spirited calendar. 
With full lunar & astrological 
infonnation, stwming art and 
inspired words from the global 
women's community, We'Moon 2012: 
Chrysalis explores the mmsformative 
moment, invoking radical trust fbr 
rim~ of jeep change. 
DateboOKs •_Wall Calendars • Cards • Posters • Books 

J lN CJ')e Sp!Jl.JC OJ= 
'\.Ve'CDooN 

A gorgeous anthology 
celebrating 30 years of 

We'Moon art and writ.ing. 
Now in paperback! 

Mother Tongue Ink • www.wcmoon.ws 
1.877.693.6666 US • 541.956.6052 lm'l 



corrections, apologies ~nd 
· other assorted grovehng 

.~" , ... ,. \ 
~ t\ 

From the desk of yot.lr humble Earth First! Journal 
Editorial Collective... · · 

' · 
' : ' ...:_ 

Corrections from· Beltane 2011 

supplemental publicatim;1 to keep them filled in. 
For better or worse, our self-imposed austerity 

measures have yet to .result in riots burning down the 
office (although some swamp-starved editors have 
their fingers crossed that a flame will catc~ a stack of 
edits-to-be-entered and send us running for the rope 
swing into the Loxahatchee River!) 

Mad Props 
We want to give a huge thanks so damn much to all 

the people who have stepped up to keep us going in 
this tough transition. It's tempting to name names, 
so you all can buy these people beers or take them 
out for burritos, but we find most Journal supporters 
aren't doing it for the recognition (plus they change 
names all the damn time anyway.) So, you know 
who you are. The Earth First! movement wouldn't be 
reaching out to hundreds-of-thousands of activists, 

Alright folks,·~:~f. -you · haven't noticed, we are still' 
getting the hang ·-of this journal publishing thing 
down her~ in th~ :norid~ office. We might as well start 
with the most~ glaring· mistakes: So, first off,- the last 
issue, Beltane i01 ~r ·was,,qnly Volume 31, Number 3, 
contrary to what issue it'said it was in -three different 
locations; next, tli~ Perri'ckJensen book quoted on the 
inside front cover_i~ c;:alledEndgame (not 'Endame'); the 
awesome artwor~ on ·pag~ SO was by Roger Peet of the 
JustSeeds Artists'- Cooperative; the snare that caught 
the jaguar MachO: B was set by Arizona Game and Fish 
Department, not the federal Fish and Wildlife Service 
(FWS), as a photo •caption suggested; and finally, the 
amazing po-et on the Armed with Visions page who 
wrote "Instructions To My Poem" is Lucille Lang Day 
(an apology also goes out to John Felstiner, who it was 
accidentally attributed to, just in case you've been 
trying to pass off as the author onthat!) 

, revolutionaries, academics, prisoners and computer 
nerds through the Journal, and our online newswire, 
without you. Please, keep it coming. If you want to see 
a report· of our current circulation, get in touch. 

Printing the Journal and EF! News 
Some of you might have noticed that the last issue 

was not perfect-bound (meaning, with a spine, like 
the previous two issues) as we had hoped for. Nor 
were we able to get the Earth First! News out in the 
mail as anticipated. We are hoping another collective 
or accountabl~ individual may take on this project. 
As it turns · out, our dire financial situation has us 
cutting corners anywhere we can find. At this point, 
the EF! News will appear printed in the Journal and 
online four times a year. Our apologies go out to our 
subscribers without internet who were hoping for this 

ECO·ACTION CLASSIFIEDS 
Looking to get your group, project or business exposure in 

the Earth First! movement? Send us a class.ified. Keep them 
to 30 words or less. If you'd like to get a larger ad space:, 
write: ads@earthfirstjournal._org or call 561-249-2071. 

WildEarth Guardians is on the frontline 
protecting wolves and other imperiled wildlife 
throughout the American West. We use science, the 
law, and grassroots pressure to demand 'environmental · 
protection from decision-makers. Find out more at: 
WILDF.ARTHGUARDIANS.ORG 
Oc~ Defenders Alliance is grassroots nonprofit . . . . 

The sad truth about EARTH FIRST .oRG 

And last but not least, if you have ·ever given 
money to EARTHFIRST.ORG, you should ask for it back 
and get it to an EF! project that is accountable to the 
movement. The person who runs that website has been 
discrediting us for years with out-dated, and often 
irrelevant, content. He continues to refuse movement 
participation in the website or transparency with the 
'donations' 'he collects. Unfortunately, his site is the 
main place that comes up for people searching us out 
online. We're asking for your help in changing this. 
Again, you can contact us if you want more details. 

California making coastal waters safer for marine 
wildlife primarily through the removal of derelict 
commercial fishing gear that threaten numerous 
species. For more info: ocEANDEFENDERS.ORG 

New Voice in EcoPrisoner Support There is a 
newly formed organizing group of people working 
with non-cooperating individuals incarcerated for 
their actions in defense of the wild: EF! Prisoner Support 
Project, POB 163126, Sacramento, CA 958i6. Email: 
EFpris@riseup.net 

Looking for Journal editors! If you have 
movement experience and skills related to producing 
a publication, please contact us: . . 
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Blue Anarchy 0 The Earth First! Journal 
an editorial 

I relocated to Lake Worth around 
the same time the Journal moved 
here, in November of 2010. I had 
ended an eight . month stretch of 
traveling and was as unsure of my 
future then as I was when I .started. 
I wanted to learn how to sail, and 
after reuniting with friends from 
Lake Worth at the 2010 summer 
rondy in Maine, I chose Lake 
Worth to pursue that desire. 

The community here took me in, 
and I started volunteering at the 
Journal office. I spent half of my time 
helping out on the publication, and 
the other half trying to get a free 
sailboat. Because yuppies abandon 
their boats, derelict boats are often 
given away for free,. anywtiere with 
a bit of coast. 

All of winter was spent squatting, 
sleeping on friends' floors, fighting 
pneumonia, and helping out with 
the Organizers' Conference at 
Fisheating Creek. It still amazes 
me that these Everglades Earth 
First! folks were able to relocate 
the Journal, publish the second 
edition of the 30th Anniversary 
issue, organize the OC and . post
rondy action, all in the span of 
about 3 months. 

Towards the e~d of winter, I was 
asked to be the newest short-term 
collective member. Also around 
this time, I got a sailboat and 
started living on it. 

The boat I live on is a 26ft (8m) 
sloop, named Witch of the Waste, 
and is anchored in the Intracoastal 
Waterway, which stretches almost 
continuously from Miami to 
Maine. As long as a boat is not 
within the red and green channel 
markers, it can be anchored for free 
anywhere up the entire coast. I ~se 
a photovoltaic panel to charge a 
battery that I use for electricity, I 
live without refrigeration, and use 
a small fan. It's the closest thing to 
off-the-grid autonomy I have beef!. 
able to att.ain. I have begun to scoff 
at amenities. 

The more titile I spend in the 
water, the more disdain I have 
for powerboats. Every day an 
innumerable amount of them speed 
'through the waters I live in; their 
fast motors destroying everything 
in their path. It's a problem a well 

placed hole in the hull just below · 
the water line would take care of. 
Maybe a few thousand sunken 
ships would aid in the regrowth of 
the only living coral reef system in 
the US, the Florida barrier reef. 

Sailing has been myreconnection 
with nature. The feel of wind 
rushing through the sails on a 
dose-hulled tack, how truly blue 
the deep ocean is, the moment of 
panic as .. a squall ··approaches, . the 
feeling qf insignificance against~~ 
unwavering sea .. :.:llor me, it is not 
about ma~tering th~ seas, but rather 
working with them and adapting to 
them. I willingly lay myself before 
the mercy of the ocean .. 

Recently, three of us Journalistas 
took to a sailing trip in the Florida 
Keys to help move a friend's boat, 
S. V. Dolphin, up to Lake Worth. 
Being the only one of us with sailing 
experience, I was a bit nervous. 
about our potential success. We 
encountered squalls, choppy seas, 
and cold rain. Panagioti and I spent 
most of our days throwing up, as 
the heavy waves lapped against 
the starboard side. At one point, 
I lost nerve climbing the mast in 
the tumble, to re-rig the foresail 
halyard. It befell Russ to climb to 
the top, and his legs shook nonstop 
for three hours afterwqrd. 

Despite how it may sound, 
everything went well. Clouds kept 
the. blistering sun obscured, there 
were steady, cooler winds, and 
at night the sky was full of stars, 
unobstructed by city lights. 

On the second night of our 
sail, we encountered a squall that 
pushed us over a shallow rubble 
pile. The rudder was damaged and 
our ability to steer _ was greatly 
hindered. We took a tow and 
spent the rest · of the weekend 
in a boat yard. Through_ sheer 
determination (and the assistance 
of an unlikely yaFd employee 
that lived on-S-ite) we labored on, 
tirelessly. In the end, the boat was 
fixed, -and all things considered, 
the boat's ~wner, Brenna Bean, 
was pretty fucking cool about our 
tribulations. . 

Sailing is fucking hard, ·but it 
is absolutely beautiful, and I will 

always think first about how it felt 
to be there, with friends, sailing by 
the light of the moon . . 

One day I will leave Lake Worth, 
and sail off into whatever troubles 
await me. For now, I gladly toil 
away many, unfathomable hours 
hunched over a computer in the 
darkest and hottest corner of the 
back room office. Working on 
the Journal affords me· the unique 
opportunity 'of corresponding with 
my heroes, both in jail and out, 
reporting on tl!e actions of our 
friends all around the world, taking 
an active role in one of the best 
functioning ·consensus processes 
I've encountered, and at the end of· 
every day there is a part of me that 
believes, with conviction, that we 
are making a difference. So please, 
keep sending us your letters, we 
will keep getting your voice out 
there. 

Fair Winds, 
-Jackie Eyrie 





Daily Planet Publishing 
Earth First! Journal 
POBox964 
Lake Worth, FL 33460 
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